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I INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
The development of a fundamentally new system, the dual Purkinje image 
eye tracker , for measuring eye movement, by personnel of th~ Information Sci-
ences and Engineering Division at SRI International (formerly Stanford Re-
search Inst1tute), Menlo Park, California, is an exciting engineer1ng break-
through. It is the first eye tracking instrument developed that can 
accurately and simultaneously monitor both lateral (translation) and rotary 
(accommodat10n) movement of the eye. With this capability, studies in rela-
tionships between eye movements and speech perception, the focusing ability 
of the eye, and visual sensitivity to spatiotemporal targets can be made. 
Examples of such studies and their applications are discussed in Section III. 
The SRI eyetracking system is a synthesis of two separate instruments, 
the optometer that measures the refract1ve power of the eye and the dual 
Purkinje image eye tracker that measures the direction of the visual axis. 
These instruments, developed by SRI personnel under NASA sponsoring, were 
later combined to form the 3-~ eyetracker, under funding by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH). (See Append1x A for literature describ1ng the 
SRI dual Perkin]e 1mage eyetracker device.) 
The recent objectives of the SRI eyetracker program have been to de-
velop an easy-to-use c11nical version of the double Purkinje 1mage eye-
tracker, to develop vision research instruments with added capabilities 
and flexib1lities that eventually w1ll have clinical usefulness as well, 
and to use these instruments 1n v1sion research for which they are un1quely 
suited. 
SRI's current research act1vities 1n this area include: 
• Improving eye tracker performance 
• Completing a binocular facility 
• Continuing act1ve l1a1son with the users 
• Cont1nu1ng vis10n research effort. 
Theory of Eyetracking Operation 
As light strikes the eye, four reflect10ns, called Purkinje images, 
are formed from the front and rear surfaces of the cornea and lens (see 
Figure 1). The f1rst Purkinje 1mage is formed at the surface of the cor-
nea, the second occurs at the rear surface of the cornea, a third occurs 
at the front surface of the lens, and a fourth occurs at the rear surface 
of the lens. Because the second image 1S relatively dim and the third 1S 
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formed in a plane far away from the others, they are not used for this 
method of measuring. The first image, which is the brightest, and the 
fourth, dimmer than the first but with only one-fourth the intensity, are 
therefore used to measure the relative displacement bl~tween the first and 
fourth images as they move. These two images move similarly under trans-
lation (lateral movement) and differentially (rotary movement)--Le., they 
dance around. 
FIGURE 1 DIAGRAM OF THE PURKINJE EYETRACKER IMAGE AREA 
For purposes of simplicity, the two surfaces in question--the front 
of the cornea and the rear of the lens--are assumed to resemble a clam 
shell arrangement (see Figure 1) where both surfaces have the same radius 
of curvature and have a separation equal to their radius of curvature. 
Cl is the center of curvature for the cornea, and C4 is the center of curva-
ture of the rear of the lens. If these two surfaces are assumed to be 
spherical, the effect of collimated light is to produce the two images 
roughly in the eenter, equidistant between the two surfaces. The distance 
that each image moves as a result of eye rotation is related to the dis-
tance from the eenter of rotation CR to the center of curvature for the 
surface that forms it. The separation of the two images as a function of 
eye rotation 6 :is approximately given by S = 7 sin 6, where S is in milli-
meters. 
Change in separation between these two images therefore is directly 
related to the angular rotation of the eye and is indE~pendent of head 
translation. The basic action of the eye tracker i.s to monitor or track 
continuously the separation of these two images. When collimated infra-
red light is directed toward the cornea, the direction of gaze can be ac-
curately inferred from the relative position of the first and fourth im-
age. The use of infrared light, incidentally, is common in nearly all 
tracking systems; it is nondamaging to the eye and does not interfere with 
normal vision. 
In the SRI eyetracker, the first Purkinje image :i.s brought to focus 
on a stationary photodetector by the receiving optics after reflection 
from a motor-driven mirror. The stationary photodetector senses any mo-
tion of this image and causes the mirror to rotate horizontally and ver-
tically enough to keep the image centered on the stationary photodetector. 
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The fourth Purkinje image is focused onto a second photodetector after 
reflection from an additional motor-driven mirror. This second stationary 
photodetector senses any motion of the fourth image and causes the second 
mirror to rotate horizontally and vertically enough to keep the image cen-
tered on the photocell. After the first image is stabilized in space, the 
motion of the other image is exactly equal to the relative motion of the 
two images. From this relative motion, the direction of gaze can be ac-
curately determined and studies, such as visual tracking tasks for pilots, 
can be made, and the investigation of human behavior in the correlation of 
language to the perceptual and cognitive process of the mind (Cooper, 1974). 
3 
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II BACKGROUND 
Historic Overview of SRI Eyetracker Development 
The SRI eye tracker instruments evolved from a series of experiments 
ln the mid 1960s on the mechanisms of human visual accommodation. An ab-
breviated history of SRI International's Visual Science Program is given 
ln Figure 2. Specifically, Dr. Robert Randle (NASA-Ames) was lnterested 
in the need to measure visual accommodation for pilots. Early in these 
studies, it became apparent that it was necessary not only to measure the 
refractive power of the eye, but also to isolate small retinal areas; e.g., 
to map sensitivity to blur over different regions of the retina. This re-
qUlres an accurate and continual measure of eye position so as to know what 
area of the retina is stimulated at every instant. The interaction between 
the eye movement and accommodatlon systems also was studied. Because no in-
struments were available to easily and accurately monitor both eye move-
ments and accommodation, it was necessary to develop such lnstruments: 
one to measure the refractlve power of the eye and one to measure the di-
rection of the visual axis, both contlnuously. The first instrument is 
known as the optometer and the second as the dual Purkinje lmage eyetracker. 
These instruments were developed under NASA support during the years 1966-
1971. 
The first year's study ln 1966 (NASA Contract NAS2-2760) was princi-
pally theoretical in nature. It resulted in the development of models for 
processlng of the retlnal image to determlne the state of focus and the 
nature of the control system controlling the ciliary muscle. An optical 
range-finder technique whlch was based on a mode of vlbratlon that seemed 
analogous to an observed vibration ln the human lens system was developed 
to evaluate the potentlal role of this vibration in human focus control. 
The second year's work ln 1967 (NASA Contract NAS2-35l7) was aimed 
primarily at the development of instrumentation to test a number of basic 
hypotheses generated in the first study. The two key items of instrumen-
tation were a 2-D eyetracker and an optometer that measures the state of 
accommodation of the eye ln real time. 
During the third year in 1968 (NASA Contract NAS2-4322), the optometer 
and eye tracker were advanced to the point of operation. Experlments were 
begun on the human accommodation system. 
During the fourth and fifth years from 1969 to 1971 (NASA Contract 
NAS2-5097), the optometer instrument was substantially improved and work 
was lnltlated on a new version of the Purkinje eyetracker. Experimental 
results have led to the tentative conclusion that aberrations of the op-
tlCS of the eye playa critlca1 role in the functionlng of the accommoda-
tion system. Figure 3(a), (b), and (c) pictures the SRI eyetracking device. 
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Part1al support for this instrument development was provided by a 
mUltiple principal invest1gator grant from Nat10nal Eye Institute (NEI) 
during the years 1969 to 1972. Papers on the optometer, focus stimulator, 
and dual Purkin]e image eyetracker were published in the Journal of the 
Opt1cal Society of America in 1970 and 1973. As a result of thes~ pub-
l1cations and other forms of contact w1th the vis10n community, it was 
found that many others were interested in an accurate, noncontact method 
of eyetrack1ng. Other laboratories expressed interest in acqu1ring the 
SRI dual Purkinje 1mage eyetracker as early as 1972. 
During the years 1972 to 1977, 30 dual Purk1nje image 1nstruments 
were built at SRI at the request of vis10n research laboratories across 
the United States (see Figure 4). Over this period, there were several 
generations of instruments, as illustrated in Figure 5. The Generation 
I instrument demonstrated that the method was sound. However, its oper-
ating range was small, it was extremely difficult to use, and its per-
formance was not consistent. Generation II, a fundamental redesign, re-
sulted in greatly increased accuracy, re11ability, and ease of use. The 
noise level (pointing accuracy) of this instrument was in the neighbor-
hood of 10 to 20 minutes of arc. In Generation III, a number of s1gnifi-
cant improvements was made, including further improvements in noise level 
and frequency response. Historically, the four different groups of Genera-
tion III instruments as shown in Figure 4, each incorporated further im-
provements in performance. The present system has a noise level on the 
order of several minutes of arc peak-to-peak and a frequency response of 
200 to 300 Hz. 
Both the 3-D eyetracker and the 3-D visual stimulus deflector were 
described in a pair of papers published in the March 1, 1978 issue of Ap-
plied Optics. The first of these papers describes the Generation III eye-
tracking instrument. Because of the continual improvements 1n design, a 
newsletter was started in 1975 to serve as a medium of communication with 
the growing number of users. In September 1977, at the suggestion of the 
NEI, a conference of dual Purkinje image eyetracker users was convened 
at the Retina Foundation in Boston. A result of that meeting was the 
formation of the National Eyetracking Study Group. One of the first ac-
tions of the group was to meet with the NEI in Washington to discuss 
methods for standardizing all the NEI-sponsored dual Purkinje 1mage in-
struments and for developing the necessary documentation for users to 
enable them to individually maintain and modify these instruments as much 
as possible. A supplement to SRI grant EY 01031 to cover the cost of 
this updating, standardizat1on, and documentat10n program was approved 
by the National Eye Council at its January 1978 meeting. A second meet-
ing of the users' group is scheduled for Spring 1979 at SRI International. 
Description of the SRI Instrumentation 
A description is given of the dual Purkinje image eyetracker, the 
optometer, and the combining of these two instruments to form the 3-D 
eyetracker. The b1nocular system and a pupillometer that were developed 
and incorporat~d into the 3-D eyetracker also are described. 
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Dual Purkl.n]e 
The Purkinje eye tracker currently has a n01se level and absolute ac-
curacy of the order of 1 m1nute of arc or 1° out of 360°. It 1S equally 
sensit1ve to both hor1zontal and vert1cal d1rections of eye mot10n. 
Contact-lens methods are accurate but inconven1ent. Corneal, 11mbus, and 
Mackworth trackers are convenient, but the1r absolute accuracy 1S 11m1ted 
to 1° at best. The 1nstrument that comes closest to the Purkl.n]e eye-
tracker 1S the Honeywell oculometer (whose development was also supported 
by NASA); it has an accuracy of the order of 0.25° to 0.5°, is conven1ent 
to use, and is less obtrus1ve than the Purk1nje (i.e., there 1S greater 
d1stance from the eye to the Opt1CS of the system). In add1t10n to poorer 
accuracy and s1gn1f1cantly h1gher cost, another d1sadvantage of the Honey-
well oculometer is that 1t 1S based on a TV system wherein the process1ng 
t1me is approximately two TV-frame times, or approximately 30 ms as com-
pared with a 1-2 ms delay with the Purkin]e eyetracker. 
When the Purkin]e eyetracker 1S fitted wl.th the optometer, a sl.mul-
taneous 3-dl.mensl.onal eyetrackl.ng system (descrl.bed later) l.S created. 
The optometer l.S descrl.bed below. 
Optometer 
The optometer has a range of approxl.mately 20 dl.opters and a nOl.se 
level on the order of 0.1 dl.opter. It operates by pro]ectl.ng an l.nfrared 
l.mage onto the retl.na of the subject and continuously monl.toring the l.mage 
so as to keep l.t focused on the retl.na under servo control. The design of 
this l.nstrument had to eliml.nate the very bright reflectl.on from the cornea. 
An advantage of the combl.ned 3-D instrument (see below) l.S that the 
optometer and eyetracker are merged after the fl.rst Purkinje l.mage l.S sta-
bl.lized by the eyetracker. This enables the optometer to operate on a 
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stabilized image of the eye. This stabilization significantly reduces 
the problem of eliminating the corneal reflection and allows the optometer 
to operate even with considerable eye movements. 
Three-Dimensional Eyetracker 
The development of both the optometer and the Prukinje eye tracker was 
a difficult task. It appeared desirable to evolve them separately, but 
with the objective of eventually merging them, so that refractive power 
and direction of gaze could be measured simultaneously on the same eye. 
The two instruments were successfully combined during 1974 and 1975 (under 
NIH grant EY 01031 to Dr. H. Crane for the study of human accommodation). 
In effect, the comb~ned instrument measures the point in 3-D space on which 
the eye 1S fixated. The instrument can thus be thought of as a 3-D eye-
tracker. Follow1ng is the abstract from an SRI manuscript in preparation 
that describes the 3-D eyetracker (Clark and Crane, 1979). 
A combined optometer and eyetracking instrument has been devel-
oped to measure the dynamic refract~ve power and the direction 
of gaze of the same eye. In effect, this instrument measures 
as a function of time the point in three-dimensional space on 
which the eye is fixated. Nothing is attached to the subJect, 
who is easily aligned to the device. The measuring wavelength 
is in the near infrared and is invisible to the subject. The 
usable field of the ~nstrument is greater than 20 degrees; 
the horizontal and vertical directions of gaze are measured 
w~th a noise level and repeatab~l~ty of about 1 minute of arc. 
The range of the optometer is approximately 20 diopters; 
refract~ve power is measured to about 0.1 diopter. Three 
dimensional monocular and b~nocular eye movement records are 
shown. 
B1nocular System 
In late 1975, SRI assembled a left-eye and right-eye set of 3-D in-
struments 1nto a binocular configurat10n. To our knowledge, this is the 
only b1nocular 3-D eyetrack1ng system available anywhere. There ~s no 
comparable 1nstrument in terms of the varlety of v1sual systems that are 
mon1tored slmultaneously. For example, wlth the addition of a pup1llom-
eter (see below), the b1nocular system is uniquely suited for study of 
the triadic system (convergence, pupil, and accommodation). 
Pup~llometer 
Durlng 1975, it became evident that it was necessary to control the 
visual environment so as to be able to place a given stimulus anywhere 
~n the v1sual f1eld. Accordingly, a stimulator pupillometer was deslgned, 
as descrlbed in the following abstract (Clark and Crane, 1979). 
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A three-dimensional v~sual st~mulus deflector has been de-
signed so that a subject can view through ~t and the v~sual 
f~eld (up to 25 degrees ~n d~ameter) can be moved over a 
range of 40 deg hor~zontally and 30 deg vert~cally. The 
opt~cal focus of the object be~ng v~ewed can be changed 
over a 15 d~opter range, wh~le the br~ghtness and v~sual 
angle subtended by the object rema~n f~xed. Further, the 
observer can view the object through a pup~l of any des~red 
size, shape, and transmittance. Hor~zontal and vert~cal 
movements are ~ndependent, with t~me delays of 1 msec and a 
response range from DC to 200 Hz. Focus change ~n ~ndepen­
dent of lateral mot~on with a t~me delay of 12 msec and a 
maximum slewing rate of approx~mately 40 d~opters/sec. Two 
such dev~ces can be al~gned s~de by s~de ~n a binocular con-
f~gurat~on for independent three-d~mentional control of the 
fixat~on of each eye. 
In early 1976, a blnocular stlmulator was lntegrated lnto the blnocu-
lar 3-dlmenslonal SRI eyetracker. The current faclllty lS capable of mon-
ltoring all of the vlsual systems of verSlon, vergence, accommodatlon (and 
eventually pupll) ln both eyes and stlmu1atlng each of these mechanlsms 
lndependently. 
Planned Research 
Future research areas for techno10g1ca1 development of the eyetracker 
are belng consldered by the SRI group. Some of these areas are to: 
• Deslgn a pupll10meter lnto the eyetracker. 
• Develop means to lower the nOlse level further. 
• Study lens overshoot phenomena and develop means to automatlca11y 
scale the magnitude of the overshoot. 
• Develop 1nstrumentat10n for 1ndependent translat10n output. 
• Study patlent testlng/examin1ng cons1deratlons lnc1udlng lncreased 
eye relief and 1ncreased head freedom. 
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III APPLICATION POTENTIAL 
Use in Research 
Ongoing Efforts 
The visual monitoring instrument developed at SRI currently is being 
used in various government and private research laboratories throughout 
the country. The first equipment delivered was the monocular 2-D eye-
tracker, but several recent systems include binocular or 3-D capability 
or both and a 3-D visual stimulat1ng capability. These instruments have 
been used primarily in research applications where high preCision and 
relative ease of use is essential; in many cases, these are the only 
instruments capable of accomplishing the research. 
The areas of research application can crudely be divided into three 
broad categories: psychological studies, basic vision research, and 
applied research. Early psychological studies using these new instru-
ments dealt with the perceptual system and how it is affected by fast, 
brief, jerky eye movements (Komoda et al., 1973) and slower tracking 
movements (Festinger, 1975). This effort attempted to explain the "out-
flow theory" of visual perception. Other research programs are looking 
at the interrelationship between visual, auditory, speech, and language 
processing mechanisms. Some endeavors soon will be directed toward under-
standing the effects of graphical displays on human perceptual mechanisms 
and how var10US scenes are analyzed both in terms of the eye movement 
patterns and the memory process (Cooper, 1979). Other investigations 
will be concerned with the correlation of musical text and the subsequent 
motor response (particularly during sight reading). A study of the in-
fluence of visual mechanisms on size and distance judgments also will be 
undertaken soon. 
One of the first basic vision research studies conducted with the 
SRI eyetracker concerned the sensitiv1ty of the visual sensory mechanisms 
to certain spatiotemporal patterns. This research examined the stabiliza-
t10n of the visual pattern on the retina so that visual thresholds could 
be monitored without eye movements displacing the visual pattern on the 
retina. This technique of visual stabilization with the SRI eyetracker--
"or making the world stand still"--will soon be expanded to include stud-
ies of the sensitivity of peripheral regions of the retina, receptive 
field properties in monkeys, and the retinal sensitivity functions in 
certain subjects with hereditary color blindness. Other ongoing or soon-
to-be-initiated basic research is concerned with studies of accommodation 
and its interaction with eye movement and vestibular mechanisms. An 
1nvest1gat10n of the properties of horizontal and vertical fusional eye 
movements currently is being initiated as is the recovery time in flash 
blindness experiments with monkeys. 
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The f~rst appl~ed research dealt w~th the mon~tor~ng of eye pos~t~on 
to control the presentat~on of a v~deo d~splay, and ~n particular, to 
present high resolut~on only where the observer ~s look~ng and thereby 
reduce the amount of necessary video ~nformat~on that must be transm~tted. 
More recent research has been planned to study p~lot performance ~n v~sua1 
tracking tasks on an a~rcraft ~nstrument panel, the evaluat~on and ~mprove­
ment of visual ~mage and other ~nstrument displays, the assessment of the 
~nf1uence of windscreens on v~sual performance, and the subsequent pro-
cess~ng and ~nterpretation of th~s v~sual ~nformat~on. 
Many of these studies are in the ~nit~al p1ann~ng and checkout phases. 
Present and past users have, ~n general, found the eyetracker suitable for 
the~r needs. Most of them requ~re a noncontacting v~sua1 monitor of great 
accuracy, and only the SRI device offers these Jo~nt capabi1~t~es. Several 
suggestions have been offered, however, on ways to ~mprove the ~nstrument. 
Psychologists have been most vocal in requesting that the eyetracker be 
capable of tracking the eye over a 1a~ge range of eye movements, wh~le 
allowing more freedom of movement of the head and greater separat~on be-
tween the subject's eye and the instrument. Bas~c v~s~on researchers 
have expressed a des~re for even greater accuracy and speed of response, 
and the applied researchers have ment~oned a need for track~ng the eye 
w~th brighter d~sp1ays. 
Future Research 
Future app1~cat~ons of the eyetracker l~e ~n the screen~ng and feed-
back training of p~lots for test~ng the~r ab~l~ty to funct~on opt~ma11y 
under stress cond~t~ons and also to study fat~gue--attent~on span ratios 
of sonar operators, man-controlled ba11ist~cs miss~le operators, and com-
mercial and m~litary flight control operators. Feedback tra~n~ng could 
also be used to correct reading difficulties in children and adults. 
Other future app1~cations of the eye tracker are in the ana1ys~s of v~sual 
patterns in the TV v~ew~ng of commercials, eye control of computer/v~deo 
d~sp1ays, v~deo phone systems, and eye movement-l~nked manual-control 
mechanisms for parapleg~cs. 
Many of SRI eyetracker users have expressed a fee1~ng that these 
~nstruments will have a long-term impact on v~s~on research. They can be 
used ~n reading research, in ~nducing forced v~sual scann~ng patterns w~th 
a st~mu1ator, and in the study of certain v~sua1 f~e1d defects to better 
understand the effects of impa~red v~s~on. Other researchers have sug-
gested that these dev~ces would be helpful in the study of electronystag-
mography to assess vestibular function. Perhaps one of the most important 
app1icat~ons of these v~sua1 monitoring systems is the mapping and mea-
surement of specific anatomical locations of the retina to determine ~ts 
characteristics. The anatomical localizat~on of v~sual properties requires 
an extremely prec~se instrument that must be noncontacting for human sub-
jects. The eyetracker, w~th ~ts associated v~sua1 stimulator (used as a 
stabilizer), is the only eye movement monitor with capabilities necessary 
to carry out th~s research on a large number of patients. 
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Broader areas of research that could benefit from the unique features 
of the SRI eye tracker include neurology, pharmacology, psychiatry, and 
general b~nocular research. It has recently been shown that the dynamics 
of eye movements change w~th certain neurological disorders, such as brain 
les~ons and tumors; moreover, the general eye movement patterns change 
with psychiatric impairments such as in schizophrenia and Parkinson's 
disease (see Exhibit 1). It has also been suggested that the effects of 
various drugs such as barbiturates on sensory-motor mechanisms could be 
assessed by measuring the effects of visual systems. These types of 
research have great clinical significance. Another type of investigation 
to which the b~nocular 3-D eye tracker is uniquely suited is the study of 
the interact~ons of various visual mechanisms, i.e., version, vergence, 
and accommodation. No other visual monitor can measure the state of 
accommodation in the presence of moderate to large eye movement; very few 
devices can measure binocular responses. Therefore, only with the SRI 
3-D eyetracker can the interactions of these systems be assessed directly 
and instantaneously because they can be measured simultaneously. 
Clinical Use 
Device Modifications 
Although most of these instruments have thus far been used for basic 
research in vis~on, interest has begun to develop in clinical applications 
as well. For cl~nical use, however, it will be necessary to make these 
~nstruments much easier to use and to redesign the basic instrument for 
greater freedom of head movement and eye relief (greater distance between 
the ~nstrument and the patient's eye). Although crit~ca1 for a clinical 
~nstrument, these ~mprovements also would benefit a general research 
~nstrument. 
D~scussions were undertaken with NASA in early 1977 concerning the 
clinical appl~cability of the eyetracker. In May 1978, a NASA contract 
to SRI provided lim~ted support for taking a first step in redesigning 
the ~nstrument for cl~n~cal use. Eye relief and head freedom will be 
~ncreased, and the electronics will be completely redesigned ~nto a more 
compact and integrated form. The mechan~cal and optical portions w~ll 
also be redesigned for simpler construction. The resulting ~nstrument 
w~ll be much s~mpler to align with a patient. This device, however, ~s 
only a "work~ng breadboard prototype" which will requ~re further develop-
ment to br~ng ~t to the clin~c. 
As a result of growing interest 1n clin~cal applications, the NEI 
arranged a special adm1nistrative site vis~t to SRI in December 1977. 
The visitors included neurolog~cal and ophthalmological clinic~ans who 
gave an encouraging report to the NEI on the cl~n~cal potential of these 
instruments. 
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Exhib1.t 1 
IMPORTANCE OF 3-D BINOCULAR EYETRACKING IN CLINICAL NEUROLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS 
A systemat1.c and quantitative analys1.s of oculomotor disorders is directly relevant 
to the diagnos1.s and treatment of a wide variety of neurologic disorders. Diseases af-
fecting cerebral cortex, cerebellum, brainstem, all may lead to abnormal eye movements 
(Walsh and Hoyt, 1969). Accurate characterizat1.on of these movements may allow for pre-
cise anatomic local1.zat1.on of neurologic d1.sorders, even when the exact nature of the 
d1.sease process rema1.ns in doubt. The follow1.ng br1.ef list of examples is put forth to 
illustrate th1.s point. 
Anatomic Localization 
I. Central Nervous System 
A. Cerebral Cortex 
B. Cerebellum 
C. Basal Ganglia 
D. Brainstem 
1. M1.dbrain 
2. Pons 
3. Medulla- high 
cervical cord 
4. Cervical cord lesions 
II. Peripheral Nervous System 
A. Third Cranial Nerve 
B. Fourth Cranial Nerve 
C. Sixth Cran1.al Nerve 
D. Eight Cranial Nerve 
Vestibular Branch 
E. NeurOllUscular Junction 
F. Muscle 
Oculomotor Disorders 
contralateral, reversible conjugate gaze paresis, 
disorders of saccad1.c ref1.xat1.ng and smooth 
pursuit. 
ocular dysmetria, flutter, opsoclonus, square-wave 
jerks. 
delayed in1.tiat1.on of saccades, hypometric 
saccades. 
skew dev1.ation, gaae induced nystagmus, periodic 
alternat1.ng nystagmus, Horner's syndrome. 
paralysis of upward gaze and convergence-
retraction nystagmus, supranuclear accommodation 
paralys1.s, bilateral third nerve pares1.S, l.ntra-
nuclear ophthalmoplegia. 
l.ps1.lateral gaze paresis, ocular bobb1.ng, inter-
nuclear ophthalmoplegia. 
down-beating nystagmus. 
alternat1.ng Horner syndrome cilio-spinal reflex. 
un1.lateral ptoS1.S, paresis of superior rectus 
(upper division), paresis of pupillary reflexes, 
vergence, accommodation, l.nferior, medial rectus 
and l.nferior oblique (infer1.or d1.vision). 
paresis of the super1.or oblique muscle, superior 
oblique myokymia. 
paresis of the lateral rectus. 
contralateral horizontal nystagmus, ips1.lateral 
impaired calor1.c response. 
external ophthalmoplog1.a with prominent fatigue or 
facilitation with repetitive movement. 
external ophthalmoplegia with the fatigue 
response. 
Source Excerpt from "Signif1.cance of the Proposal" section of a proposal from Dr. 
Langston and Dr. Hotson (assoc1.ated with Stanford Medical Center) to NIH, defin-
ing the importance of 3-D binocular eye tracking and lots potential l.n clin1.cal 
neurological diagnosis. 
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In clinics, several diagnostic and therapeutic needs could be served 
by a device able to stabilize the image on the retina. Image stabiliza-
tion could aid in biomicroscopic examination of the eye, which is cur-
rently limited by the presence of eye movement. If the viewing system 
were dynamically stab~lized, higher magnificat~on would become practical 
and clinical examination of the eye would be more precise. As can be 
seen in Table 1, about 4% of visits to ophthalmologists are for diseases 
of the retina and optic nerve. As the U.S. population grows in the abso-
lute number and percentage who are elderly, retinal problems will in-
crease. Even now, persons over 45 years of age account for more than 
40% of the visits to ophthalmologists (see Table 2). 
If wide cl~nical appl~cat~on of the eyetracker with image stabiliza-
tion capab~lity ~s planned, then the unique requirements of the elderly 
must be considered. For example, the degree of stability required now by 
the eyetracker would exclude certain elderly patients because of minor 
head tremors. In addition, diagnostic and therapeutic use of the eye-
tracker for strabismus (cross-eyed or weak muscles) would be limited 
because pat~ents are generally in a young age group and therefore diffi-
cult to restrain (see Table 1). 
The involuntary head and body movements of some neurological patients 
make head restra~nt and therefore recording eye movements ~mpossible. For 
clinical appl~cation in these cases, the eyetracker would be required to 
have an extended range (=30 to :40), which is far beyond its present capa-
bilities. Other clinical applications may also be restricted in that the 
use of mydr~et~cs would probably be requ~red because of the dependence of 
the Purkinje eye tracker on pupil size. 
NEI Assessment of Clinical Appl~cability 
To ~dentify the areas of cl~nLcal applicab~lity of the SRI eyetracker 
and to assist Ln establish~ng prior~t~es for future support cons~derat~ons, 
the NEI ~nitiated an admin~strat~ve site v~sit. Prioritization was 
requested ~n relation to cl~nical/scient~fic y~eld, concentration of ef-
fort, and cost/benef~t considerat~ons. The site vis~t occurred December 
6-7, 1977. The object~ves of the meet~ng were: 
• To prov~de the NEI with ~nformat~on on the feas~b~lity of several 
possible clin~cal appl~catLons of the SRI eyetracker and to 
ass~gn a relative pr~or~ty to these clinical appl~cation oppor-
tunit~es. 
• To provide direction, from the discuss~ons and interact~ons at 
th~s meet~ng, to SRI International as regard their future re-
search obJect~ves, Ln particular the lines of the most realistic 
and feas~ble modificat~ons of the SRI eyetracker for clinical 
applicat~on. 
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Table 1 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF OFFICE VISITS 
TO U.S. OPHTHALMOLOGISTS BY PRINCIPAL MORBIDITY-RELATED DIAGNOSES* 
January-December 1976 
Principal Diagnosis Most Commonly Rendered by the: 
Number of 
Visits in 
Thousands 
Percentage 
of Total 
Visits Ophthalmologist ICDA Codes 
Diseases of the nervous system and 
sense organs 
Inflammatory diseases of the eye 
Conjunct1v1t1s and ophthalmia 
Other diseases and conditions of 
the eye 
Refractive errors 
Myopia 
Hyperopia 
Presbyopia 
Astigmatism 
Strabismus 
Cataract 
Glaucoma 
Other diseases of retina and 
optic nerve 
Other d1seases of eye 
Accidents, p01sonings, and violence 
* 
320-389 
360-369 
360 
370-379 
370 
370.0 
370.1 
370.2 
370.3 
373 
374 
375 
377 
378 
378.7 
800-899 
22,121 
3,396 
1,504 
18,361 
8,143 
2,604 
937 
1,307 
1,277 
964 
2,220 
2,490 
1,207 
3,064 
1,268 
1,079 
75.5 
11.6 
5.1 
62.7 
27.8 
8.9 
3.2 
4.5 
4.4 
3.3 
7.6 
8.5 
4.1 
10.5 
4.3 
3.7 
The term "morbidity-related" applies to a diagnosis that was assoc1ated with 
a pathological condition (ICDA codes 000-999), as opposed to a visit that was 
primarily associated with a routine examination or with a special condition 
such as surgical aftercare or prenatal care. 
Source: "Blue Book of Optometrists," 1976. 
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Table 2 
OFFICE VISITS TO OPHTHALMOLOGISTS AND ALL SPECIALISTS 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY CHARACTERISTICS 
January-December 1976 
Visits to All 
Visits to 02htha1mo1ogists Specialists* 
Number in Percent (percent 
Patient Characteristic Thousands Distribution distribution) 
Age 
Under 15 years 3,225 11.0 18.7 
15-24 years 3,320 11.3 15.0 
25-44 years 5,510 18.8 25.7 
45-64 years 8,764 29.9 24.6 
65 years and over 8,483 29.0 16.0 
Sex 
Female 17,259 58.9 60.3 
Male 12,043 41.1 39.7 
Prior visit status 
New patient 8,099 27.6 14.2 
Old patient, new problem 2,954 10.1 23.0 
Old patient, old problem 18.250 62.3 
...B.& 
Total visits 29,302 100.0 100.0 
* Based on an estimated 588,300,170 visits made to all office-based 
physicians in 1976. 
Source: "Blue Book of Optometrists," 1976. 
To g1ve the full results of the1r 1ns1ghts, we w1ll quote from a 
report on the1r conclus10ns. 
POTENTIAL CLINICAL APPLICATION OPPORTUNITIES 
The absence of re11able techn1ques of image stab1l1zat10n 1n 
c11nical procedures has probably collaborated to the scarc1ty 
cf early d1agnostic techn1ques. Such techniques 1nvolve psy-
chophys1cal, electrophys1ological, and h1gh-magn1f1cat1on 
fundoscopy, whereas surg1cal treatments are based on h1ghly 
loca11zed ret1nal photocoagulat1on. Image stab1lizat10n and 
accompany1ng c11n1co-surg1cal procedures tend to be qU1te 
expens1ve, t1me-consum1ng, and complex. For these reasons 
these techn1ques should probably be developed 1n1t1ally and 
app11ed 1n selected c11nical centers and with selected 
patient populat1ons. 
At an ear11er September 1977 meet1ng, both SRI and the Eyetrack1ng 
Study Group, 1dent1f1ed areas of poss1ble c11n1cal app11cat10n for the 
PUrk1n]e eyetracker. Some of the areas 1dent1f1ed 1nclude the follow1ng o 
• Detection of blood pulse 1n eye movements. 
• The ab1l1ty to detect overshoots that result from later1al mot1on 
of the lens 1n the globe dur1ng a saccade (may be useful 1n the 
study of certa1n v1sual problems assoc1ated w1th the lens such 
as Marfan's syndrome). 
• Understand1ng the translat10nal mot1ons of the globe, the accom-
panying rotational motions of the eye (may be useful 1n def1n1ng 
more prec1sely how the extra-ocular muscles attach to the globe 
and how they exert their force). 
• Retinal tracking of scotomas, blood vessels, and eyetracker-
guided photocoagulation. 
• Neuroophthalmologic d1agnosis V1a recording and analysis of f1ne 
structure of eye movements 1n congen1tal nystagmus, degenerat1ve 
bra1n disorders, etc. 
• Perceptual eye studies 1n b1nocular fusion mechanisms espec1ally 
related to strabismus surgery and the role of accommodat10n in 
binocular1ty. 
• Detect10n of small eye movements 1n those pat1ents with unstable 
fixation and to correlate these with visual acu1ty. 
• Use of 1mage stab1l1zat1on to and in biom1croscop1c examinat10n 
of the eye. 
The vis1tors recognized that, if the procedures are successful, the ob-
ta1ned data will prov1de more accurate and early d1agnos1s of many retinal 
disorders. W1th the appl1cation of the eyetracker to the cl1n1cal enV1-
ronment, addit10nal stud1es on the following abnormalities could be pur-
sued: macular diseases, ret1nochoroidal vascular d1seases, humor v1treous 
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pathologies, color vision defects, psychogenic disorders and also for dif-
ferential diagnostic procedures in conditions such as central scotomota, 
optic nerve abnormalities, etc. 
The following are further excerpts from the NEI report of signifi-
cance in the cons~derations of clinical application of the Purkinje image 
eyetracker. 
PROBLEMS/OBSTACLES 
Engineering 
1. System requires separation of the tracker as far away 
as possible from the eye. This may increase the noise 
level of the tracker. 
2. At present time a contact lens may be necessary at 
least for focal ERG and laser photocoagulation. Use 
of the contact lens may produce difficulty in find-
ing the first Purkinje-image. 
3. System may not be directly applicable in patients 
lying down without additional modification (photo-
coagulat~on). 
4. The tracker is not perfectly linear, so that eye 
movements may not be perfectly compensated for. 
Financial: System is costly. 
PRIORITY AREAS FOR APPLICATION 
While applications of the PIET to retinal mapping, eye-movement 
characterization, binocularity and accommodation research all 
appear prom~sing, ret~nal function studies with psychophysical 
and electrophys~ological procedures seem the most fruitful 
areas for clinical work at present and should be urgently pur-
sued. Time, effort, and expenditure to build the instrument 
and testing in selected clin~cal center env~ronments appear 
justified. The system for laser photocoagulation available 
today may undergo some future modification. Although an eye-
tracker appears essent~al in accurate a~m~ng of the laser 
beam on the fundus pathology, such a system may requ~re ad-
justment and alteration as the new laser system develops. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
The ~mmediate cl~nical potential of the Purk~nJe ~mage eye-
tracker l~es ~n ~ts applicat~on to f~xat~on and stab~l~zat~on 
of the eye. Such f~xation ~s of the h~ghest ~mportance ~n 
retinal laser photocoagulat~on, in the psychophys~cal mapp~ng 
of local scotomata (see F~gure 6), ~n stud~es of branch ve~n 
occlus~on, and ~n local ERG measurements. An opportun~ty 
also ex~sts in explo~t~ng the capabil~t~es of the ~nstrument 
to reveal abnormal~t~es of f~ne f~xat~on. 
CI~n~cal appl~cat~ons of the three-d~mens~onal and binocular 
vers~on of the PIET are less 1mmed~ate. Th1s lesser present 
appl~cabil~ty should not d~scourage further research stud~es 
on accommodat~on or binocularity, nor does the above recom-
mendation oppose full explo~tat~on of all the capabil~t~es of 
the 1nstrument in laboratory ~nvestigations. 
Conclus~ons 
Table 3 lists appl~cat~ons of the SRI dual Purk~nJe ~mage eyetracker. 
The var~ous uses are categor~zed by previous applicat~ons and potent~al 
applicat~ons of the eyetracker. 
CI~n1cal use of the SRI eyetrack~ng dev~ce w~ll be hampered unt~l 
enough research 1S completed to val~date cl~n~cal appl~cat~on. W~th the 
applicat10n of the eyetracker to the cl1n1cal env1ronment, addit~onal 
stud~es on the follow1ng abnormal~t1es could be pursued: macular d1seases, 
ret1nochoroidal vascular d~seases, humor v1treous patholog~es, color v~s~on 
defects, and psychogenic d~sorders, as well as d~fferent~al d~agnost~c 
procedures in condit~ons such as central scotomata, Opt1C nerve abnor-
mal~t~es, etc. The 1mportance of small eye movements to d1agnosis of 
these and other neurolog1cal problems (tumors, les~ons) 1S not completely 
known yet. One of the advantages of the SRI opt1on 1S 1tS ab111ty to 
measure such movements noninvasively. The 1nitial assessment of the ~m­
portance of small eye movements is promising, particularly in the early 
diagnos~s of diseases. Nevertheless, the unknowns are still great and 
further research ~s ~n order. 
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Snodderly, D. M. et al., 1978 
FIGURE 6 VISUAL FIELD MAP (WHITE DOTS) INDICATING LOCATIONS 
OF MAPPING STIMULI NOT SEEN BY THE SUBJECT, SUPERIMPOSED 
ON A FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SUBJECT'S EYE 
The map was produced by controlling the stimulus position in the visual 
field with eye-position signals measured by the dual-Purkinje~image eyetracker. 
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Table 3 
APPLICATIONS OF THE SRI DUAL PURKINJE IMAGE EYETRACKER 
Previous applicat10ns 
Latencies of eye movement responses 
Eye movements and perception 
Reading eye-movements 
Retinal stabilization 
Visual control of v1deo displays 
Fixation eye movements 
Possible applications 
Spatio temporal sens1tivity 
Miniature eye movements and accommodation 
Psychiatric correlates of eye movements 
Amblyop1a 
Physiological defects and eye movements 
Semantic control of eye fixation 
Eye movements tracking patterns and learning 
Color vision and genetic defects 
Eye movements and manual control (paraplegics, robots) 
Eye control of computers 
Eye movements of 1nfants 
Vision and pilot performance 
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IV MARKET ANALYSIS 
Technoeconom~c Assessment* 
The present SRI 3-D eyetracker has offered unique capabilities to 
the research community because of its accuracy, resolution, and simul-
taneous accommodation measurement. This has been accomplished through 
the technique of monitoring two images reflected from the eye. The first 
Purkinje image is reflected at the front surface of the cornea, while the 
fourth Purkinje image ~s simultaneously reflected from the rear surface 
of the eye lens. Each ~mage is monitored by d~screte tracking mechanisms. 
The monitoring of focus or depth of field accommodation (by using an in-
frared optometer) prov~des an indication, when coupled with the two 
Purkinje ~mage trackers, of the location of the po~nt in space at which 
the eyes are fixating. The complexity of the optics and the electronics 
used to mon~tor the fourth Purkinje image contribute substantially to the 
cost of the 3-D eyetracker, pr~ced in the range of $40,000. Though the 
accuracy and f1exib~lity of the SRI eyetracker are attractive and serve 
a need in research, the cost is often diff~cu1t to justify. (Present 
purchases are at the rate of approximately one per month.) Consequently, 
the market for a fully equ~pped 3-D eyetracker has remained small. 
Therefore, in view of the high cost and narrow market for the fully 
equipped 3-D eyetracker, it has been proposed to build another ~nstrument 
reduced ~n cost to the $15,000-$20,000 range. This would be achieved by 
e1~m~nat~ng the fourth Purk~nJe image mon~toring mechanism. This eye-
tracker, with an optometer and (optional) pupillometer also attached, 
would be based on monitor~ng the corneal or first Purk~nje ~mage. Th~s 
form of ~nstrument would be less expens~ve and much easier to use than a 
3-D ~nstrument built on the double Purkinje method of eyetracking. Hence, 
the trade-offs are cost versus accuracy. The reduction of the double 
Purk~nJe ~mage device to one that relies on the s~ngle corneal-reflected 
~mage reduces the accuracy to a level obta~nable by a few other competitive 
instruments. The combination of compet~t~ve technical spec~fications (plus 
the added feature of accommodat~on measurement) and a competitive price 
would prov~de a basis for s~gn~ficant market acceptance both in present 
research-oriented programs and in possible future cl~nica1 applications. 
The added accommodation measurement is a differentiating product feature 
that can un~que1y address the needs of segments of the research community 
at the present time and the c1in~ca1 community in the future. The simpler, 
less expensive ~nstrument would be targeted for neurological and ophthal-
mo10g~ca1 research. If research validates its use ~n the c1~n~c, the 
largest market would be for c1~nica1 app1~cat~ons. 
* Parts of the analysis are based on a previous market survey done by 
ILT Research Institute, "Market Survey: 3-D Eyetracker." 
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S~ze and Scope of the Market 
Eye mon~tor~ng dev~ces have been an ~mportant tool ~n var~ous re-
search, cl~n~cal, and commerc~al appl~cat~ons. Because the human bra~n 
~s not open to s~mple exploration, the eyes are useful ~n prov~d~ng clues 
to complex psychophys~olog~cal processes. Research appl~cat~ons include 
studies of v~s~on, percept~on, televis~on v~ew~ng, read~ng ~mage scann~ng, 
s~mulator tra~n~ng, l~ngu~st~cs, work load, and fat~gue. Many d~seases, 
such as sch~zophrenia, apparently affect scann~ng patterns, eye movements 
as well as pupillometry, and these patterns are ~ncreas~ngly be~ng exam-
ined as part of the study of this and other neurological d~sorders. Com-
mercial appl~cat~ons ~nclude human fact~rs design and study of the effec-
tiveness of advert~sements and des~gn. The f~eld ~s grow~ng as var~ous 
disc~pl~nes ~nterface w~th the study of eye movements. The ent~re re-
search market for eyetrack~ng instruments has not as yet been fully pen-
etrated, part~cularly as result ~s sp~n off from current research. Th~s 
~s attr~buted primar~ly to the h~gh cost of the ~nstrumentat~on. More-
over, the cont~nu~ng growth ~n the f~eld of eye movement research also 
~ncreases the demand for advancements ~n pert~nent research tools. 
The ~nterest ~n eye movement research ~s based on the percept~on by 
spec~alists ~n var~ous f~elds that the study of the eyes, and in part~c­
ular eye movements, w~ll permit the understand~ng, aiagnos~s, and treat-
ment of several human functions and dysfunctions that have heretofore 
been either undefinable or unquantif~able. Based on the spec~f~c proJec-
tions in certa~n areas of the medical field such as neurology, psychology, 
or ophthalmology, there are ind~cations that certa~n d~sorders and anom-
alies may be d~agnosed by observation of eye movements. As data accumulate 
to substantiate these proJect~ons, the cl~n~cal use of eye movement ~n­
strumentation will become a more quant~f~able ent~ty. At the present t~me 
~t can only be suggested that the potential ex~sts for a s~gnificant 
future clinical use of this type of instrumentation in the spec~alized 
areas mentioned above. 
The area of bas~c eye movement research encompasses studies of the 
following representat~ve cond~t~ons: 
• Pursuit and saccad~c eye movements 
• Nystagmus 
• Vergence and muscular ~mbalance 
• Amblyop~a 
• Size and form percept~on 
• Per~pheral v~sion 
• Fixat~on and gaze avoidance 
• Control of eye movements 
• Strabismus 
• Eye-head coord~nat~on 
• Dominance. 
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Major medical centers and un~vers~ties specializing in ophthalmology or 
optometry are typical users of eye monitoring instrumentation for this 
purpose. Researchers ~n var~ous other disciplines in these areas also 
conduct eye movement studies. 
Related to these efforts in a more applied sense are studies of 
human performance as determined by environment: 
• Stress versus workload 
• Night vision 
• Man-machine ~nterface 
• Industr~al inspect~on 
• Fat~gue 
• Anx~ety 
• Radiographic techniques. 
The nature of these particular activ~t~es has drawn researchers from a 
broad range of disc~plines. These would include psychologists, physiol-
ogists, human performance experts, ~ndustrial engineers, aerospace engi-
neers, neurologists, and ophthalmologists. University, government, and 
commerc~al programs also are d~rected to these kinds of studies. Each 
may lead to advancements in the way we develop technology toward improv-
ing human performance and productiv~ty. A s~mp1ified 3-D eyetracker 
would aid in accelerating progress in these areas. 
The area of medical diagnosis also is related to eye movement re-
search. Diagnostic research in neurology, physiology, ophthalmology, 
and psychology is interested, however, ~n studying eye movements as indi-
cators of other bod~ly disorders. An example from the field of neurology 
is presented in Exhib~t 1 where specific d~sorders are indicated as being 
linked to and diagnosable by movements of the eyes. There are also ac-
t~ve programs aimed at d~agnos~ng the effects of alcohol and drugs by 
means of eye movement measurements. Again, as in the case of general eye 
research, the medical centers and un~vers~ties are pr~mary users of eye-
tracking ~nstruments for th~s purpose. The potent~a1 for the s~mp1~fied 
eyetracker is l~nked to pract~cing neurolog~sts and possibly ophtha1mo1-
og~sts ~n either medical center referral locat~ons or ~n indiv~dual pr~­
vate practice. 
The var~ous areas d~scussed above related to medical and diagnostic 
research in eye movement const~tute the pr~mary market segment for a 
s~mpl~fied 3-D eyetracker. An ind~cat~on of this market potent~al is 
that more than 350 ~ndiv~duals are conduct~ng research in eye movements 
from the perspective descr~bed in precedLng paragraphs. Many of these 
~nd~viduals are interested in the advantages of a s~mpl~fied 3-D eye-
tracker and would be potential purchasers; still others not ~nvo1ved may 
be attracted by the cost-performance aspect of the eyetracker. In the 
long run, pract~c~ng neurolog~sts and ophthalmologists ~n medical centers 
serving as referral locat~ons can be considered potential users of 
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eyetrack~ng ~nstrumentat~on. Th~s potent~al can be est~mated at about 
163 based on the number of res~dency programs ~n ophthalmology and at 
112 based on the number of res~dency programs in neurology. Beyond th~s, 
some penetration of ~nd~vidual pract~t~oners can occur, but the major 
demand in th~s area would not be real~zed until graduates beg~n purchas-
~ng ~nstruments. At the present t~me, approximately 10,000 ophthalmol-
ogists and 2,000 neurolog~sts are pract~c~ng ~n the Un~ted States. The 
market demand ~n th~s latter area would not be signif~cant for 5-10 years, 
or until substantial data and cl~n~cal procedures have been established. 
Reading research ~s another area that can effect~vely use the fea-
tures of an eyetracker w~th accurate hor~zontal as well as vert~cal mea-
surement and qu~ck response t~me and at a reduced cost over the present 
SRI unit. Those perform~ng th~s type of research are generally psychol-
og~sts, at un~versit~es or ~n some cases at corporat~ons, who have an 
~nterest ~n read~ng ab~l~ty. Potent~al users of eyetrack~ng equ~pment 
are researchers ~n educat~on where accuracy and cost are ~mportant. 
Approx~mately 60 ~nd~v~duals are engaged ~n eye movement research related 
to read~ng; however, ~t is diff~cult to project the potent~al of eye-
tracking ~nstruments ~n this f~eld as ~t relates to educat~on and read~ng 
~mprovement programs. 
The f~eld of aviat~on encompasses several stud~es that relate to 
measurement of eye movements: a~rcraft d~splay des~gn, s~mulator des~gn, 
train~ng and evaluat~on of a~rcraft pilots, tra~n~ng and evaluat~on of a~r 
traffic controllers. Other eye mon~tor~ng ~nstruments allow great flex-
ib~l~ty ~n head movement and are thus ~deally su~ted, ~ndeed specifically 
des~gned for, th~s type of research. (See the follow~ng sect~on on Com-
petit~ve Env~ronment.) The nature of the 3-D eye tracker precludes gross 
movements of the head, but ~ts accuracy and capabil~ty to measure accom-
modat~on create ~nterest among researchers in th~s f~eld for possible use 
in static testing programs. Those conducting the research operate out of 
universities with government support or at m~litary research installat~ons. 
The SLze of thLs segment of the market would not be substantLal. Those 
now dOLng work Ln th~s area number about 20 at locat~ons across the UnLted 
States. 
Dr~ver and h~ghway safety research forms yet another potentLal market 
segment somewhat analogous to that ~n aviat~on. The type of head movement 
freedom requ~red has led to use of compet~t~ve Lnstruments, however, the 
potentLal exists for stat~c test~ng programs (wh~ch requ~re greater ac-
curacy) to create a demand for the SRI 3-D eyetracker. AgaLn the potential 
SLze LS low, on the order of 10 locatLons, engaged in some form of research 
in thLs area. Typical users could Lnclude Department of TransportatLon, 
state drivers programs, and automobile manufacturers. Comments from re-
searchers in the area of transportat~on indLcate that the present methods 
and auditable devices (excludLng the PurkLnje Image) are generally satLs-
factory for the types of research currently undertaken. 
The evaluation of the market size for a s~mpl~fLed SRI Purkinje Lmage 
eyetracker demonstrates a potentLal research market of 270 users. This 
market universe LS composed of instLtut~ons and Lndividuals Ln the fields 
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of ophthalmology, optometry, physiology, psychology, and neurology. These 
users would be influenced by the priorities of research-granting organiza-
tions. If the current level of research monies is available, then approx-
Lmately eight units would be sold each year for the first 5 years after 
introduction. At the projected price of $20,000-$25,000 per unit, the 
sales per year would amount to $160,000 to $250,000. This estimate is 
based on the market demand now in effect and would change as more re-
search results became known. If the device were licensed after a 3-year 
research and development phase, the market demand would be stronger, 
drawing from the clinic and applLcation community. 
The largest market would be the yet untapped market in clinical prac-
tLce of ophthalmological residency programs, eye clinics, optometric 
schools, and larger metropolitan hospitals. Based on specific research 
results, penetration into these areas could lead to a volume of 30 per 
year within the 5-10 years after introduction. The potential users would 
number about 700, Lf referral center environments at hospitals and clinics, 
as well as the foreLgn market, were taken into consideration. Penetration 
of thLs m~rket would only be sizable if the Purkinje image eyetracker 
became an established means of diagnosis and treatment. If this occurred, 
then the estimates in the 5-10 year perLod would be conservatLve, and an 
even greater demand would be expected. 
Factors Affecting the Eye Movement Monitoring Market 
The prLmary users of eye movement monitoring equipment currently 
reside wLthin universit1es and research organizat10ns. This growing field 
LS still new enough that very few of the devices are used in clin1cs or 
for practical applicatLon. With research being the focus of eye movement 
devLces, the market is heavily dependent on outside forces such as govern-
mental priorLties and other funding agencLes, such as university research 
boards and grant-gLving foundations. A brief discussion of each of these 
forces follows. 
Funding 
The needs for an eye tracker with the desirable options and the re-
qULred accuracy must be worked out Ln conjunction with the projects budget. 
Governmental grants (NEI and NIH) and independent projects with outside 
fundLng sources are tied to the magnitude of the grant and the general 
research allocations environment. Consequently, cost considerations vary 
wLdely from one project to another depending on the resources of the re-
search groups as well as the sponsoring instLtutions. The integral rela-
tLonship between grants and purchased equipment has Lmplications for the 
rate of advancement of the study of eye movement. For example, the NIH 
plays an Lmportant role in the use and demand for the SRI Purkinje Lmage 
eyetracker. Approximately one-half of the newer SRI eyetrackers are in 
the hands of NIH-supported researchers. 
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Funding of eye movement research currently comes from a wide variety 
of sources, dependLng on the specifLc nature and application potential of 
the research. The majority of these sources or sponsors are from varLOUS 
government agencies whose charter encompasses the fLnancial support and 
encouragement of eye movement studies. The followLng list is represen-
tative of the majority of funding sources: 
• National Institutes of Health (DREW) 
• NatLonal InstLtute of Mental Health 
• National Institute for OccupatLonal Safety and Health 
• NatLonal Institute for Drug Abuse and AlcoholLsm 
• U.S. Air Force (Air Force Office of Scientific Research) 
• U.S. Army 
• U.S. Navy 
• NASA. 
Technology 
ASLde from cost, selectLon of a partLcular devLce is determLned on 
the basis of the technLque used to determine movement, the accuracy 
desLred, the required mobilLty of the Lnstrument and/or the patient, and 
the form of output obtaLnable. Refer to Appendix B, Table 1, for a com-
parative presentation of the various eye movement measurLng instruments. 
Regulations 
Regulations govern Lng instrumentation related to eye movemencmea-
surement are of significance where LntLmate contact LS requLred wLth the 
eye or the head. Contact lens techn1ques or electrooculograph1c (EOG) 
methods using electrodes would require satLsfactory complLance wLth fed-
eral safety regulatLons. The remainLng eye movement instruments would 
not require similar contact other than to prov1de means for supportLng 
the head durLng testing (e.g., a headrest or bLte board). The SRI 3-D 
eyetracker would fall in the latter category. Nevertheless, medical 
device regulatLons as establLshed by FDA would be a concern to any man-
ufacturer of such 1nstrumentation, whether of a contactLng or noncontacting 
type. 
Trade-Offs 
The nature of the research market is such that among those involved 
in the work, there is tolerance for: 
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• The considerable length of time devoted to setup and calibration. 
• The large amount of subject influence. 
• The large amount of operator expertise required. 
• The form of output that may require additional time and effort 
to evaluate. 
Nonetheless, researchers would welcome any versions of instruments that 
would permit both a greater number of tests to be administered during 
the~r work and a more easily managed form of output. The primary trade-
off that usually must be made is whether effic~ency and ease of use jus-
t~fy a degradation in accuracy. Some studies may perm~t such a trade-
off whereas others may not. What is certain is that any attempt to use 
the same procedures and instruments (having characteristics listed above) 
under greater constraints of time, less controlled environments, with 
less knowledgeable patients and operators, as occurs in a clinical situa-
tion, would not be successful. If these constraints can be satisfied and 
prov~s~on made for options (e.g., an accommodation and possibly pupil 
diameter measurement) at a total price competitive with other units, then 
an effective tool can be marketed to meet research needs today and clin-
ical needs in the future. 
Distribut~on and Promotion 
Distribution and promotion occur through the channels established 
for medical research equ~pment. The promotional activities could be 
further expanded to include the clinical medical community and all asso-
ciated publicat~ons and professional seminars and conferences, partic-
ularly in the area of neurology, ophthalmology, and psychology. This is 
a normal process as data are accumulated and specific findings are re-
ported. It is also important to maintain contact with the colleges and 
un~vers~ties to keep future special~sts aware at an early stage as to the 
pract~cal utility of the eyetrack1ng ~nstrumentation. 
Competitive Environment 
Several methods are available for the measurement of eye movements. 
Each method concentrates on the different characteristics of the eye that 
serve as indicators of motion. Each method presented in Exhibit 1 of 
Append~x C has warranted development and commercial introduction by 
various organizations. The product characteristics representing each 
method serve the needs of particular segments or groups of segments in 
the marketplace. At the present time, the SRI 3-D eyetracker represents 
the only instrument that uses the double Purkinje images of the eye for 
measurement of eye movement and also provides for measurement of accom-
modation. 
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The proposed simplif1ed version of the SRI eyetracker un1t could 
compete more effectively w1th other instruments already on the market, 
including other SRI verS1ons. This new version may offer pr1ce advan-
tages as well as added measurement capabi11ty. The advantages would be 
attractive to users who are currently doing research in areas both S1m-
ilar to and d1fferent from research w1th the present 3-D eyetracker. 
The potential for effectively position1ng the simp11f1ed 3-D eye-
tracker 1n the marketplace 1S illustrated 1n Table 4. The various eye 
monitoring techn1ques dev1ces are compared with the proposed 3D eye-
tracker in terms of accuracy, frequency response, range, freedom of head 
movement, and price. The conclusions are that the proposed 1nstrument 
can prov1de: 
• Reasonable accuracy 
• High-frequency response 
• Good range 
• Sufficient head movement 1n stationary test1ng 
• Competit1ve price. 
In June 1978, a survey asked more than 270 SC1ent1sts engaged in 
the study of eye movements to indicate which eye monitoring devices were 
currently ava11ab1e to them. The survey covered the total eye movement 
commun1ty and thus included scientists from a variety of disciplines, 
including optometry, physiology, m11itary research, psychology, ophthal-
mology, and neurology. (A full 1ist1ng of these SC1ent1sts is provided 
in Appendix B, Exhib1t B.) The survey indicated that EOG, the most 
w1de1y accepted and used method of eyetracking, 1S preferred almost two 
to one over any other method or device. EOG was well represented 1n all 
of the d1sc1p1ines. Schools of optometry and ophthalmology also exten-
sively used this method. The only area that EOG did not penetrate fully 
is in military and aviation applications; the Honeywell ocu1ometers are 
most widely used in these areas. 
The Honeywell ocu1ometer has certain benefits over the EOG and other 
methods of observat10n. On the other hand, the Honeywell system is so 
extremely expenS1ve that only large 1aborator1es could afford it. Be-
cause the remote ocu1ometer does not interfere w1th the normal act1v1t1es 
of the subject, it 1S particularly useful for human factors research--
for example, the flight research that NASA is performing at its Langley 
Research Center (LRC). Though this dev1ce can effectively track the eye, 
it lacks capabi11ty to stabilize the 1mage on the retina and thus is use-
ful in only certain applications. 
The eyetracking and eye movement community 1S diverse not only 1n 
its cross-disciplinary emphas1s, but also in its specifications for the 
devices now in use and those for future purchase. Thus, there is no one 
market for eyetrackers, and the variety of dev1ces now available repre-
sents the acceptance of d1ffer1ng trade-offs. For example, Corneal and 
limbus eyetrackers can record very small eye movements, but their accu-
racy is poor. This inaccuracy arises from the translation eye movements 
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IN 
VI 
Method 
( Ins trumen t) 
Table 4 
COMPARISON OF EYE MOVEMENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 
AND PROPOSED SRI 3-D EYETRACKER 
Attribute 
Frequency Free Head 
Accuracy Response Range Movement 
Corneal reflex (Polymetric) Comparable Lower Smaller Greater 
Contact Lens Greater Comparable Smaller Comparable 
Electrooculography Lower Lower Greater Greater 
Limbus boundary Lower Comparable Smaller Comparable 
(Gulf & Western) 
Pupil-center-corneal Greater Lower Comparable Greater 
reflection distance 
(Honeywell, and Gulf & 
Western) 
Double Purkinje image Greater Comparable Comparable Comparable 
(SRI-present vers1on) 
Price 
Higher or 
comparable 
N/A 
Lower 
Lower 
( $3,000) 
* Higher 
($20,000-$50,000) 
Higher 
($30,000-$40,000) 
*A price at the upper end of this range would reflect substantial purchase of optional recording 
instrumentation. 
that are ind~st~ngu~shable from eye rotat~on movements. On the other 
hand, the double Purk~nje method of eyetrack~ng elim~nates the trans la-
t~on discrepancy from the eye-rotation measurement, and thus eye rota-
t~on can be measured accurately w~thout be~ng confused ~n translat~on. 
Another cr~terion for judgment is the d~scomfort of the method of test-
~ng. EOG and t~ght-f~tt~ng contact lenses can cause d~scomfort ~n some 
patients and are unsuitable for general clinical applicat~on. Th~s ~s 
particularly true w~th the trend in medic~ne toward non~nvas~ve means 
of testing and evaluation. Cost is a major factor, particularly ~n re-
search where most devices are purchased only after research grants have 
been approved. 
The quest~on then ar~ses, "What un~que n~che does the SRI Purk~nJe 
image eyetracker address and what would be ~ts competit~ve advantage?" 
Th~s question ~s a leg~t~mate one, but is compl~cated because the SRI 
eyetracker is st~ll under development and undergo~ng evolut~onary change 
in each new generat~on. The absolute l~m~ts of the Purk~nJe ~mage method 
of eyetracking have not been fully explored because exper~mental data 
are lacking, and the use of the actual dev~ces has lim~ted full explora-
t~on of the method's potent~al. In add~t~on, little attent~on has been 
devoted to comparing the relative advantages of the EOG, IR, Purk~nJe, 
and magnet~c co~l techn~ques for record~ng eye movements. W~tb the eye 
movement f~eld st~ll ~n ~ts ~nfancy, basic research still needs to be 
done before its w~der appl~cab~l~ty and thus larger market can be 
assessed. 
Product l~terature from the major manufacturers of eye monitoring 
instrumentation is ~ncluded ~n Append~xes D and E. The manufacturers 
~nclude Honeywell Rad~at~on Center and Gulf and Western Applied Sc~ences 
Laborator~es. 
The Ophthalmology Market 
Overv~ew 
The ophthalmology market appears to cons~st of at least four seg-
ments: supplies and med~cat~on, ~nclud~ng lens blanks; dev~ces; off~ce 
and surgical furniture; and ~nstruments and systems. The dev~ce segment 
~s composed of hand-held ~nstruments, such as surgical ~nstruments, 
ophthalmoscopes, lights and wands, and contact lenses. The ~nstrument 
and systems segment of the market which ranges from s~mple slit-light 
systems to computer-controlled refractors, laser photocoagulators, and 
ultrason~c d~agnostic and therapeutic dev~ces; the eyetracker would be 
included ~n this segment. Most ava~lable systems appear to have their 
orig~ns in the classical optical systems. Mod~fications and ~mprovement 
to these devices have been made pr~marily from an appl~cation point and 
appear to use few new technologies. Except~ons are the automatic re-
fractor, the photocoagulators, and the ultrason~c devices that are mak~ng 
use of modern electrical and mechan~cal technologies. The transfer of 
techniques, technologies, and sophisticat~on of optics and electron~cs 
developed for space and military appl~cat~ons ~nto the ophthalmolog~cal 
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~nstrumentation market is slowly making headway. New products and new 
techniques will rema~n the catalysts needed to keep the industry moving 
through the 1980s. 
The ophthalmology market is difficult to summarize. It is frag-
mented over a fairly large product sphere. The ophthalmology market is 
composed of many small companies among several large companies. To re-
main viable and capture an adequate share of the market, a majority of 
companies are looking for products, product lines, and other companies. 
Apparently, companies have decided to grow by acquisition rather than by 
~nternal development. 
The question then arises, "How do new procedures and technologies 
get ~ntroduced ~nto the marketplace?" It appears, for example, that the 
ultrasonic fragmentation and laser photocoagulator instruments were 
developed w~th the cooperation and/or support of leading physic~ans in 
the field. Further, ~t appears that the leading companies have their 
supporting cadre of physicians who defend and promote their products. A 
signif~cant number of papers at the technical meetings in ophthalmology 
are devoted to explaining, evaluating, or reporting the results of the 
various instruments and techniques. It would be difficult for a new com-
pany to enter this rather closed marketing world without the support of 
a leading med~cal expert and the published validation of research results. 
In summary, the introduction of new technologies into clinical practice 
~s dependent on a growing body of research and the advocacy of these pro-
cedures by respected med~cal personnel. Any commercialization strategy 
of the eyetracker should understand the established procedures for the 
~ntroduct~on of ~nnovative ~deas ~nto the ophthalmological marketplace. 
One of the largest possible applications of the simplified 3-D eye-
tracker would be in ophthalmological research and later in clinical ap-
pl~cat~on. With the current emphasis on expanding the definition of 
"optometry," optometr~sts also could be a potential market. If the 
Purk~nje eyetracker becomes important as a diagnostic tool, it could 
become an essent~al component in these applications. 
Before we describe the nature of these markets it would be best to 
differentiate the respective roles of ophthalmologists, optometrists, and 
opt~c~ans. Although ophthalmologists are the bonaf~de medical specialists 
for the eye, d~agnosing and treating eye diseases and performing eye sur-
gery, optometrists provide a wide variety of important eye care services, 
~nclud~ng v~s~on screen~ng and eye examination, contact lens fitting, 
glaucoma screen~ng, prescribing eye glasses, orthoptics (eye exercises), 
and v~sual f~eld testing. Opt~c~ans, on the other hand, prepare and 
d~spense lenses and optical appliances on prescription from either optom-
etrists or ophthalmolog~sts. The eyetracker capabilities of diagnosis 
and treatment would then be of interest primar~ly to ophthalmologists and 
to a smaller extent to optometr~sts. 
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In many states at the present tLme, jurLsdictional conflLct and 
interprofessional rLvalry eXLst between optometrLsts and ophthalmologLsts. 
(See Who Should Use Drugs in Your Eyes?) The problem arLses from both 
professLons sharing many of the same functLons: VLSLon testLng, eye 
examinatLon, and prescrLbing eyeglasses. Ophthalmologists take the POSL-
tion that optometry should be lLmLted to refractLon, prescribLng and 
adjusting glasses, and provLding optical devices; while optometrLsts 
feel that their role is considerably broader, includLng offering primary 
eye care services and ocular pathology screening, as well as detectLng 
eye abnormalities that include ocular manLfestatLons of systemic dLsease. 
(See "The Role of the Optometrist Ln Health Care Delivery.") 
Emerging Trends 
Out of thLs controversy, a market trend LS emerging that may effect 
the sales of an eyetracker. TradLtLonally, optometry has been Lsolated 
from other components of the health care system. Solo practLce LS the 
predominant mode of employment although a trend seems to be developLng 
toward partnership practLce and employment Ln multidLscLplLnary group 
practLces or other organLzatLonal entLties, partLcularly among younger 
optometrLsts. 
There is a trend among hospLtals of suffLcLent SLze (400 beds and 
up) to incorporate the optometrLst withLn theLr organizational framework. 
Thus, some consideration LS being given to the establLshment of eye 
clinics that use both optometric and ophthalmologLca1 servLces. It LS 
the development of these clLnics that would gLve the marketplace entLtLes 
of suffLcient "mass" to effLcLent1y use and thus buy an expensLve 
Purkinje eyetracker. As Lndicated Ln Tables 5 and 6, optometrists and 
ophthalmologists in solo practice would justLfy the expense of such an 
Ltem. If the trend LS to work in teams and not Ln solo practLce, however, 
the eyetracker market will expand from the obvLous market with teaching 
hospitals and eye c1LnLcs (see Tables 5 and 6). About 900 hospitals cur-
rently are of sufficient size to economLca11y JustLfy the use of expen-
sive c1incia1 devices Ln eye care (see Table 7). ThLs trend toward 
hospLtal-based teams would have a long-term effect on the market for eye 
movement monitorLng equipment. ThLs trend would probably have little 
Lmpact during the fLrst 5 years, after introductLon, but could become a 
market source of growing proportions in the subsequent years. 
I 
The traditional eye clinics--usually part of an eye, ear, and throat 
c1Lnic--number 22 in the United States. If the Purkinje eyetracker were 
proved feasible Ln the clinLcal setting, complete penetratLon of the 
clLnLc market could be expected wLthLn 5-10 years after Lntroduction. 
Given their tasks of qualLfYLng their students to detect and diag-
nose disease conditions of the eye and ocular trauma, the 12 optometrLc 
schools would provide a good market for the SRI eyetracker. In addition, 
professors of optometry often have their own research programs that neces-
sitate the use of eye movement monitoring equipment. Each of these 
schools probably would use this equipment in teaching as well as research. 
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1967 
1970 
1971 
* 
Table 5 
NUMBER OF OPTOMETRISTS 
Annual 
Average Optometrist 
Change per 100,000 
Number ( percent) People 
1950 20,792 13.7 
1960 21,824 +0.5 12.1 
1964 20,818 -1.2 10.9 
1966 20,610 -0.5 10.5 
1967 20,565 -0.2 10.3 
1968 20,301 -1.3 10.1 
1969 20,611 +1.5 10.1 
1971 20,736 +0.6 10.0 
1973 21,697 + 10.1 
Note: These figures include active and 
inactive optometrists. 
Source: Blue Book of Optometrists 
Table 6 
NUMBER OF OPHTHALMOLOGISTS 
HosElta1-Based Other 
Total Office- Full-Time Professional 
Actlve Based Training Physiclan Activity* 
9,083 7,048 1,247 540 248 
9,927 7,662 1,334 517 414 
10,252 7,903 1,402 545 402 
Includes medical teaching, administration, research, and 
other. 
Source: AMA Center for Health Services Research & Development 
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Table 7 
NUMBER OF U.S. HOSPITALS BY BED SIZE 
1978 
Number Number of 
of Beds Hospitals 
6-24 377 
25-49 1,305 
50-99 1,677 
100-199 1,551 
200-299 819 
300-399 440 
400-499 305 
500 or 608 
more 
Total 7,082 
Commercial~zation Potential 
The commerc~alizat~on of a s~mpl~f~ed 3-D eye tracker ~s cr~t~cally 
dependent on the advancements and commensurate needs of the eye movement 
research commun~ty, whether ~n the publ~c, pr~vate, or not-for-prof~t 
sectors, or on a contract bas~s or ~n ~ndependent stud~es. As ~nterest 
and activity increases ~n th~s f~eld, the need for eff~c~ent, accurate, 
reasonably priced instrumentat~on will ~ncrease. In many areas of re-
search, the ability to measure accommodat~on ~n conjunction with vert~cal 
and horizontal eye position will be a serious purchase cons~derat~on. 
The SRI unit would offer researchers a s~gnificant opportunity to pur-
chase an accurate, flexible instrument at a price comparable to that for 
other available instruments. Thus, the s~mplif~ed 3-D eyetracker would 
be an ~mportant complementary product to the more complex double Purkinje 
~mage 3-D eyetracker now be~ng used. 
The transition to cl~n~cal d~agnost~c applications requ~res the f~rm 
establ~shment of a reliable data base that w~ll establish the util~ty of 
the 3-D eyetracker to practitioners. The general consensus ~s that 
in~t~al clinical usage would be found at referral centers at major hos-
pitals and cl~nics or major medical centers aff~liated w~th un~vers~t~es. 
Only after the instrument has established its worth ~n a d~agnostic envi-
ronment can individual practit~oners be expected to express ~nterest to 
the point of will~ngness to purchase. It must initially be establ~shed 
that an eyetracking instrument can aid the d~agnostic process in var~ous 
fields. Further, to be of practical value in a profess~onal medical 
pract~ce environment, the instrument must have demonstrated eff~c~ency, 
easy of operat~on, and the capability for interact~on in other applica-
tions. Cost is measured not only in terms of dollars, but also in terms 
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of time, operator tra~n~ng, pat~ent involvement, instrument calibration, 
and maintenance. The objective of any commerc~al venture in this field 
should be to minimize all of the above. 
At each stage of the introduction process, promotional considera-
t~ons would be oriented toward literature and pertinent conference vehi-
cles. Th~s would generate interest and constructive criticism and help 
to educate practitioners and increase their awareness of the utility of 
mon~toring eye movements through ~nstrumentation such as the 3-D eye-
tracker. Educat~on and ~nformation programs should also be conducted 
and encouraged in the various neurology and ophthalmology residency pro-
grams, as well as ~n the major psychology and physiology education cen-
ters. Because this ~s the source of future researchers and practitioners, 
such programs thus form an important means of creating-familiarity w~th 
the pract~ca1 aspects of mon~tor~ng eye movements. 
The commercialization process described here is confirmed by ophthal-
mic goods manufacturers. There ~s concern, however, about the limited 
potential market sizes in the research area coupled with the uncerta~nty 
of c1~nical d~agnost~c acceptance without a substant~a1 data base. Never-
theless, there ~s recognition that the capabilities of the SRI 3-D eye-
tracker warrant ser~ous consideration as a new product prospect. Reduc-
t~on of costs through use of advanced electronics (e.g., microprocessors) 
and product~on des~gn eva1uat~on would do much to increase the commercial 
v~ab~l~ty of the 3-D eyetracker. 
The fol1ow~ng people have expressed ~nterest as potential manufac-
turers of the 3-D eyetracker: 
Dr. John Merchant 
Honeywell Radiat~on Center 
2 Forbes Road 
Lexington, Massachusetts 
617/862-6222 
Mr. Albert Harabedian 
Vice Pres~dent 
Human Factors Research, Inc. 
6780 Cortona Drive 
Goleta, Ca1~fornia 93017 
Mr. M~chael Reynolds 
Manager, New Products P1ann~ng 
Telesensory Systems, Inc. 
1889 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, Californ~a 94304 
415/493-2626 
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Mr. George S. Leonard 
Products Manager 
Gulf and Western 
App11ed SC1ence Laboratories 
335 Bear H111 Road 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 
617/890-5100 
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Appendix A 
SRI PURKINJE IMAGE EYE TRACKING LITERATURE 
• 
... Extreme accuracy using Purkinje images and optics 
EYETRAC:KIN(~ 
The development of the Dual Purkinje Image (DPI) Eye-
tracker at SRI is an exciting engineering bn:akthrough* 
which promises to extend the horizons of VISION re-
search. Based on the unique optical properties of the eye, 
the OPI eyetracker can determine the direction of gaze 
over a large two-dimensional visual field with great accur-
acy and without attachments to the eyle. Troublesome 
artifacts due to translational and axial movements of the 
head and eye ranging up to a centimeter are automatically 
eliminated. The inconvenient bitebar is not necessary, 
and simple chin and forehead rests provide head stabiliza-
tion. The SRI Eyetracker operates with infrared light 
and does not interfere with normal vision. 
Personnel in the Electronics and Bioengineering Lab-
oratory of the Information Science and Engineering Di-
vision developed the DPI eye tracker and are now utiliz-
ing its capability to study the relationships between eye 
movements and speech perception, the focusing ability 
of the eye, and visual sensitivity to spatio-temporal 
targets. Commercial and government projects within and 
outside SRI have made use of the SRI eyetracker to do 
research in pilot eyetracking of an aircraft instrument 
panel as well as basic research in vision and perception. 
*Cornsweet, T. N., and Crane, H. D., J. Opt. Soc. Am. 63(8): 
921-928 (1973). 
PURKINJE IMAGES 
Light rays striking the eye produce four reflections, called 
Purkinje images, from the front and rear surfaces of the cornea 
and lens. The first (virtual) and fourth (real) Purkinje images 
are almost coincident and lie in the same focusing plane. These 
two images move similarly under translation and differentially 
under rotation. The change in separation is used to determine 
eye rotation free of artifacts induced by translation. 
IMAGING 
DOVE APERTURE VISUAL 
STIMULUS MIRROH I INFRARED 
MIRROR I~"""" _ DICHROIC SYSTEM ~
..,.....-.-./ ~ 
SO?, 
)a 
DRIVE 
MOTORS 
1ST PHOTO-
DETECTOR 
, ~XIAL 
/ ;OSITION 
DETECTORS 
DETECTOR 4TH 
APERTURE PHOTODETECTOR 
Schematic Drawing of E,'etracker Illustrating Operation 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
In SRI's DPI Eyetrackel' a collimated infrared light source 
illuminates the eye at an angle to the direction of gaze, 
forming two Purkinje images within the pupil (as illustrated by 
diagram at left). The first Purkinje image is brought to focus 
on a stationary photodetector by the receiving optics after 
reflection from a motor-driven mirror. The stationary photo-
detector senses any motion of this image and causes the mirror 
to rotate horizontally and vertically enough to keep the image 
centered on the stationary photodetector. 
The fourth Purkinje image is focused onto a second photo-
detector after reflection from an additional motor-driven 
mirror. This second stationary photodetector senses any mo-
tion of the fourth image and causes the second mirror to ro-
tate horizontally and vertically enough to keep the image cen-
tered on the photocell. Since the first image is stabilized in 
space, the motion of the other image is exactly equal to the 
relative motion of the two images. From this relative motion, 
the direction of gaze can be accurately determined. 
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The convenience and accuracy possible with DPI Eyetracking 
make it attractivefor control applications, for designing and 
testing;complex di~plays, for computer-aided education and 
for'suchciinical uses as drug evaluation and diagnosis of 
neurologic disorders. 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
APPLICATIONS 
Eyetraclang, WIth Its converuence and ac:c:uraq, 
can be applied to 
• IMAGE STABILIZATION 
• SPEED READING 
• ANALYSIS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION 
• PILOT TRAINING 
• THERAPY FOR STRABISMUS 
• AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT EVALUATION 
• NEUROLOGIC DIAGNOSIS 
• MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION 
• ADVERTISING READERSHIP ANALYSIS 
ADVANTAGES AND COMPARISON 
WITH OTHER SYSTEMS 
• Accurate to 1 lRInute of arc 
- as accurate as contact lens methods 
- 30-60 tunes more accurate then photoelectric methods 
• No eye attachments or bltebar 
- safer and more conwruent than contact lens 
- photoelectnc methods reqUIre bltebar for accuracy 
• Allows translation and axml movements of up to 1 em 
- axml movements not allowed m contact lens techruques 
- neither movement allowed WIth photoelectrIC techruques 
• urge twlHlunellSlonal field (>25°) 
- larger than that allowed With contact lens due to shppap 
- comparable With photoelectric methods 
• Operates m mfrared 
- does not Ultmere With normal VISIon 
MORE INFORMATION 
For more mformatlon, contact Information SCIence and 
Engmeenng DIVISIon, Stanford Research Institute, 333 Ravens-
wood Avenue, Menlo Park, Cahforrua 9402~ Telephone 
(415) 32tHi200 
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Move robots with your eyes! 
New EYE~-tracking System Has Promis 
Prototype of eye-trackIng system developed at SRI, 
" 
Imagine what it would be like to control the movements 
of a robot just by looking in the direction you wanted it to <)0. 
From a safe clistance. you could cause it to manipulate objects 
111 a hostile enVlrOIlIllPIH. 
You lIliUilt, for exarnple, make till! .obot's hand follow 
your gaze deep into the seethitlq interior of a steel·maklng 
flllnar.e, ~PdSp aiI'd 110t Ilwtallll!jol and pulld uack Ollt tI~ltllll. 
No kllobs for you 10 Illff1 Of huttons to pless. No IWf~d 10 
formulal!' vt!ri>al 111"11 tlCI lOll'>. 
An eye·track",!! system .ecently developed at SRI n1Ok .. , it 
feasihle to perform t/)IS and other complex applications bd'lf!d 
on eye movements, Although eye-trilcking systems have br.f!fl 
available for some time, thest! systems arc either too iimilpd in 
accuracy or too inconvenient for such lIses. 
System!; that arc convenient to use cannot distin~uisl1 
between two types of mov<!ment that the eye commonly 
makes. The important movement for an eye tracker to mea' 
sure is the rotation of the eye as it looks from one object to 
another. But the eye is also in constant lateral motion in its 
socket. 
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These wobbling movements have no effect on the dlrect.on 
of the yaze at any particular moment. However, they intede.e 
with the meaSUr£!lncnt of eyr rotatIOn and seriously IHHit thp 
aCClIIilCY of the eye·tlilckliln SYSlpll1'1. 
Previollsly, the only WilY alOllllll the prol>ll~m was to mount 
(I sultahle deVice directly to a V(!I y tightly Iitted contact Ir.ns 
tll.H was incoIlV(!IlWIlI to pill 011 alld sonwltlllr.s danql!rOlls to 
WI!.!I 
TIH~ SRI sysll!rll q!!IS ill"OI II II 1 Illt~ plohh!JlJ without 111I1<:IlI1HI 
til!! eyl!. Instead, it tracks II~Jllt P!iif!ctI{H1S (known dS PIJrk"'je 
refll!ctions) from two !-ourfaces 01 the eye (m pilrticulm, the 
frollt surface of tlw corn(~a ilnd 1I1P. rf~ar surface of Ihr. lens), 
just as a star tracker tracks the Ilqht from a distant st~lr. These 
reflections move 111 CharaCIp.l"lstic ways thetl dre incl!?Jwlldent of 
the translational motions of the !!ye, but Cdn IJe relat"d direct· 
Iy to its rotational motions. 
The system has an accuracy cornparablf' to that of contact 
lens systems - about 1 minute of arc. TI", means thilt in the 
robot example above, .f ynllr gale \lere fixed on a SPUI 15 foet 
away, the robot's fingers would tw mainta;,u~d to within auuut 
• In Industrial and Medical Applications 
a Illlilimeter of that spot This IS 30 to 60 times as accurate as 
othPr nOll contact c;ystems 
Its l.onVenlPllce and acclIIdcy rT1dke the '"llilrurnpnt attr()( 
tlve not onlv for control applications but also for clinical u,e< 
such as drug evaluation detf'ctlon of blain tumors (wlllrh 
COflS(ralll eye movernents w,thlll eel f.1I1l patter liS) and tilt' 
dcSlqn of complex dlSpldVS For eXdlllpl1' bV knowlIlq wlll'l' 
till' vlewt'r IS lookmg at a Pdf tiLuldr (lIspldV .lIld what tw; 
phYSlologl(.(li rCdctlOIlS die at th.Jt moment til(' rlcslYIH'r would 
be bette! abll' to decide how to alter the dcslqn of the dlSpldV 
Becausr of Its potential fOl 1IlC;1.lIltJIlCOLIS fpcdback the 
Inc;lfumcnt IS alCiO Jttldctlve ror IldHlIllg JppllCdtlOIlS FOI 
t'xdmplc It might bt" us,'tl 10 tram ClOSS eyed ciulcln 11 to lI<:;e 
thplf CYf'S correctly A systrm could he dt'Yclopcd IJSlIlg two 
I'VI' track"" one for each evl' Each I've track.r would prowct 
OiltO a SClcen a dlllelPnt cololPu spot that would mdlcate 
where that eve was 100klll!J 
If tlw two eyes Wf'If' luuklllq 111 1111' ScJnl( pltlt.p tlw two 
spol'\ w()uld he lillpt Ilmpn ... 11I If 1101 IilP "'pOlli would hl' liPIJ<I 
IdlNt and the child would hi' tlllI\llut.l('d 10 brrny till 111 
back togpthrr 
Thr hUlh accurilcy of tlw SRI "'y",If'11I would ilt· «rltlCll flu 
thl'" appht.atloll lit C 11I"'1 unit· ... '" till' ... pOI\ rt'IiPLIt'd IllI' I yl 
flhlVPlIlf'lIlS plCf I,ply .lIld 11111nl dlJtPly Ihe Lhrlcl would SO(]II 
Ot.!Lornl' fru",(r.l(l1rJ 
Another po,slble tl.III1IIHJ dpplu allon wOllld he <;pl I d 
rpadlJlg One ohJectlvl' 111 spl,pdrt.nlll1lj I~ to tralll thl' ",wdI'II' 
to u~e hiS full visual SPJIl for mformatlOfl {Jdtherlllq If ilf' 
l110vrs hiS gale 10 thr hcc)lI1nllUI of .1 !lew Imp SOUlt' of hlr; 
visual s~all will cxtf'orJ IIlto the rnarqrn dlld be wasted Thrl'VP 
tldcker could he used to show hll11 wher<' to Stdl t redding tl1e 
line for maximum eff,t.l(·,u .. y It could do thiS hy lighting up all 
an'a equal to hIS vISual span and moving thiS II!Jhted area along 
With hIS gale 
SRI lescdlchrrs d('velopC'd the IIIlI\trUIllC'1l1 toqethcl With all 
optometer that mPdsurCII\ thr plalH' of foculI\ (see hox) to Iwlp 
tJulm III thclr Studlf"li of vIsion Thrlr nrxt step IS to mPHltl 
tlu'lI\e two Iflll\trurncnts Into a ""'flit .. y .. tf'1ll (helt l1lf'cJsurf'~ bUIll 
to< 1111\ .1I1e1 f'ye 11l0VI'Illf'lltll\ "'"HUIl.1l1t oll'oly 
III til(' I1WJlltlllll' lI\ayli Ht'wltl D CltlilC ~ttlft SCH'nt". III 
VISIOI1 resedrdl at SRI the plesent lI1Strumel1t could be dev.1 
oped for commercial LISP 
Three corm's of thc Idlest verlilon of thr IIlstrument currf'nl 
IV eXISt Two were bUilt IJV SRI for use 111 othpr re"',,,ol1 
Idhoratorles and the third IS 111 lise dt SRI Slnqle COp.LS of ""' 
1I1strument call be made for hetween $15000 and 520000 
Blit the price would of course be much smaller on large scale 
production 
Apart from bulldlflg a compoSite Illstrument IIlCOrpOIJtlfl9 
the optoml'ter as well as the eve tl acker the SRI researchers 
are also Interested In developong adval1ced verSions that do not 
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reqlllre even tl1<' chill dl1<J head re't' Lurrently lIsed to keLp the 
subl' ct shedd properlv dl1911ed 
SRI Ilas filed patent dpplrLdtlO'" Oil thIS IIlStrument a' well 
as un morf' advancrd dell\lgl1s and would txt IIltcrestfid In 
irrenslIIg these patcilts for the purpose of further private 
development • 
NEW INSTRUMENT FITS 
GLASSES AUTOMA TlCALL Y 
Till f VI' II It kll 1'1: (lIliV Ollf 01 ,11,· 111 trlUTIIllI'I: U"VI'l0!lf'lU II <)RI 
lell mOllltOllllll till hi II IVIOI of Ihl 'V" AnoUlI I 1..11/1 d Ihe 
OplO1l1l II r ITII ae;lIrf" 1111 InSldIlIIlIPOII .. pl'lm' of focus of thp pye 
alld C In IrJLk I VI II lilro mOSI raplci (I, IIlql" III foclIs 
ThIS IIISlrtllilf nl hdS a l'O{IIIII'llly i IIqt> nnrkl'1 for Hllnrnallc 
flll1ll9 of 'VpgIJS'I:"S Insll c.ld of Ill" LUI" III praCIICI' of havlllq thr 
IMtlPnl look IIHouflh onr Ipns If It r 1111 Ihf r In '1:1' Irch of onl Ilial 
1M sl (011' CI'I: hiS fOC"II'I: Ih' ophlh Ilnl' oq''l:1 wOllld LI'I:' !lIp 11I'l:lrli 
1111'111 10 1110111101 IllI I VI IIIIU" '" III P 1111 "' IOC"I/q II Oil I 11111'1 
Ihll 11\OV II 110'0'1 lIul hulllli IV\'I~ !tllill 111111 1111 I lie; 11 111111 III 
would till II II Id 0111 1111 IWJlIllo; II WI" II Ih. 'VI (I "'I'd to foC"uS 
1..0111 CllV 
Til. 1I1~1111"~ III would 11"('1 I}I tI' ftll ,n C"1,,1I('11 IS' ,(C"h Inl 
dlllq I V lillllll>lI ItH ... IIllPIo \ .... II ... In 01111 I IYIII'l: 01 VI'''IJII 
.... III h III ItldlilOIl II 111111" II, II .. Ii I' I If IIIIIIU, lit VIC'" j I .1 
fI (' III Ijlplll 111011 .. ulll' 1'1: VVt II II IIII'd 10 f(). 11\ till II (V'" to 
IlIfllllfy 10 fIr (he;III1l.1 'I: tlllllIl'" I dllll backqrollnd 1c.lc.IrIfH.J III 
{nlllr I I 
Undl r ,I .... , vmdilioll" ",0 .. 1 nf lIe; I' lei 10 fOCIle; 11 a d ... t Incp of 
i1hOI!l 3 1.'('1 ilW.ty TIII'I: phlllOlltf I ou known ao; pmp1v '''Id 
IllyOplo1 ( .. JII 1.1 .. danqPrOIJ'I: 10 !pI \l110''I: JOel oth( rs who musl Of,Jt",)fP 
al Illqh e;p" eI 
Whistle whtle VOU look 
Or HI'WIIt 0 erfllli e;1 Iff SCIf'Il!Ie;1 II SRI ,Hid C()U1VI'ntor of Ih ... 
oploml I"" 111(1 thp f yf' If II kPr dp'I:( Ilh. d III thiS artlC"lp 'I: Ive; th It fliP 
Ine;lrumpnl was fTlOdl'U'cl 111 Till Ilhol 1IIlly to o;prvf' Ie; a Ir.,lIlIng aid 
by C"aue;lIlq II 10 ploduCI III 11Jdlhh 10111 Ill'll InCrt 1\' d or dl'( rl' t<;l'ct 
III In qlJPfl( y ,'I: IllI f VI '0<.11'1:1 d 011 jill" 1)1 '.If ohl' C"I 
Till 'l:1"IWCI W Ie; ""'II ucll cf to 1t""'1 II 10 rhl'l: to III' III flUI' I II I"d 10 
1 COmnMIH.J 10111 III Ih" ntilPr , 11 dlld In nl.'lk" rhl' TWO nt.tlch Alii r 
1 ,. W hutlre; pr II 11('1 hi WI<; II," In lillY Ilu,," WIIIl hl'l: I'VI fOCl/s 
wilhOit! I Vt" III 111(1 Ihll til' )!;pllin I 'II; II IIV how hi (hd II 
Thl nplOItIl" I COII",e;I'I: of I e;y .. flill lit II PI(lllliS IIiVISlh" (I!JIII 
11110 Ih' I YI 111(1 d e;. (otld 'l:y'l:lf Itl Ih II rt lVI'S Ihl IHJht fPfl"f..!1 U 
b'Kk oul "I thf' "Y" hom 111ft H'lmc.l II Illr IflCJut Itqht p.,ttl rn 15 In 
IOCIIS all tht' ,,'Iula the rpO"cted In .... lqf I statIonary otherwl'l:l.. It 15 
IIllllOllon 
A e;prvo control sv"pm ITlQvrs IIll' 11\1 nmtng "Iliar"d light P1t 
If illS III such a way Ih II no II1dlll f hnw 1111 I'ye 10('u'I: chan<J1 sill" 
Input Itqhl pMtP11l rt 11\0.1111'1: fOCllSf don tllf rr Illn 11111 till' f"fl"ctl'd 
Imlq" 10; th",I'fore St'lIIIlIl.-lIV Tht- IIlstlUlflf'nl rrads out COlltlllUOUS 
IV how fdr the tncomtnq Ilqht twam must bf' mov .. d 10 cause Ihe 
Irqht to rPfllatn In focus "" thp r"llIl;) 
SRI Ie; cllrrpntly npgotrallng Wllh 51 \0' I II fums that alP InILIP,11 d 
In further devrloplrrnt and fTlmkellllq a' 'lit oplomp, .. , • 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this directory IS to foster commUnication between members of the various 
disciplines engaged In the study of eye movements This edition lists the names, addresses, phones 
numbers, educational background and Interests of approximately 270 sCientists Interested In this 
field of endeavor. Entries were made on a voluntary basis and a form IS enclosed for those who 
Wish to be Included In subsequent editions Entrants will automatically be Informed of future 
conferences on thiS tOpiC to be sponsored by the Human Engmeerlng Laboratory. 
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If you are interested in being listed in subsequent editions of the directory or if information 
in the present directory needs updating please complete the following: 
Privacy Act Statement: Eye Movement Directory Form. Authority: 10 USC 3012. Purpose: 
Collection of data for entry into an International Directory of Scientists Engaged in the Study of 
Eye Movements. Routine Uses: (1) To facilitate verbal and written communication, (2) To 
Identify personnel With specialized Interests; (3) Serves as a mailing list. The directory is available 
for publiC release. Completion of form is voluntary; an incomplete form will result in an 
Incomplete listing or no listing. 
Check one· ) NEW ENTRY ) CORRECTION 
NAME __________________________ __ 
MAl LI NG ADDRESS _____________ _ 
PHONE __________________________ ___ 
DEGREES SCHOOL DATE FIELD 
List up to three principal areas of Interest In eye movements (I.e., reading, search, etc.) and after 
each Indicate If you are actively Involved In research In the area With an (A) or currently inactive 
With an (I). 
1. _________ _ 2 .. __________________ _ 3~. _________ ___ 
Indicate eye mOnitoring deVices which are currently available to you. 
a. ________ _ b. _________ _ c. ________ _ 
RETURN TO: Richard A. Monty 
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Behavioral Research Directorate 
Human Engineering Laboratory 
Aberdeen Provlrlg Ground, MD 21005 
If you are Interested In being listed In subsequent edItIons of the dIrectory or If Informatwn 
In the present dIrectory needs updating please complete the following 
Privacy Act Statement· Eye Movement DIrectory Form. Authority' 10 USC 3012. Purpose 
CollectIon of data for entry Into an I nternatlonal DIrectory of SCIentIsts Engaged In the Study of 
Eye Movements. Routine Uses (1) To facilItate verbal and written commUniCatIon, (2) To 
Identify personnel wIth specIalized Interests; (3) Serves as a mailing list The dIrectory IS available 
for public release. Completion of form IS voluntary, an Incomplete form will result In an 
Incomplete listing or no listing. 
Check one ) NEW ENTRY ) CORRECTION 
NAME ____________________________ __ 
MAILING ADDRESS _________ _ 
PHONE __________________________ __ 
DEGREES SCHOOL DATE FIELD 
LIst up to three prinCIpal areas of Interest In eye movements (I.e, reading, search, etc.) and after 
each indIcate if you are actIvely Involved In research In the area wltn an (A) or currently inactIve 
WIth an (I). 
2. ________ _ 3. ________ __ 
I ndlcate eye mOnitoring deVIces whIch are currently available to you. 
a. b. ________ _ c. ________ _ 
RETURN TO' Richard A. Monty 
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Behavioral Research Directorate 
Human Engineering Laboratory 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005 
Description of Directory Entry Format 
The directory entry format contains the information items described below: 
1. Name 
2. Preferred mailing address 
3. Telephone number 
4. Degrees, schools and fields of specialization 
5. Areas of interest (numbered) followed by either an (A) 
indicating that the listee IS actively Involved in research or 
an (I) indicating that he or she IS inactive in that area. 
6. Eye movement devices that are currently available to 
the listee (lettered). 
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Adams, Anthony J., University of California, School of Optometry, Berkeley, California, 94720, 
415-642.5904, B App. Sc., Melbourne Unrverslty, 1962, Applied SClence,L.O. SC.,Vlctonan 
College, 1962, Optometry, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1970, Physiological Optics. 1. 
Tracking , (I) 2 Search (I) a Electro·optlcal (Llmbal sensing) b. EOG 
Adams, B D., Department of Physiology, University of Toronto, Room 3317, Medical SCience 
Building, Toronto, Ontano, M5S lAB Canada, 416·978-6072, B.Sc., University of Toronto, 
1977, Physiology, 1. Saccades (A) 2. Night vIsion (1) 3 AViation applications (A) a. 
I nfra-red Diode Device (Hallett, P .E.) 
Alder.Grlnberg, Deborah, College of Optometry, University of Houston, Houston, TX, 77004, 
713.749-4103, B.S., University of California, 1969, 0.0., Unrverslty of California, 1971, 
Optometry, Ph.D., University of California, 1976, Physiological OptiCS 1 Search, reading 
(1) 2. DynamiC EMs (saccadiC PUrsUit In children and clinically) (A) 3 OKN (adult, 
children, clinically) a. IR-photo cell system b. EOG c. Magnetic field system (under 
construction) 
Aiken, E. G., Code 306, Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, 
California, 92152,225-6617, Ph.D., University of IllinOIS, 1954, Psychology 1. Reading (A) 
2 Attention (A) 3. Effort (I). a Whluker. 
Allen, R. Wade, 13766 Hawthorne Blvd, Hawthorne, California, 90266, 213-679·2281, B.S., 
UCLA, 1962, Englneerrng, M.S, UCLA, 1965, Engr./BlOtechnology 1 Drrvlng (A) 2. 
Piloting (A) 3. Display Scanning (A) a. STIEPR Mk. II 
Anllker, James E., 1272 Mills Street, Menlo Park, Callfornra, 94025, 415·325·9749, S.M., 
University of Chicago, 1952, Biological Sciences, Ph.D., Harvard Unrverslty, 1955, 
Experrmental Psychology. 1. Picture perception (A) 2 Scan path analysIs (A) 3 
Eye-controlled displays (A) a. SRI Purkin)e Tracker with computenzed scanpath analysIs b 
Electrooculography. 
Antes, James R., Department of Psychology, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North 
Dakota, 58201; 701·777·3451, B.A., Drake Unrverslty, 1968, PhYSICS, MS., Iowa State 
Unrversity, 1970, Psychology, Ph.D., Iowa State Unrverslty, 1973, Psychology, 1 Picture 
Perception (A) 2. Visual Attention (A). a Blometrrcs. 
Arend, Jr., Lawrence E., Department of Psychology, BrandeiS Unrverslty, Waltham, 
Massachusetts, 02154, 617-647·2954, A.B., Stanford Unrverslty, 1965, Psychology, Ph.D., 
Duke UniverSity, 1970, Psychology. 1. Maintenance of VISion (A) 2. Target detection, 
search, & scannrng (A). a. Search coil In suction contact lens (A. Skavenski) 
Anma, James K., Code 54Aa, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Callfornra, 93940, 
408-646·2686, Ph.D., Northwestern Unrverslty, 1962, Psychology 1. Search (I) 2. Displays 
(I) . 
Arlin, Marshall, Department of Educational Psychology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6T 1W5, Canada; Ph.D., Unrversity of Chicago, 1973, Education. 1. Reading (A) 2. 
Memory (A). a. Biometrics. 
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-Bach'y-Rita, Paul, Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual SCiences, 2232 Webster Street, 
San FranCIsco, California, 94115; 415-563-4321, ext. 2481; M.D., National University of 
MexICo, 1959, Medicine. 1. Neurophysiology (A) 2. Morphology of Eye Muscles (A). 
Baker, Mary Anne, Indiana UniverSity Southeast, New Albany, Indiana, 47150; 812-945-2731, 
ext. 293; B.A., Umverslty of Louisville, 1964, Art HiStOry, M.A., University of Louisville, 
1969, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Louisville, 1971, Psychology. 1. Form Perception 
(A) 2. Stimulus Variables Affecting (A) 3. Mathematical Predictions (A). a. Mackworth Eye 
Camera. 
Bermudez, John M., Qtrs. 6402E, USAF Academy, Colorado, 80840, 303-472-3860, BS., 
Florida State Umversity, 1965, Psychology; M.Ed., Our Lady of the Lake College, 1970, 
Psychology; Ph.D., Arizona State University, 1975, Educ. Psychology. 1. Peripheral 
Processing (A) 2. Search (A) 3. Effects of Stress (A). a. Infra-red tracker b. Head pOSition 
sensor c. Pupllometer. 
Bertera, James H., 607 N.E. 15th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73108,405-272-9876; B.A., 
Fairfield University, 1970, Psychology, M.A., Hollins College, 1972, Psychology. 1. Search 
(A) 2. Tracl..lng Self-Moved Targets (A) 3. Hand-Eye Coordination (A). a. EOG b. Corneal 
Reflection (home-bUilt) c. Video Tape. 
Bevan, Thomas, Science Applications, Inc., 1911 N. Fort Myer Drive, SUite 1200, Arlington, 
Virginia, 22209; 703-527-7571; A.B., Dartmouth College, 1969, Psychology, Ph.D., 
Princeton University, 1973, PhYSiological Psychology. 1. Reading (A) 2. Human Factors (A) 
3. EEG (A). a. Whittaker 19945 b. EOG (Grass). 
Bischof, Norbert, Psychological Institute of the University of ZUrich, Dept. of 
Experimental-Mathematical Psychology, Seilergraben 53/55, CH-8001, Zurich,Switzerland; 
326241, Int. 2138 (ext.) Ph.D., University of MUnich, 1966, Psychology. 1. Space 
constancy (A). a. IR-recording. 
BIZZI, Emilio, Department of Psychology, E10-235, Massachusetts InstItute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, 617-253-5769, M.D., UniverSIty of Rome, 1958. 1. 
Central control of eye movements (A) 2. Eye-head coordinatIon (A) 3. VestIbular system 
(A). a. SIlver-Silver chloride electrodes b. Methods of Bond & Ho. 
Black, F. Owen, Department of Otolaryngology, Room 925, Eye and Ear Hospital, 230 Lothrop 
St., PIttsburgh, PA, 15213,412-683-3500 ext. 368, B.A., Southeast MIssouri State, 1959, 
ChemIstry; M.D., UniverSity of MISSOUri, 1963. 1. Vestlbulo-ocular reflexes (A) 2. Ocular 
motor reflexes (A). a. EOG b. PEOG c. ODD. 
Bowen, Richard W., Department of Psychology, Columbia UniversIty, New York, New York, 
10027, 212-280-4325; B.A., Case Western Reserve, 1968, English/Psychology, M.A., 
Columbia UnIversIty, 1970, Psychology, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1974, Psychology. 1. 
Eye Movements and Space PerceptIon (A) 2. Oculomotor Control (A) 3. Oculomotor 
PhYSIology (I). a. Scleral contact lens - optIcal lever system. 
Bradshaw, J. J., Department of Psychology, Monash UniversIty, Clayton, Vic. 3168, Australia; 
541-3958, M.A., Oxford UniversIty, 1963, Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., SheffIeld 
UnIversity, 1967, Experimental Psychology. 1. Reading (A) 2. I nformatlon Processing (A) 3. 
Pattern PerceptIon (A). a. Closed CIrcuit TV. 
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Bronson, Gordon W., Department of Psychology, Mills College, Oakland, California, 94613, 
415-632-2700 Ext 287, B.S., University of California, 1947, Electrical Engmeermg, Ph.D., 
University of California, 1957, Psychology 1. Development m Infancy (A) 2 CNS 
Mechanrsms (I). 
Brooks, Barbara A., Department of Physiology, University of Texas, Health SCience Center, 7703 
Floyd Curl Dr San Antonio, Texas, 78284, 696-6581; B.A., UniverSity of FlOrida, 1959, 
Experimental Psychology, Ph.D, FlOrida State University, 1964, Expenmental Psychology 
1. PsychophysIcs (A) 2. Lateral geniculate (A) 3 Saccades (A) a. EOG b Infrared 
reflectance 
Brown, Brian, Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual SCiences, 2232 Webster Street, , 204, San 
FrancIsco, California, 94115, 415-567-2865, B A.S., Melbourne UniverSity, 1965, 
Optometry, M.A.S., Melbourne University, 1969, Optometry; B.S., Melbourne University 
1969, Psychology & PhYSiology, Ph.D, Melbourne University, 1971, Optometry 1. 
SaccadiC Control (A) 2 Smooth PUrsUit Control (A) 3. Search (I). a Llmbal sensing b 
EOG 
Brown, Donald R., Stewart Center 109, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 47907. 
317-749-2221, B.S., Purdue University, 1957, Psychology, 1961, Psychology, 1. Readmg (A) 
2. Stabilized Images (A) 3 Search (I). a Eye Camera b Stabilized Image "System". 
Buchsbaum, Monte, Chief, Unrt on Perceptual and Cognitive Studies, Room 2N-212, Bldg 10, 
National Instltue of Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014, 301-496-4749, M.D, 
University of California, 1965, Medlcme 1 Eye Tracking 2 IndiVidual differences In search 
patterns. a. Corneal reflection mOnitored With computer-TV camera. b Biometric Infrared. 
Bullinger, Andre, Unlverslte de Geneve, Dept de Psychologle, 24 G. Dufour, 7211 Geneve 4-CH, 
20-93-33 if 2628, M.A, Unlverslte de Geneve, 1968, Psychologle, Ph.D., Unlverslte de 
Geneve, 1970, Psychologle experlmentale. 1. eye movements and posture In Infancy (A) 2 
eye movements and cognition With children (A) a. One-line retinal reflection b. Corneal 
reflection. 
Burns, DaVid, Department Psychology, McMaster UniverSity, Hamilton, Ontano, Canada 
L8S4K1, 406-525-9140, B.S., University of Maryland, 1970, MathematiCs, M.S., University 
of Maryland, 1973, Psychology, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1974, Psychology. 1 
PsychophYSICS (A) 2 Attention (A) 3 Pupilometry (A). a. Pupilometer. 
Carmody, DenniS P., Department of Radiology, Radiology Research Laboratory, Temple 
University School of MediCine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19140,215-221-4011, B.S., 
Newark College of Engineering, 1970, Mechanical Engineering, M.A., Montclair State 
College, 1974, Psy~hology. 1. Visual search (A) 2 Picture perception (A). a. Narco 
Eye-Trac mterfaced With PDP-11 b. Mackworth Wide-angie camera. 
Carpenter, Patricia A.,' Psychology Department, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 15213,412-621-2699, ext. 483, B.S., University of Iowa, 1968, Psychology, 
Ph.D., Stanford University, 1972, Psychology. 1. Reading and processes In sentence-picture 
comparison (A) 2. Visual Search (A). a. Corneal-reflectance, eye marker with computenzed 
stimulus display and scormg. 
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Chenoweth, Maynard B., Bio-Medical Research, Dow Chemical Company, 607 Bldg., Midland, 
MI, 48640; 517-636-3325; A.B., Columbia College, 1938, M.D., Cornell University, 1942. 
1. Chemical effects (A) 2. Drug effects (I). a. Whittaker Eye View MOnitor b. Hewlett 
Packard CRT. . 
ChrIStensen, Julien M., Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, College of 
Engineering, Wayne State UniverSity, Detroit, Michigan, 48202, 313-577-3821, B.S., 
University of illinOIS, 1940, Accounting and Econmics, M.A., OhiO State University, 1952, 
Psychology, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1959, Experimental Psychology and 
StatistiCS. 1. Peripheral ViSion Form Field Studies (I) 2. Search (I) 3. Reading (I). a. 
Eye-Movement Camera b. Eye-View MOnitor. 
Ciuffreda, K.J., Medical Center/School of Optometry, UniverSity of Alabama, Birmingham, AL, 
35294, B.A., Seton Hall UniverSity, 1969, Biology, 0.0., Massachusetts College of 
Optometry, 1973, Optometry; Ph.D, UniverSity of California, 1977, Physiology OptiCS. 1. 
Amblyopia (A) 2. Neurological disease (A) 3. Reading (A). a. PhotoelectriC b. EOG. 
Clark, Michael R., SRI, 333 Ravenswood, Menlo Park, California, 94025,415-326-6200 Ext. 
2542, B.S.E.E , University of California, 1966, Electrical i;nglneerlng, Ph.D, University of 
California, 1973, Bioengineering. 1. Binocular eye movements (A) 2. Accommodation (A) 
3 Tnad (A). a. SRI Eyetracker 
Clement, Warren F , Systems Technology Inc., 2672 Bayshore-Frontage Rd. SUite 505, Mountain 
View, CA 94043, 415-961-4674, B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1950, 
Aerospace Engineering; MS., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1951, Aerospce 
Englneenng 1 Manual Control Displays (A) 2. Image Scanning and Perception (A) 3. 
Reading (A). a. STI Mark I and Mark I I Eye POint of Regard Systems. 
Cohen, Bernard, Atran 726, Mount Sinal School of MediCine, 1 E. 100th St., New York, New 
York, 10029, 212-650-7068, A.B., Middlebury College, 1950, Chemistry-Biology, MD., 
New York University, 1954, MediCine. 1. Reticular control of eye movements (A) 2. 
Visual-vestibular interactions (A) 3. Eye movements of patients With Parkinson Disease (A). 
a. E O.G. b PhotoelectriC eye movement mOnitor. 
Cohen, Karen M., 2040 South York, Developmental Psychology, University of Denver, Denver, 
Colorado, 80210; 303-753-3625; B.A., Washington University, St. LOUIS, 1970, Psychology, 
Ed.M., Harvard University, 1972, Developmental Psychology and Education. 1. Peripheral 
VIsion (A) 2. Reading (A) 3. Visual Scanning (A). a. On-line retinal reflection b. Off-line 
corneal reflection. 
Cohen, Malcolm M., Crew Systems Department, Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, 
Pennsylvania, 18974; 215-672-9000, ext. 2537, B.A., BrandeiS University, 1959, 
Psychology, M.A, University of Pennsylvania, 1961, Psychology, Ph.D., University of 
Pennsylvania, 1965, Psychology. 1. Space perception (A) 2. Vestibular function (A) 3. 
Search (I). a. Corneal reflection camera b. EOG. 
Coles, Peter R., Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford, South Parks 
Road, Oxford OX1 3PS, England, G.A., Manchester University, 1971, Psychology, M.A., 
Manchester University, 1975, Psychology. 1. Picture perception (A) 2. Eye movements and 
cognitive development In Infancy (A) 3. Perceptual disorders. a. Infra-red T.V. on-line 
analYSIS b. Diffuse scleral reflectivity c. EOG. 
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CollinS, Carter, c., Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual SCiences, 2232 Webster Street, San 
FrancIsco, California, 94115, 415-563-4321, ext 2464, B.S., University of California at 
Berkeley, 1949, Engineering PhYSICS, M.S., University of California at Berkeley, 1953, 
Electrical Englneenng, Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley, 1966, BiOphYSICS 1. 
Oculomotor biOphYSICS (A) 2. Nonlinear clinical models of eye movement (A) 3. 
Innervational/mechanical mechanisms of strabismus (A). a. Biometncs b EOG c. 
Photelectnc 
Collins, William E., CAMI-FAA, AAC-118,P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73125, 
405-686-4846, B.S., St Peter's College, 1954, SOCiology & Philosophy, M.A., Fordham 
University, 1956, Psychology, Ph.D., Fordham University, 1959, Expenmental Psychology 
1 Visual control of vestibular eye movements {A} 2. Influence of alcohol and drugs on 
vestibular nystagmus {A} 3 Role of Visual fixation m habituation of vestibular nystagmus 
(A). a. ENG recorders 
Cooper, Roger M., Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, 94025,415-326-6200, 
ext 3973, B.S., University of illinOIS, 1961, PhYSICS, M.S., IllinOIS Institute of Technology, 
1963, MathematiCs, Ph.D., illinOIS Institute of Technology, 1969, MathematiCs, Ph.D., 
University of Colorado, 1972, Expenmental Psychology. 1. Speech understanding {A} 2. 
Semantic control (A) 3 Language processmg {A}. a SRI eyetracker. 
Cornsweet, Tom N., Department of Psychology, University of California, Irvine, IrVine, 
California, 92664, A.B , Cornell University, 1951, Expenmental Psychology, M.S., Brown 
UniversIty, 1953, Expenmental Psychology, Ph.D, Brown University, 1955, Expenmental 
Psychology 1. Control of small movements (I) 2 Effects of small movements on VISion (I) 
Crane, HeWitt D., Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, 94025,415-326-6200, ext 
2939, B.S., Columbia University, 1947, ElectrOnics Engineering, Ph.D., Stanford University, 
1959, ElectrOnics Engineering. 1. Visual Accommodation (A) 2 Interaction of 
Accommodation and Eye Movements. a. SRI PurklnJe Tracker. 
Creyghton, Ton, University of Lelden, Unit of Psychologlsche Funktleleer, Statlonspleln 10 II, 
Lelden, The Netherlands, post-graduate student, Psychologlshed Funktleleer. 
Cumming, Geoff D., Department of Psychology, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Australia 3083, 
478-3122 (Melbourne), B.S., Monash University, 1967, Maths StatiStiCS, Ph.D., Oxford 
University, 1971, Experimental Psychology (Visual Masking). 1. SaccadiC Movement (A). a. 
Infra-red Reflectance (under development) 
Curthoys, Ian 5., Department of Psychology, University of Sydney, Sydney NSW, Australia, 
660-9570, B.A., Sydney University, 1965, Psychology - VISion, Ph.D., Monash University, 
1968, Psychology - Heanng. 1. Vestlbulo-ocular reflex (A) 2. Effects on perception (A) a 
EOG. 
Daley, Michael L., Department of Psychiatry, University of Oregon Health SCience Center, 
Portland, Oregon, 97201, 503-225-8462, B.S.E.E, University of Massachusetts, 1968, 
Electrical Engineering, M.S.E.E., University of Rochester, 1970, Control Systems and 
Electrical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Rochester, 1973, Visual PsychophYSIC Control 
System. 1. Psychotropic drugs and Visual neurophysiology (A) 2. Smooth pursuit control (I) 
3. Perception of discrete targets (A). a. Infrared reflection b. EOG c. Visual Observation. 
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Davis -King, W. Michael, Department of Physiology & BiophysIcs, University of Washington, 
Seattle, Washington, 98195; 206-543-5350; A.B., Harvard University, 1966, PhYSICS, M.S., 
Northeastern University, 1969, Electrical Engineering. 1. Bralnstem (A) 2. Superior 
colliculus (I) 3. Cerebellum (I). a. EOG b. Search COIl. 
Day, Merle E., Mental Health Clinic, Downey Veterans Administration Hospital, Downey, 
IllinOIS, 60064,312-689-1900, ext. 463; B.S., Long Island University, 1951, Psychology, 
M.A., Long Island University, 1953, Psychology; Ph.D., New York University, 1957, 
Psychology 1. Left-movers vs. Right-movers (A) 2. Attentional Processes (A) 3. 
Psychotherapy (A). 
Deutsch, Stanley, Director, Bioengineering HQ, NASA, Washingon, D.C., 20546,202-755-3300; 
Certificate, Rhode Island State College, 1944, Basic Engineering B.A., Brooklyn College, 
1948, Psychology, M.S., Purdue University, 1951, Industrial Psychulogy, Ph.D., Purdue 
University 1957, Industrial Psychology. 1. Signal detection (I) 2. Display reading (A) 3. 
Visual attention. 
Dixon, Peter, Department of Psychology, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
15213, A.B, Stanford University, 1975, Psychology, M.S., Carnegle- Mellon University, 
1976, Psychology 
Dobson, Michael W., Geography Department, State University of New York at Albany, 1400 
Washington Ave., Albany, NY, 12222,518-457-7619; B.A., California State, Los Angeles, 
1968, Geography, M.A., University of Kansas, 1972, Geography-Cartography, Ph.D., 
University of Kansas, 1977, Geography-Cartography. 1. Visual search (A) 2. Map Perception 
(A) 3. Performance (A). a. Mackworth wide angle. 
Eaton, Prescott, 4401 Lee Highway, 67, Arlington, Virginia, 22207, 703-524-8058, B.A., 
University of Washington, 1953, Anthropology, M.S., University of Washington, 1967, 
Psychology 1. Human Vigilance Research (I) 2. Reading (I). 
Edwards, David C., Department of Psychology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010, 
515-294-1742, B.S., University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, 1959, Psychology, M.A., Iowa 
State University, 1961. Psychology, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1962, Psychology. 1. 
Attention (A) 2. Penpheral Detection (A) 3. Visual Search (A). a. Corneal Reflection b. 
EOG. 
Ehrllchman, Howard, CUNY Graduate Center, 33 West 42nd Street, New York, New York. 
10036,212-790-4695, B.A., Queens College, 1966, Psychology; Ph.D., New School for SOCial 
Research, 1972, Psychology 1. Eye movements dunng thinking (A) 2. Lateral eye 
movements (A) 3. Interpersonal gaze (A). a. EOG. 
Ellison, Richard, McDonnell Douglas, If 1 Fox Meadow Lane, Cahokia, illinOIS, 62206, 
314-232-6640; B.A., So. ""nols University, 1969, PhYSiology, M.S., So. illinoIs University, 
1971, PhYSiology. 1. Scanmng (I) 2. POint of Fixation (I). a. BiometriCs eye-movement 
mOnitor. 
Enoch, Jay M., Department Ophthalmology, University of FlOrida College of MediCine, Box J284 
JHMHC, GaineSVille, FlOrida, 32610, 904-392-4098, B.S., Columbia University, 1950, 
OptiCS and Optometry, Ph.D., OhiO State Umverslty, 1956, PhYSiological OptiCS. 1. OKN, 
other Indicators of Infant activity (A) 2. Visual search (A) 3. Studies of accommodation, 
eye POSition, Visual space and related tOPICS. 
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Farley, Arthur, Computer SCience Department, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 97403, 
503-686-4428, B.S., Rensselaer Poly tech nrc InstItute, 1968, Mathematics, Ph.D., 
Carnegie-Mellon Unrverslty, 1974, Computer SCience 1. Picture Perception (A). 
Festlnger, Leon, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, 10003, 212-243-2777, B 5., City 
College of New York, 1939, Psychology, M.A., State UniversIty of Iowa, 1940, Psychology, 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1942, Psychology. 1. Control System (A) 2 Effect on 
perception (A). a. SRI Eyetracker b EOG. 
Findlay, John, Department of Psychology, UniversIty of Durham, Durham, DH1 3LE, England, 
B.A., Cantabury Unrverslty, 1963, Physics, Ph.D., Cantabury University, 1967, PhysIcs 1 
Visual parameters of the fixation reflex (A) 2 Performance effects on mlcrosaccades (A) 3. 
Direction perception and mlcrosaccades (I). a. Bifurcated fibre OptiCS limbus tracking b. 
I nfrared corneal reflex devlde. 
FIsher, Dennis F., BehaVioral Research Directorate, U.S Army Human Engineering Laboratory, 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 21005, 301-278-3273, B.A., San Jose State, 1965, 
Psychology, M.A., University of Delaware, 1970, Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., 
Unrverslty of Rochester, 1973, Experimental Psychology (VIsion). 1. Reading (A) 2 Visual 
Search (A) a Lambert oculomotor b. Biometrics 
Fishman, Rachelle Batushansky, 3871 SedgWick Avenue, 21. Bronx, New York, 10463, 
212-884-7952, B.A, Brooklyn College, 1969, Chemistry and Biology, M.A., The City 
College, 1970, Biology, Animal BehaVior, Ph.D., City University of New York, 1975 
(AntiCIpated) 1 Development (A) 2. Attention, VIsual centering (A) 3 Reading (I) a 
Videotape and microscope. 
Flagg, Barbara N., 413 Larsen Hall, Appian Way, Harvard Unrverslty, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
02138, 617-495-3541, A.B., Mount Holyoke College, Psychology, Ed.D., Harvard 
Unrverslty, 1977, Human Development. 1. MotIon pIcture perceptIon (A) 2 Selective 
attention (A) 3 Reading (A) a Whittaker Eye View Monitor. 
Flom, Merton C., School of Optometry, University of California, Berkeley, California, 94619, 
415-642-6547; B.S., University of CalifornIa, 1950, Optometry, M. Optom., University of 
Caltfornia, 1951, Optometry, Ph.D., University of California, 1957, PhYSiological OptiCS 1 
Drug effects (A) 2 IllUSIons (A) 3. Normal Tracking (A) a Eye-trac b EOG c. Limbal 
sensing. 
Frecker, Richard C., Institute of Biomedical Engineering, UniverSity of Toronto, 4 Taddle Creek 
Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1 A4, 416-928-4801, B.S., MemOrial University, 1961, 
BIology; M.D., DalhOUSIe UnIversIty, 1966, MedICine, Ph.D., Unrverslty of Toronto, 1973, 
Pharmacology & Bloenglneerrng. 1. PsychotropIc drug effects of SaccadIC Movements 2. 
DIurnal Varratlons In SaccadiC Movements 3. Saccades as predictors of CNS disease. a Own 
developed corneal reflection technique (high resolution) b. Mackworth/Llewellyn-Thomas 
head camera. 
Friedman, Allnda, NatIonal JeWIsh HOSPItal, PsychophYSIology Laboratory, 3800 East Colfax 
Ave., Denver, Colorado, 80206, 303-322-1881, B.A., SUNY at Stony Brook, 1971, 
Psychology; M.A., UniversIty of Colorado, 1973, Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., 
University of Colorado, 1977, ExperImental Psychology 1. Identification of objects In 
pIctures (A) 2. Exploration of pictures (A) 3. Reading (I). a. Whittaker Eye Monitor. 
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Friedman, Mark B., Department of Psychology, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213 j 
412-421·2600 ext. 278, B.S., MIT, 1966, Life SCience; Ph.D., Rutgers-lAB, 1972, 
Psychobiology. 1. Visual control of posture and locomotion (A) 2. Selective use of 
speCialized retinal region (A) 3. AVian vIsion (A). a. I R TV (retinal and corneal reflection) 
computerized output b. EOG. 
Frost, Douglas, Instltut d'Anatomie, Unlverslte de lausanne, 9 rue du Bugnon, lausanne, 
Switzerland, (021) 238219, S.B., MIT, 1971, Electrical Engineering; S.M., MIT, 1971, 
Electrical Engineering; Ph.D., MIT, 1974, Psychology & Brain SCience. 1. Central control of 
eye movements (A) 2. Eye movements In human With brain damage (A). a. EOG recording 
system. 
Fry, Glenn A., OhiO State University, College of Optometry, 338 West Tenth Avenue, Columbus, 
OhiO, 43210, 614-422-6603, A.B., DaVidson College, 1929, PSY,chology, M.A., Duke 
UniverSity, 1931, Psychology, Ph.D., Duke University, 1932, Psychology. 1. Convergence In 
relation to accomodatlOn and convergence 2. Fixatlonal and fuslonal, movements 3. Search. 
a. Biometrics Eye Movement MOnitor b. Ophthalmograph c. Oculography. 
Fuchs, Albert F., Department of PhYSiology & BiOphYSICS and Primate Center, University of 
Washington, Seattle, Washington, 98195, 206-543-1430; B.S., Drexel Institute of 
Technology, 1960, Electrical Engineenng, M.S., Drexel Institute of Technology, 1961, 
Medical Instrumentation, Ph.D., Johns HopkinS University, 1966, Bioengineering. 1. 
NeurophYSiology of Eye Movements (A) 2. Charactenstlcs of normal eye movements 3. 
VIsion dUring saccades. a. Eye coli (magnetic field COils) b. EOG. 
Gaarder, Kenneth, UTHSCSA, Department of Psychiatry, San Antonio, Texas, 78284, 
512·696-6215, B.S., University of Minnesota, 1951, SCience; M.D., University of Mmnesota, 
1954, MediCine. l. VIsion (I) 2. Arousal (I) 3. Control (I) and Biofeedback (A). a. EOG. 
Gainer, P A, langley Research Center (M.S. 1520), langley Station, Hampton, Virgmla, 23665, 
827-3871, B.S, West Virginia University, 1952, Aerospace Engineering. l. Flight 
management systems (A). a. Honeywell. 
Ganz, Leo, Department of Psychology, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 94305, 
415-497-3748, B.A., CCNY, 1952, Psychology, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1959, 
Psychology.1 Reading (I) 2. Saccadic suppression (A) 3. Visual search (A). 
Gatchell, Susanne M., 2260 G.G. Brown lab, Industrial & Operations Engineering, UniverSity of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 48109, 313-763-2189; B.S.E., Oakland University, 1969, 
Engineering, MS., University of Michigan, 1972, Industrial Engineering, Ph.D., University 
of Michigan, 1976, Industrial Engmeerlng. 1. Transportation (A) 2. Search (A) 3. learnmg 
(I). a. Corneal reflection. 
Geiselman, Ralph E., Department of Psychology, Umverslty of California, los Angeles, CA, 
90024, 213-825-9029, B.S., Purdue Umverslty, 1971, Psychology; M.S., OhiO University. 
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Loeb, Michel, Psychology Department, University of LouIsville, LouIsville, Kentucky, 40280, 
502-636-6107; B.S., University of Alabama, 1948, Chemistry; M.S., Columbia University 
1949, Psychology; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1953, Psychology. 1. Visual Tracking (A) 
2. Form Identification (I) 3. Observing Responses during mOnitoring (I). a. Space science IR 
recorder b. Polymetrlc Wide angle"Mackworth" device. 
Loftus, Geoffrey R., Psychology Department, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, 
98195, 206-543-8874; B.A., Brown University, 1967, Psychology, Ph.D., Stanford 
University, 1971, Psychology. 1. Picture Memory. a. Home-built scleral reflection. 
LUria, S. 5., Naval Medical Research Laboratory, Sub Base, Groton, Connecticut, 06340, 
203-449-3867; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1955, Experimental Psychology. 1. Search 
2. Cognition. a. Biometrics Eye Movement MOnitor. 
Lyman, John, 4173 Engineering I, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, 
California, 90024, 825-2811, B A., University of California at Los Angeles, 1943, 
MathematiCs and Psychology, M.A., University of California at Los Angeles, 1950, 
MathematiCs and Psychology; Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles, 1951, 
Experimental Psychology. 1 Skilled Hand Movement (A) 2. Restricted Visual Fields (A) 3 
Eye-Motor Coord mated Movement. a. Mackworth Camera b. EOG. 
Macdonald-Ross, Michael, Text Research Group, lET, The Open University, Milton Keynes, 
England, 090863372; B. Sc., University College of London, 1960, Zoology. 1. Reading 
complex texts (A) a. corneal reflection b. page- and book-level recorder (Whalley). 
MacKay, D. M., Dept. of Communication, University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire ST5 5BG, 
England, Phone 0782-71-371; B.S., St. Andrews, 1943, PhYSICS; Ph.D., London, 1951, 
PhYSICS. 1. Visual Stability 2. SaccadiC Suppression. a. EOG b. Contact lens. 
Mackworth, Norman H., 16232 Camellia Terrace, Los Gatos, California, 95030,408-356-9643, 
M.B Ch. B., Aberdeen Unrverslty, 1939, Medlcrne, Ph.D, Cambridge University, 1947, 
Psychology, 1. Reading 2. Learnrng Disability 3 Cognitive Psychology a. Mackworth Irne of 
Sight eye camera b Mackworth Stand Eye Camera. 
Matheny, W G., Life SCiences, Inc., 227 Loop 820 NE, Hurst, Texas, 76053,817-284-3438, A.B. 
Ft. Hays Kansas State, 1946, Psychology, Ph.D, University of Maryland, 1949, Industrial 
Psychology 1. Pilot Information Display Content (A) 2. Search (A) a. NAC Eye Mark 
Recorder 
Matln, Ethel, C.W Post Center of Long Island UniverSity, Greenvale, New York, 11548, 
516-299-2377, B.A, Hunter College, 1952, Psychology & PhYSIOlogy, Ph.D., Columbia 
Unrverslty, 1962, Experimental Psychology 1. Saccades and constancy of Visual direction 
(A) 2. SaccadiC suppression (A) 3. Temporal characteristics of saccades (I). a. Contact lens 
technrque. 
Matln, Leonard, Department of Psychology, Columbia UniverSity, New York, New York, 10027, 
212-280-4538, B.S., Brooklyn College, 1950, Psychology, M A, University of North 
Carolina, 1952, Psychology, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1959, Psychology 1. Visual 
Direction of Spatial Localization (A) 2. Control and Generation (A) a. Optical Leyer 
Contact Lens. 
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McConkle, George W., Department of Education, Stone Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York, 14850, 607-256-2063, B.S., Brigham Young University, 1960, Psychology, M.S , 
Brigham Young University, 1961, Psychology, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1966, 
Experimental Psychology. 1. Reading (A) a. Biometrics Type SG. 
McDermott, LeRoy D., Western Civilization, 2106 Wescoe Hall, University of Kansas, Lawrence, 
Kansas, 66045,864-3011, B.A., Oklahoma State University, 1965, HiStOry, M.A., University 
of Kansas, 1973, History of Art 1 Gaze laterality and stimulus content (A) 2. ArtistiC 
styles and picture perception (A) 3. Cognitive psychology (A). a. Mackworth Camera b. 
Video Recordings. 
McDowell, Edward D., Industrial and General Engineering, Oregon State University, CorvalliS, 
Oregon, 97331,503-754-2460, B.S., OhiO State University, 1965, Engineering PhYSICS, M.S., 
OhiO University, 1970, Industrial and Systems Engineering, Ph.D., OhiO State University, 
1975, Industrial and Systems Englneenng. 1 Highway traffic safety (A) 2. FlYing training 
(A). 
Mezrlch, Joseph J , RCA Laboratories, Pnnceton, New Jersey, 08540, 609-452-2700, S.M., 
Massachusetts I nstltute of Technology, 1969, Electrical Englneenng, E.E., Massachusetts 
I nstltute of Technology, 1970, Electncal Englneenng, A.M , University of Michigan, 1974, 
StatistiCS, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1975, Psychology. 1. Pattern perception (I) 2. 
Cognitive psychology (I). 
Miller, James M., Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48104, 313-763-2189, B.M.E., OhiO State University, 1963, 
Mechanical Engineering, Ph D., OhiO State University, 1971, Industrial Engineering. 1 Air & 
Surface Vehicle Operator BehaVior (AJ 2. Industrial Operations-Inspection and MOnitoring 
(A) 3 MarkoUian Search and Scan (I). a. Portable TV Corneal Reflection b. Scleral 
Reflection 
Mocharnuk, John B., Englneenng Psychology Department, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co , 
Box 516, St. LOUIS, MISSOUri, 63166,314-232-6340, B A., University of New MexIco, 1969, 
Psychology, M.A., New MexIco State University, 1974, Experimental Psychology, Ph D , 
New MeXICO State University, 1976, Engineering Psychology. 1. Search (A) 2. Display 
positioning (I) a. Biometrics IR b EOG. 
Mohler, Charles, N.I.H., BUilding 36, 1002, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014, 301-496-4864, B.S, 
Purdue University, 1966, Engineering, Ph D., Case Western Res., 1971, Biomedical 
Engineering, M.D, Case Western Res., 1972, MediCine. 1 ViSion 2. Eye Movements 3 
Neurophysiology. a. EOG 
Monty, Richard A., BehaVIOral Research Directorate, U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory, 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 21005,301-278-4478, B.A., Boston University, 1956, 
PhYSICS; M A., Columbia University, 1957, Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., University of 
Rochester, 1961, Experimental Psycholo~ 1 R~'!.dln~ (A) 2. Search (A) 3 Memory (A). a. 
Lambert Oculometer 
Moore, Robert K., Hunter Lab., 89 Waterman St., PrOVidence, Rhode Island, 02912, 
401-863-3012, B.S., DalhOUSie (Canada), 1972, Psychology. 1. Saccadic suppression (A) 2. 
StabilizatIOn (A). a. EOG b. SRI Eyetracker. 
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Mortimer, Rudolf G., Highway Safety Research Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 48105,313-7644158, B.A., New York University, 1959, Industrial Psychology; 
M.A., New York University, 1961, Experimental Psychology; Ph.D., Purdue University, 
1963, Industrial/Experimental Psychology. 1. Day and Night Driving Eye Fixations Patterns 
(A) 2. Effects of Drugs on Eye Fixations In DriVing (A) 3. AViation (A). a. CCTV Eye 
Marker. 
Mourant, Ronald R., 632 Putnam, Wayne State University, DetrOit, Michigan, 48202; 
313-577-3822; B.A., University of FlOrida, 1963, Psychology; M.A., UniversIty of FlOrida, 
1965, Psychology, Ph.D., OhiO State, 1971, Industrial Engineering. 1. Driver Eye Movements 
(A) 2. Search (I). a. Automobile televIsion system b. Computer controlled lab Unit. 
Murphy, Brian J., Department of Psychology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 
20742; 301454-5351, B.S., Hobart College, 1971, Psychologv, M.A., University of 
Maryland, 1973, Psychology 1. Perception of motion {A} 2. ViSion and maintenance of 
VISion (A) 3. Stimulus effects on control of eye movements {search} (A). a. ElectrOnic 
contact lens optical lever b. EOG. 
Naltoh, Paul, Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, CA,92152, 225-6671, Ph.D., University 
of Mlnnestoa, 1964, PhYSiological Psychology. 1. Eye movements as an index of fatigue (A) 
2. reading (I). 
Nakayama, Ken, Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual SCiences, 2232 Webster Street, San 
FranCISCo, California, 94115, 415-563-4321, B.A., Haverford College, 1962, Psychology, 
Ph.D., UCLA, 1968, PhYSiological Psychology. 1. Kinematics {A} 2. NeurophYSiology (A). a. 
Photographic (3 degrees of freedom). 
Newell, Allen, Carnegle·Melion University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15213, 412-621-2600 Ext. 
562, B.S., Stanford University, 1949, PhYSICS, Ph D., Carnegie Institute of Technology, 
1957, I ndustnal Administration. 1. Problem SolVing {A}. a. Corneal Reflection. 
Newsome, Sandra, Psychology Department, New MexICO State University, Las Cruces, New 
MeXICO, 88003, 505-524-7822, B.A., University of Texas (Austin)' 1975, Psychology. 1. 
Reading (I) 2. Search (I) 
Nodine, CalVin F , Department of Radiology, Temple University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 19140, 215-221-4011, A.B., Bucknell University, 1954, Psychology, M A., 
Bucknell University, 1959, Psychology, Ph 0, University of Massachusetts, 1962, 
Psychology 1 Reading research (A) 2. Visual search {A} 3. Picture perception {A}. a. 
Mackworth Wide-angie camera b. Narco Eye Trac Interfaced to PDP 11/40. 
O'Hanlon, James F., Human Factors Research, Inc., 6780 Cortona Drive, Goleta, California, 
93017,805-968-1071, B.A., University of California at Santa Barbara, 1961, Psychology, 
M.A., California State University at Los Angeles, 1963, Expenmental and PhYSiological 
Psychology, Ph D., University of California at Santa Barbara, 1970, Biological SCiences. 1. 
Visual Search (A) 2. FatIgue (A) 3. Sleep (REM) (A). a. EOG. 
Olson, Richard K., Department of Psychology, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 80302, 
303-492-8865, A.B., Macalester College, 1963, Psychology, M.A., University of Oregon, 
1967, Psychology, Ph.D, University of Oregon, 1970, Psychology 1. Reading {A} 2. Form 
perception (A) 3. Visual search {A}. a. Whittaker 19925 
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O'Regan, J. K., Laboratolre de Psychologie, 54 Bd. Raspall, Parts 6, France, B.Sc, Sussex 
University, 1969, PhYSICS, Ph.D., Cambrtdge University, 1976, Psychology 1. Reading (A) 
2. Integration across fixations (A) 3. Constancy of visual direction (A). a. Photocell and 
PDP-12. 
Osaka, RyoJi, Department of Aerospace Psychology, Institute of Environmental MediCine, 
Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, japan; 052-781-5111, ext. 6390, B.A., University of 
Tokyo, 1943, Visual perception, M.A., Unrverslty of Kyoto, 1950, Visual perception, D. 
Lltt., Unrverslty of Tokyo, 1961, Celestial IllUSion. 1. Search (A) 2. Higher mental activity 
(I) 3. Apparatus (A) a. Corneal reflection (photo) b. EOG c. ComputerIZed In near future. 
Pup, Kenneth, Psychology Department, New MexIco State University, Las Cruces, New MeXICO, 
88003,646-1925, B.A., University of WisconSin, 1968, Psychology; M.S., Unaverslty of 
WisconSin, 1972, Psychology, Ph.D., Unrverslty of WisconSin, 1975, Psychology. 1. Reading 
(A) 2. Space Perception (A) 
Parker, Richard Elias, Department of Psychology, UC5D, La jolla, California, 92093, 
714-452-2992, B.A., Williams College, 1973, Psychology and MathematiCs, M.A., UCSD, 
1975, Psychology. 1. Picture perception (A). a. Computerized loR. Photoelectric. 
Pavlidls, George Th., Department of Psychology, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, 
England, 0044-061-2733333, ext. 328, B.A., Anstotelean University of Thessalonrkl, 1972, 
Psychology • EducatIon, Ph.D., University of Manchester, 1976, Psychology. 1 Eye 
movements and language use and comprehension In young children (A) 2. Reading research 
(A) 3. Picture Perception (A). a. Photo-electnc b. Pavhdis' Blodlgltlzer c. EOG. 
Pena, Augustin de la, Psychology Service, Audle Murphy Memorial Veterans AdministratIon 
HOSPital, San AntOniO, Texas, 78229,512-696-9660, Ext. 525, B.A., UnIversIty of Texas 
(Austin), 1964, Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., Stanford UniverSity, 1970, 
Psychophysiology. 1. Developmental aspects (I) 2. Differences between psych latnc 
populations (A) 3. Signaficance of REM sleep (A) Cl. Beckman Dynograph (EOG) b 
Mackworth Eye Marker Camera c. Infrared mlCrosaccadlc detector. 
Perlmuter, Lawrence C., Department of Psychology, Virginia PolytechnIC Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, Virginia, 24061, 703-951-6849, B.A., Boston UniversIty, 1960, 
Psychology, M.A., Syracuse UniversIty, 1964, ExperImental Psychology; Ph.D., Syracuse 
Unaverslty, 1965, Experimental Psychology 1. Pupllometncs (A) 2. Visual search/memory 
(A). 
Pola, jordan, Department of BasiC Optometric SCiences, State University of New York, State 
College of Optometry, 122 East 25th Street, New York, New York, 10010,212-673-4500, 
B.S., Columbia University, 1966, Philosophy, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1973, 
Experimental Psychology 1. NeurophYSiology (A) 2. Perceived direction during eye 
movements (I). a. D. A. Robinson's electro-magnetIC system. 
Pollack, IrWin, Mental Health Research Institute, University of MichlltCln, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
48104,313-763-1143, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1949, Psychology 1. Visual Search (A) 2. 
Reading (I). 
Porterfield, James L., AMRL/HED, Wnght Patterson Air Force Base, OH, 45433, 513-255-5770, 
A.B., Stanford University, 1960, Psychology, M.A., San jose State, 1962, Psychology. 1 
Aiming Weapon Systems (A) 2. Control of sensors (A) 3. Eye tracking performance (A). a. 
Honeywell Oculometer b. NAC Eye Mark Recorder c. SRI PruklnJe Image Eye Tracker. 
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Potter, Mary C., E10-037, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, 617-253-5526, B.A., 
Warth more, 1952, Psychology; Ph.D., Radcliffe, 1961, Psychology. 1. Simulating eye 
movements with rapid visual presentation (I) 2. Search (I) 3. Picture recognition and readmg 
(A). 
Putz, Vernon R., National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, 1014 Broadway, 
CinCinnati, OhiO, 45202, 513-684-2155; B.S., University of WisconSin - Madison, 1965, 
Psychology; M.S., University of Wisconsin - Madison, 1967, Psychology; Ph.D., University of 
WisconSin - Madison, 1969, Psychology. 1. Eye as a Control System (I) 2. Search-Scan (A) 3. 
Reading (I). a. Photo-electric b. EOG c. Biometric Device. 
Rappaport, MaUrice, Research Department, Agnews State HOSPital, San Jose, California, 95114, 
408-246-0630, B.S., New York City College, 1950; MS., Ph.D., OhiO State University, 
1954; M.D., Stanford UniverSity 1962. 1. Attention (A) 2. Reading (A) 3. Brain 
Dysfunction (A) a. Mackworth Eye Movement Camera b. Saccadic Eye Movement Camera. 
Rayner, Keith, Department of Psychology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA , 01003, 
413-545-2175, B.A., UniverSity of Utah, 1968, Psychology, M.S., UniverSity of Utah, 1970, 
Psy~hology; Ph.D, Cornell University,' 974, Psychology. 1. Reading (A) 2. Visual 
search (A) 3. Picture perception (I). a. SRI Eyetracker b. Biometrics. 
Reinecke, Robert D., Department of Ophthalmology, Albany Medical College, Albany, New 
York, 12208; 518-445-5223, 0.0., illinOIS College of Optometry, 1951, Optometry, A.B., 
University of Kansas, 1955, Chemistry, M.D., University of Kansas, 1959, MediCine, 
ReSidency, Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary, 1961-1963, Ophthalmology. 1. PhOria measurements 
(A) 2. Online computer 4-prlsm diopter testing (A) 3. Afferent eye muscle responses (A). a. 
I nfrared photocell system b. Digital storage on computers c. Eye tracking. 
Richards, W., MIT, Department of Psychology E10-135, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, 
617-253-5776, Ph.D., MIT, 1965, Psychology. 1. Vergence 2. Binocular vIsion 3. Squint. a. 
EOG b. Photocell. 
Riggs, Lomn A., Psychology Department, Brown UniVersity, PrOVidence, Rhode Island, 02912, 
401-863-2512, A.B., Dartmouth College, 1933, Psychology, M.A., Clark University, 1934, 
Psychology, Ph.D., Clark University, 1936, Psychology. 1. SaccadiC suppression (A) 2. 
Stabilized Images (I) 3. PhYSiological nystagmus (I). a. EOG b. Corneal reflection. 
Rltty, J Michael, 18 North Shafer, Athens, OH, 45701, 614-593-8300; B.A., University of 
Akron, 1971, HiStOry, M.Ed., Cleveland State University, 1976, Language Arts/Reading. 1. 
Reading (A) 2. Cognitive process (I). a. Reading Eye I b. Reading Eye II. 
Robinson, DaVid A., Department of Ophthalmology, Johns HopkinS University School of 
MediCine, Baltimore, Maryland, 21205, 301-955-3587, B.A., Brown University, 1947, 
Applied MathematiCs; M.S., Johns HopkinS University, 1956, Electrical Engineering, Dr. 
Eng., Johns HopkinS University, 1959, Electrical Engineering. 1. Oculomotor 
neurophYSiology (A) 2. Modeling of eye control (A). 3. Cerebellar phYSiology (A). a. 
Magnetic field coli b. Infrared pupil tracker c. EOG. 
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Robrnson, David Lee, Neurobiology Department, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, 
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014, 301-295-1334, B.S., Sprrngfleld 
College, 1965, Biology, M.S., Wake Forest University, 1968, Physiology, Ph.D., University 
of Rochester, 1971, Neuroscience. 1. Neural Control (A) 2. Role rn V,sion (A) 3. 
Measurement (I). a. EOG. 
Robinson, Gordon H., Department of Industrial Engineering, University of WiSCOnSin, 1513 
University Ave., Madison, Wisconsrn, 53706, 608-262-3768, B.S E.E., Wayne State 
University, 1954, Electrical Engineering, M.S.E.E. University of Michigan, 1955, Electrical 
Englneerrng; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1962, Instrumentation Engineering & 
Englneerrng Psychology. 1 Dynamics of eye/head coordination (A) 2. Search (A) 3. 
Required movement as rnterruptlon of other processing (A). a. BiometriC corneal reflection 
b Potentiometer on head via bicycle helmet. 
Rockwell, Thomas H., Department of Industrial and System Engineering, OhiO State University, 
Columbus, OhiO, 43210, 614-422-6080, B.S, Stanford UniverSity, 1951, Chemical 
Engineering, M.S., OhIO State University, 1953, Industrial Engineering, Ph.D., OhiO State 
University, 1957, Industrial Engineering. 1 Driver Eye Movements (A) 2. Search (A) a. 
Corneal Reflection b Biometrics. 
Rosen, Larry 0 , Psychology Department, California State College, Dominguez Hills, California, 
90747, 213-532-4300, B.A., University of Cahfornla at Los Angeles, 1971, MathematiCs, 
Ph.D., University of California at San Diego, 1975, Psychology 1. Memory (A) 2. Role of 
eye fixation data rn cognitive psychology (A) 3. DeCISion and Judgement (I). a. Russo-
Mathews scleral reflector ~ 
Rothkopf, Ernst Z., Bell Laboratories, Murray Hili, New jersey, 07974, 201-582-3750; A.B , 
Syracuse University, 1948, Psychology; M.A., University of Connecticut, 1951, 
Experimental Psychology, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 1953, Experimental 
Psychology. 1. Reading (A) 2. Cognition (A) 3. Instructional theory (A) a. PDP-11 linked 
EOG 
Russo, j. Edward, Graduate School of BUSiness, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. 60637, 
312-753-3600, B.S., California Institute of Technology, 1963, Math, M.S , University of 
Michigan, 1966, Math, Ph D., University of Michigan, 1971, Psychology 1 Cognitive 
Processes (A) 2. Reading (I) 3. Measurement (A). a. Russo-Mathew (lImbus reflection) b. 
Whittaker Eye View MOnitor. 
Schrier, Allan, M., Psychology Department, Brown University, PrOVidence, Rhode Island, 02912, 
401-86~-2511, B.A, New York University, 1952, Psychology, M.s, University of 
Wlsconsul, 1954, Psychology, Ph.D, University of WiSCOnSin, 1956, Psychology 1 
DISCrimination learning rn monkeys (A) 2. Search In monkeys (A) a. L1NC-8 computer 
monitoring corneal reflection. 
Schumacher, Gary M., Department of Psychology, OhiO University, Athens, OhiO, 45701, 
614-594-3821, B.S., Iowa State University, 1965, MathematiCs, M.S., Purdue University, 
1968, MathematiCs, Ph.D, Iowa State UniversIty, 1970, Psychology 1 Prose retentIon (I) 
2. Learning from prose (I). a. Readrng Eye I. 
Schwank, Lt. Col. jock, DFBL, USAF Academy, Colorado, 80840, 303-472-3860, B.S., USAF 
Academy, 1960; M.S., University of Oregon, 1971, Exp (Human Factors), Ph.D, UniversIty 
of Oregon, 1975, Exp. (Human Performance). 1 Penpheral processing (A) 2. Search (A) 3. 
Stress effects (A). a. I R Tracker b Head POSItion sensor c. Pupllometer. 
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Schwartz, joddy, Department of Health Science, Brooklyn College CUNY, Brooklyn, NY '1210; 
212·780·5026, B.S., CCNY, 1968, Psychology, M.S., CCNY, 1972, Educational Research, 
Ph.D, Hofstra, 1977, Educational Research. 1. Reading (A) 2. Visual Information 
processing (A) 3. Visual PsychophysIcs (A) a. EOG b. Biometrics SG. 
SCinto, jr., Leonard F., Larsen 408, Laboratory of Human Development, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138, 617495·3408/3541, B.A., St. john Fisher College, 
1968, English/LingUistics, M.Ed., Harvard University, 1975, Cognitive 
Psychology/Language. 1. TelevISion (A) 2. Language (A) 3. Perception (A). a. Whittaker 
Corneal Reflection. 
SedgWick, Harold A., State College of Optometry, 131 East 23rd Street, New York, New York, 
10010; 212-6734500, ext. 845; B.A., Cornell University, 1967, Psychology, Ph.D., Cornell 
University, 1973, Psychology. 1. Eye movement control system (A) 2. Eye movement 
information In perception (A) 3. Eye movement adaptation (A). a. Cornsweet/Crane 
Infrared eye tracker b. EOG. 
Semmlow, john L., Department of Electrical Engineering, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ, 
08854, 201·932·2554, B.S, University of IllinOIS, 1964, Electrical Engineering, Ph.D., 
University of IllinOIS Medical Center, 1970, Bioengineering. 1. Vergence control (A) 2. 
Muscle control (A) 3. Pupllomotor control (I). a. Scleral reflection. 
Senders, john W., Department of Industnal Englneenng, Umverslty of Toronto, Toronto, 
Canada, M5S 1 A4, 416·978-6823, A.B., Harvard University, 1948, Experimental 
Psychology. 1. ViSUal attention (A) 2. Scanning (A). a. EOG b. Biometrics· SVG. 
Sharma, 5atanand, Department of Psychology, University of California at Los Angeles, Los 
Angeles, Califorma, 90024, 213·825·3053, B.A., University of California at Los Angeles, 
1969, Psychology, M A., California State University, Los Angeles, 1971, Psychology; Ph.D, 
University of California at Irvine, 1973, Psychology. 1. Scanning Patterns/Drugs (A) 2. 
Vlslon/Dnvlng (A). a. Biometrics. 
Shebllske, Wayne L., Department of Psychology, University of Virginia, Gilmer Hall, 
CharlotteSVille, Virginia, 22901, 804·924-3374, B.A., University of WiSCOnSin, 1965, 
Psychology, M.S., University of WiSCOnSin, 1972, Psychology, Ph.D., University of 
WisconSin, 1974, Psychology. 1. Oculomotor Control (A) 2. Space perception (A) 3. 
Reading (A). a. Scleral Reflectance b. EOG. 
Sheena, DaVid, Gulf and Western, Applied SCience Laboratones, 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, 
Massachusetts,' 02154, 617-890-5100; 5.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964, 
Electncal Englneenng; S.M., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1965, Electncal 
Englneenng, Ph.D., Massachusetts I nstltute of Technology, 1969, Electncal Engineering. 1. 
Eye movement mOnitor (A) 2. Counterroll measurement (A) 3. Pupllometry (A) a. 
Whittaker Eye View MOnitor. 
Shlnar, DaVid, Institute for Research In Public Safety, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 
47401,812-337-3908, B.A, Hebrew University, 1968, Psychology, M.A., OhiO State 
University, 1970, Psychology, Ph D , OhiO State University, 1973, Psychology 1. Driver 
Eye Movements (I) 2. Visual Search (A) 3. Peripheral ACUity (A). 
Sidowskl, joseph B., Psychology Department, University of South FlOrida, Tampa, FlOrida, 
33620, 813-988-5698, B.A., Pomona College, 1951, Expenmental Psychology, MS., 
University of WiSCOnSin, 1954, Expenmental Psychology, Ph.D, University of WiSCOnSin, 
1956, Experimental Psychology 1. Reading (I) 2. Complex Processes (I) 3. 
PsychophYSiological correlates (I). 
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Sigman, Manan, Department of Pedlatncs, UCLA Medical School, Los Angeles, California, 
90049, B.A., Oberlin College, 1963, Ph.D., Boston University, 1970, Psychology 1. Infant 
perception (A) 2. Visual search In children (A) 3. Picture recogmtlon (A). 
Simmons, Ronald R., U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, P.O. Box 577, Ft. Rucker, 
Alabama, 36362, 205-255-6504/3211, B.S., JacksonVille State University, 1974, 
Psychology; M.S., Troy State University, 1975, Criminal Justice. 1. Visual cues for 
helicopter flight (A) 2. Visual cues for simulated flight (A) 3. Reduction of pilot visual 
workload (A). a. NAC Eye Mark Recorder. 
Skavenskl, Alexander A., 440 UR • Psychology Department, Northeastern University, Boston, 
Massachusetts, 02115, 617-437-3043, B.S., University of Maryland, 1965, Psychology, 
Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1970, Psychology. 1. Perception of direction (A) 2. 
MIniature eye movements (A) 3. Motor-Control (I). a. Magnetic field - ~arch cOil b. Contact 
lens - optical lever 
Slater, Alan M , Department of Psychology, Umverslty of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4PG, Devon, England, 
Exeter 77911, ext. 619, B.S., Swansea UnIversIty, 1970, Psychology, Ph D, Durham 
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Varanasl, Murall R., Department of Electrical Engineering, Old Dominion University, 5215 
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Appendix C 
COMPARISON OF EYE MOVEMENT MEASURING TECHNIQUES 
(Table 1 from "Survey of Eye Movement Recording Methods" 
by Laurence R. Young and Dav~d Sheena) 
appearl.ng l.n "Behavl.or Research Methods 
and Instrumentat~on 1975," Vol. 7(5), 397-429 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
Tdble I 
('OHP AM I SON Of<' l:.'iE-HDVU£NT MEASURING TECHNIQUES 
He.uurement Contact Subject Subject Subject Usable 
Ranse !desl ACCUrdl.:r! Sp~ed or Interference Glasses Lens Variation Cooper- Train- with 
Vert1- Hor1- Vert i- Hor1- Frequency with Normal Accept- Accept- Problems ation Ing Re- Young 
Hethod 
---.£!.L zontal ~ ~ Reseonse Vision -.ili..L ~ E~e Color. Etc Required Quired ~
Cornea 1 reflex (Hackworth Lamera) 
PolYllletric .9 19 !j deg S deg Photographic Hedium Possible None HiSh Low 
Lab rate 12-64 source of 
V1l64 frame/ sec error 
Television 
60 fields/sec 
Polymetric .t10 .t10 1 deg 1 deg S ... e as above High Weight on No Possible None HiSh Low No 
Hobile head, optics near source of 
VOl65 eye error 
NAC- ilO- .;1:.10- 2 des 2 deg Same as above Hillh Weiaht on No Poasible None Hillh Low No 
BEES 20 20 head source of 
error 
Lontaet lens with High No Eye .. ust accept Hillh HiSh No 
lamp or Both contact lena 
radiant .dO- ilO- Prechton High No 
spot )0 ]0 •• c ] 
00 coll Larger than 15 sec 15 sec Hillh Ye. \!) 
others 
lDirror _10 dO .ec 2 sec lUSh No 
EOG 150 .;1:.50- dell S da8 dc or None Y .. Ye. HediulD place- Hodi ... Low Ye. 
80 01-15 H. ment of elec-
li"ited by trade. and 
fUterln. calibration 18 
variable 
Li .. bus boundary 
G6,w Eye .t10 4 del 2 de • 2 •• ec, HediuID Y .. Ye. Iris coloratloR Hi,h Low Y .. 
Trac 10 ... ec with • factor 
recorder 
COW +10 "20 2 dell 1 del 4 •• ec, Hediu. No Ye. lria coloration Hi,h Low Y .. 
Hodel 200 -20 26 •• ec with a factor 
fll terl nl 
Wide-Anale Hack.worth C •• era 
Polyaetric 40 40 2 5 des 2 5 dell s ••••• Hediu. Subject Po •• ibl. None Hllh Low Y .. 
V1l66 ""thod 1 look. throuah aper- lource of 
ture •• 'pecial error 
U,hted .U ... U 
ar. required 
Pupll"'center-corn.al-ref lect 1 on di.tance 
Honeywell +30 ±]O 1 de, I de, 1 •• c Low Ye. Po •• lble Low Low Low Ye. 
Oculo.eter -10 t I.e coni tant .ource of 
11'1'01' 
Whittaker ±IS "22 1 de, I des ]0-60 Low Ye. 5 ••• a. Low Low Low Ye. 
Eye View hllher po.slble ••• pl •• / •• c .bov. Monitor 
U SAt.,. )0 40 2 dl. 2 del 60 ••• pl •• , Low No Sa .... Low Low Low Ye. 
lluun Enai- •• c filtered above 
neerinl Lab 
Double Purkinje 
l ... e eye 2S de, 25 de, Nota. of 1 .In ]00 H. Low Autoc:orrec:- Low Low Low Ye. 
trIcker dia. dia. tioR po •• tbla 
Method 
(.orned I 
Polymetric 
L.,b 
Vllb4 
Pulymetri<.. 
Mobile 
VOl6S 
NAl -
REES 
(.ahbution 
and Setup 
Time 
Low 
High bite-
board 
Hedium fit 
heddhand, 
set light 
source 
l.ontdct lens with 
Idmp or 
tddldnt 
spot 
cull 
ollrror 
EOC 
High lens 
tlluSt be fil-
tered 
High re-
qu i re~ 
electrode 
stabi liz,,-
tion dnd light 
adaptat ion 
Limbus bounddry 
Gli.W Eye low 
Trdc 
Low 
Wide-Angle Hd<..kworth Camerd 
Ht!dd 
Attach-
ment:,. 
Chi nre~ t 
or hi te-
botird 
Hedd-
mounted 
opt IC~ 
Lontdct 
lens 
Y~~, 2-6 
elec-
trode~ 
lIedd 
brd<..ket, 
and chin-
rest 
Polymetric low VieWing 
VII66 through 
aperture 
Uedd 
Stdblh-
zation 
Kequire-
ment 
III gh IU .. dd 
strctlnt or 
bltt!buard 
None 
Nune 
lligh 
Low 
Low 
low 
1I1gh 
None 
Medium, 
head mu~ l 
be kept st111 
Sub jed 
01s-
~ 
Medium 
Ihgh 
Med lum 
Uiah 
Low 
Low 
iow 
Low 
Pupt I-center-corned I-ref 1~<.. t lun dlstdnce 
Honeywell low higher None 
Oculometer for m..txlmum 
linearization 
Whi ttaker 
Eye View 
Moni tor 
U S Army 
Human Engi-
neering Lab 
Low 
i ow 
Double Purkinje 
icadge eye low 
trdcker 
None 
None 
Chinrest 
or bite-
board 
Hdrk Ii 
head fre~, 
I in3 
Hark 111 
head free, 
I ftl 
Head free 
up to 1 ft 1 
Low 
Low 
Low 
~o::j ,h;::e!:::d low 
for hiSh preciaion 
SubJt!ct 
AWdre-
~ 
UI,h 
High 
Hq~h 
lIigli 
lhgh 
lhgh 
Hlgh 
i ow 
Medium 
Low 
Medium 
ldble 1 «(.onc1uded) 
Pupil 
Dlcolm 
Output 
~ 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
.orm of 
Output 
Photogrdphic 
or videotape, 
low-resolution 
digital output 
~dme as dbove 
~dme as above 
Photugrdphic 
or eIe<..tricai 
Electchdl 
r~<..ord 
Alld log dnd 
d 1 gita I 
Analog and 
dIgital 
Photographic 
or videotape. 
low-resolution 
digitizer 
ava lIable 
Digital, ana-
log. and fixa-
tion pointer 
on TV image 
of scene 
Same as above 
Status 
Corum~n .. ially 
avai lable 
Smne <"OlNTler-
cial devi<..e& 
availdble 
Commercially 
available 
Comroercidlly 
avai Iable 
(.olDQ,ercially 
avalldble 
Commercidlly 
available 
Commt=rch l1y 
aVd i Iable 
COllll'llercially 
available 
Digit .. l, and- Research 
lOI. videotape. laboratory 
and guphic 
Analog output S.all pro-
duction 
(.O:it 
of 
lIi81i 
for 
film 
High 
for 
film 
Hq~h 
for 
fllm 
len:,. 
gr i nd-
ing 
may be 
cost ly 
Low 
Low 
Low 
High 
for 
film 
Low 
Low 
NA 
Low 
Remarks 
Higher resolution digi-
tal output is possible 
with other instruments 
lIedd-mounted TV Cdmera 
REES Ins t ltd 
Wes tminis ter Houlie, Old 
Woking, Surrey, United 
Kingdom 
Negdtlve preslIoure appli-
cation mdY be hazardous 
More sui tab Ie for eye 
motion than eye position 
Source of 
Further 
Informat ion 
Ins t rumentd t ion 
Marketing Corp 
820 South Hdriposd 
Burbdnk, CA 91506 
Grass Instrumenta-
tion, Quincy, HA 
02169 
Vertical position of eye- Gulf li. Western 
lid is used to approxi- Appl Led Science labs 
mate vertical eye posi~ 335 Bear 11111 Road 
tion Waltha., HdSS 02154 
Point of regard output 
without head IDOUon 
artifact 
l.omputer-based sytotellll 
Hark II I tucka head 
llIotlon and has auto 
focus 
Tracks head .. at ion and 
has auto focus available 
Has auto focu •• field 
and operaUon are de· 
pendent on pupil aize 
suitable for i ••• e 
atabilization 
Gulf 60 Western 
Honeywell Radiation 
2 Forbes Rd 
Lexington, HA Oli72 
Gulf 6. Weatern 
U S Armyl HEl 
Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, HD 
SRI International 
Henlo rark, CA 94025 
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AN OCULOMETER NOW UNOBTRUSIVELY REVEALS WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING AT 
The Eyes - A tvindow Into The Mind 
Unll.ke a TV camera (which "sees" everything within its field of view equally 
clearly), the human eye must be aimed quite accurately if the detail of ~nterest 
is to be seen with maximum clarity. For example, try reading a portion of this 
text without moving your eyes. That is, keep your eye fixed on one letter and 
then try to read adjacent letters and words. You will notice two things. First, 
the area of best vision (foveal vision) is very small - you will probably feel 
the need to move your eye, just to see the letter immediately adjacent to the 
particular letter onto which you are trying to keep your eye fixed. Second, the 
~pulse to move your eye, to see adjacent letters, is almost ~rresistible. 
The largely subconsc~ous angular movement of our eyes reveals what it is that we 
are attending to - how we are absorbing visual info~ation from our environ~ent. 
It is, after all, a matter of common exper~ence that our eyes not only let us 
see out, but allow others to "see" into us. 
The Remote Oculometer 
By looking at another person's eyes, you can tell where he is looking. An electro-
optical device, called an Oculometer, can now do this automatically - generating a 
continuous measure of the x-y coordinates of a subject's instantane~us po~nt of 
fixation, together with a continuous measure of his pupil diameter. 
The Oculo~eter, developed by Honeywell Radiation Center for the USAF Aerospace 
~!edical Research Laboratory, is remote from the subj ect (several feet away, or 
more). Eye direct~on is measured whenever the eye is w~thin a designated cub~c 
foot volume of space. This cubic foot of "eye space" coverage of the Remote 
Oculometer ~s sufficient so that, in many applications, the subJect is free co 
move in a completely normal fashion. The subject may not, necessarily, even be 
aware that his eye direction is being measured. The fact that the Remote Oculo-
meter does not interfere with the normal activities of the subject makes ~t par-
ticularly useful for human factors research - for exnmple, the flight research 
now being performed by NASA at their Langley Research Center. 
~IASA scien;ists have installed a Remote Oculometer in the cockpit of an aircraft 
s~mulator.- The output Signals from the Oculometer define the coordinates, on 
the instrument panel, of the pilot's point of fixation at any instant. From the 
1 
2 
• 
"Remote Heasurement of Eye Direction Allow~ng Subject Hotion Over one Cubic-Foot 
of Spdce," John Herchant, R~chard Morrissette, James L. Porterfield, IEEE Trans-
actions on Biomedical Engineering, Vol. BME-21, No.4, July 1974, pp 309-17. 
"Prel1m~nary Report on Airline Pilots Scan Patterns During ILS Approaches," 
Amos A. Spady, Jr., pp 603-616, (In Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems, 
NASA SP-416, 1976). 
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known coordinates of the various instruments, this Oculometer data is converted 
into parameters such as instrument-fixation-frequencies, fixation-transfer-
probab~l~ties (between instruments), etc for detailed analysis of the pilot's 
v~sual task. 
The Oculometer output can also be used to annotate a TV picture of the instru-
ment panel with a marker dot showing the pilot's instantaneous point of fixation. 
This annotated TV picture can be recorded on video tape to provide a continuous, 
graphic record of the pilot's fixation scan. Pilot fixation data is useful 
because it indicates, as no other data can, how the pilot is absorbing informa-
tion from his flight instruments. Flying can be thought of as a multi-degree-
of-freedom manual control task. The pilot must control the angular attitude 
(elevat~on, roll, and yaw), the velocity (horizontal speed and heading, and ver-
tical veloc~ty) and, of course, the altitude of his aircraft. 
Dur~ng an approach and landing most, if not all, of these flight parameters are 
changing and each one must be promptly and accurately corrected. In bad weather 
the pilot must rely, completely, on his flight instruments for information on the 
current value of these flight parameters. This requires a constant, rapid, and 
systematic fixation scan by the pilot over his primary flight instruments. 
By recording and analyzing pilot eye fixation data, NASA hopes to be able to 
answer questions such as: 
• How should the primary instruments be arranged on the panel 
~n front of the pilot? Are there better ways (then conven-
tional dials) of displaying the flight data? 
• How should the pilot divide his attention between the various 
~nstruments1 Is there a preferred fixation scan pattern over 
the flight instruments? 
• Can the stress on the pilot be estimated from measurements of 
his fixation behavior and/or pupil diameter changes? 
In the near future, NASA plans to install an Oculometer in an aircraft to record 
the pilot's through-the-window fixations in actual flight. In this case, the 
Oculometer data will show what elements of real-world detail the pilot uses 
under VFR conditions. This will help NASA optimize the design of the visual 
out-of-the-window display for their fl~ght Simulator. 
How The Oculometer Works 
If you shine a flashlight at someone's eye, and ask them to rotate their eye 
(that is, to change their point of fixation) you will see a movement in the eye. 
Because the eyeball is quite small (about one inch in diameter) the amount of 
such eye movement, per degree of eye rotation, is very small. Even more of a 
problem is the fact that a similar movement of the eye occurs whenever the head 
is translated. How is an electro-optical eye tracker to sense the small move-
~ents of the eye due to eye rotation, and then distinguish them from the gener-
ally much larger, but Similar, movements of the ~ye caused by head displacement? 
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In some eye-tracking devices this problem is (often only partially) solved by 
clamping the tracker to the subject's head. In the Oculometer the problem is 
overcome by tracking ~ elements of eye detail - the pupil/iris boundary and 
the reflection in the eye of the source used to illuminate the eye. 
To demonstrate this principle, ask a subject to look directly at your flashllght. 
You will notice that the highlight (corneal) reflection of the light appears to 
be at the center of his pupil. When the subject looks away from the light, you 
will see that the reflection moves, correspondingly, away from the center of the 
pupil. It is easily verified that this is independent of head position. In other 
words, eye direction can be determined, independently of head position, simply by 
measurlng the displacement of the corneal reflection (of the radiation used to 
illuminate the eye) relative to the center of the pupil. 
To avoid dazzling the subject, the Oculometer uses near infrared (0.8 m) radl-
ation to illuminate the eye. This is almost invisible - the subject sees only a 
dull red light in front of him. 
A standard TV camera is used to sense the eye detail, and by a special optical 
arrangement, the pupil of the eye is seen as "bright" - not black, as in a norl:lal 
view of the eye (Figure 1). (In this technique, the pupil is effectively back-
lighted by the retinal image of the infrared source.) With suitable black-level 
adjustment of the camera video output, the TV picture of the eye generated by the 
Oculometer reduces to just two circular areas against a black background. One 
circle-the pupil yields a video level of about 300 mV. The other - the much 
smaller corneal (high-light) reflection - is at a Video level of about 1 volt. 
As we have seen, eye direction is proportional to the displacement of the corneal 
reflection from the center of the pupil. The Oculometer electronics unit analyzes 
this relatively simple TV picture of the eye to deduce eye direction according to 
this principle. 
The Oculometer electronlcs unit is, basically, a standard general purpose mini-
computer. A special interface card, which plugs into a spare slot in the m1ni-
computer, converts the video signal from the Oculometer TV sensor into digltal 
format, and enters the resultant eye data directly into an area of the minicomputer 
memory. The specialized processlng of the video eye data is then performed (in 
real t1me) entirely by software in the general purpose minicomputer. 
The advantages of minicomputer processing are low cost, reliability, easy main-
tenance, flexibility for incorporating improvements, and proceSSing power. The 
processor not only estimates the relative positions of the centers of the pupil 
and of the corneal reflection, it also handles special, "difficult" cases - as 
when the corneal reflectl0n falls on (and thereby distorts) the pupil/iris boun-
dary, or when the top and/or bottom of the pupil is partially obscured by the 
eyelids. It solves the complex geometrical equations relating "raw" eye direc-
tlon and the coordinates of the intercept of the fixation vector on some specl-
fied plane. The processor also provides the means for quick, three-point, cali-
bration for each new subject as well as compensation for the nonlinearities in 
the relationship between eye direction and relative corneal reflection positlon 
within the pupil. 
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As mentioned earlier. the motion of the eye. due to eye rotation. is small. In 
the effect used by the Oculometer. the scale factor is approximately three thou-
sandths of an inch of relative corneal reflection displacement per degree of eye 
rotat~on. The resolution of the TV sensor is limited by the approximately 500-600 
scan lines in the picture. It is clear that if the TV sensor is to have suffi-
o 
cient resolution to be able to sense eye movements to an 3ccuracy of 1 • its 
f~eld of view at the eye must be quite small - of the order of one square inch. 
It turns out that the depth of focus of the Oculometer is also about one inch. 
Thus, the instantaneous field of view at the eye (eye space) is inherently limited 
to the order of one cubic inch. 
In order to provide an effective eye space coverage of one cubic foot, a two-axis 
~oving mirror system and a servo-controlled focusing lens are added to the basic 
Oculometer system. These opto-mechanical elements are controlled, automatically, 
by the minicomputer to keep the eye always centered within the instantaneous 
(cubic ~nch) eye space of the sensor. as the eye moves over the cubic foot of 
effective eye space. An auxiliary TV camera. with a wide-angle lens. is also 
located in front of the subject to provide the minicomputer with additional 
information for rapid acquisition of the eye and for automatic focusing of the 
Oculometer. 
Installation 
o 0 0 The angular range of the Oculometer is ~ 30 (x) and 0 to +30 (y) relative to 
a line joining the eye to the Oculometer. This means that. for maximum angular 
coverage, the Oculometer should be placed at the bottom center of the fixation 
field. It may not always be convenient to locate the Oculometer sensor (with 
its TV c~era, IR Source, moving lens and mirrors, etc) at this point - parti-
cularly when the fixation field is the crowded instrument panel of an aircraft 
siculator. For this reason the Indirect Remote Oculometer (Figure 2) has recently 
been developed. The path length from the eye to the sensor has been increased 
to 90 inches. With this system, it is necessary to locate only the moving mirror 
in front of the subject. The Oculometer sensor itself can be located behind or 
to the side of the subject, "seeing" the eye by reflection in the mirror. There 
is generally more room for the Oculometer sensor away from the fixation field 
and, of course, the sensor will not then obstruct the subject's view of the fixa-
tion field. 
In future developments, the conventional (vidicon) TV camera in the Oculometer 
Sensor may be replaced by the much smaller CCD (solid-state) TV cameras that have 
recently become available. This will make it easier to install the Oculometer in 
confined areas, such as the cockpit of an aircraft. The CCD camera will also 
make it possible to integrate an Oculometer ~nto a pilot's flight helmet, using 
the parabolic visor to reflect rays from the miniaturized Oculometer sensor onto 
the p~lot's eye. A helmet mounted Oculometer would permit the eye direction of 
the p~lot to be measured with unlimited angular and linear motion of the head. 
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Other Appl~cat~ons 
The Remote Oculometer has been used to record driver eye fixations in an auto-
mobile. The output signals from the Oculometer were used to annotate a TV pic-
ture of the road, generated by a camera mounted just behind the driver. A v~deo 
tape recording of this annotated driver's-eye-view of the road ahead allowed 
researchers to study how their test subjects performed the visual tasks involved 
in driving. 
The Oculometer has also been used to study how people look at TV commerc~als. 
An Oculometer was set up near a TV set in a shopping mall and shoppers were 
~nvited to watch a series of 10 30-second commercials (Figure 3). The Oculo-
meter determined which section of the TV screen the test subJect was look~ng at, 
at each instant. In the course of a week the TV fixation data from 200 subJects 
was recorded for subsequent statistical analysis. As the data was being recordea, 
the advertising researchers were able to see an annotated version of the commer-
cial being viewed by the test subJect at that time (Figure 4). The annotat~on 
mark showed the subject's instantaneous point of fixation. In this way they were 
able to see, immediately, what features in the commercial people tended to concen-
trate on, and what features people tended to ignore - potentially important infor-
mation for those trying to capture the viewer's fleeting attention and concentrate 
it on the product be1ng advertised. 
Eye-Control 
The ability of the Oculometer to measure a subject's eye direction, without inter-
fering with the subject, offers the interesting possibility of using the eye for 
control, in place of the hands. 
The angular direction of the eyeball is controlled by a sophisticated neuro-
muscular system. In add1tion to freeing the hands (for other tasks) eye-control 
~ight offer faster reaction than conventional manual control - particularly for 
aiming tasks in which the eye must be aimed, anyway, as part of the normal act of 
vision. 
Conclusion 
There are twO basic aspects of human performance in any man/mach1ne system - what 
sensory information ~s he receiv~ng, what motor action is he generating? The 
motor (output) from the man is relatively easy to record. The Remote Oculometer -
by unobtrusive measurement of eye direction - now provides a practical method for 
recording the visual ~nteraction of the subJect w~th his visual environment, 
thereby indicating the nature of the visual information that is he absorb~ng. In 
this way the Oculometer is contr1buting to research aimed at understand1ng, and 
~mproving, human performance. 
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THE HONEYWELLII NO IREeT REMOTE OCULOMETER 
For Eye Fixation Meas urement and Recordi ng 
with no I nterference to Normal Subject Activity 
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SECTION 3 
O(,ULOMETER SPECIFICATIONS 
3.1 HONEYWELL STANDARD INDIRECT REMOTE OCULOMETER 
SPECIFICATIONS 
SYSTEM RANGE (from ~ye to optical head): 90 ± 6 inches l 
(adjustable) 
RMS NOISE LEVEL: 0.5 degree (measured with art~fic~al eye) 
SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT: 0.1 second 
ANGULAR RANGE: (Horizontal) ±30 degrees 2 
(Vertical) -10 to +30 degrees 2 
SYSTEM ACCURACY: within 1 degree3 
OUTPur SCALE FACTOR: adjustable 10 degrees/volt (nominal) 
OUTPUTS: X eye direction, ±S volts max 
Y eye 
Pupil 
EFFECTIVE AREA 
direction, ±5 
diameter 0-10 
COVERAGE: one 
volts max 
volts (d~g~tal outputs 
also available) 
cubic foot l 
ILLUMrNATION: complete darkness to moderate office light 
(pupL1 diameter 3 mm or greater) 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 volts, 60 Hz; or 230 volts, 50 Hz 
3.1.1 Dimensicns ~nd Weights 
UNIT 
OPTICAL HEAD 
RELAY MIRROR4 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 
SIGNAL PROCESSORS Arm 
INTERFACE 
SIZE (~nches) 
18-1/2 x 14-1/2 x 5-1/4 
4.1x3.7x3.1 
12 x 8-3/4 x 4-1/i 
10-3/4 x 19 x 24 
WEIGHT (lb) 
30 
12 
52 
CONNECTING CABLES AND OPERATING AND MA INTENANCE MANUAL PROVIDED. 
NOTES: 
1. The one-cub~c-inch lnstantaneous field of Vlew at the eye 
can be manually adjusted (prlor to ca1ibratlon) over an 
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area of one cub1c foot at the eye by tilting the relay 
mirror and adjusl ing the focus control in the optical head. 
After calibratior, the eye should remain within the one-
cubic-inch instarta~eous field of view at the eye. 
2. Beyond 20-degrees horizontal or below O-degree vertical, 
operation may be limited for some subjects due to tears 
or eyelash obscuration. 
3. Over the range %20 degrees (X) and 0-20 degrees (Y). 
Contact lenses cannot be used. Eyeglasses can be used 
under certain conditions. 
4. Supplied w1th an adjustable mount. Smaller mirror size 
can be specified depending on range and angle of intended 
use. Special, trcnsparent, relay mirrors can also be 
provided. 
5. Standard l6-bit m1nicomputer. 8K mirror. General-
purpose software (e.g., Fortran) available. 
3.2 HONEYWELL AUTOMATIC INDIRECT REMOTE OCULOMETER 
SPECIFICATIONS 
SYSTEM RANGE (from eye to optical head): 90 ± 6 inches l 
RMS NOISE LEVEL: 0.5 degree (measured with artificial 
eye) 
SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT: 0.1 second 
ANGULAR RANGE: (Horizontal): ±30 degrees2 
(Verrical) -10 to +30 degrees2 
SYSTEM ACCURACY: within 1 degree3 
OUTPUT SCALE FACTOR: adjustable 10 degrees/volt (nominal) 
OUTPUTS (three sets, selectable) (X,Y: ±5 volts max; 
PD: 0-10 volts max)-
• X,Y coordinates of the intercept of the fixation 
vector on any specified fixation plane, pupil 
diameter. 
• Azimuth and elevation of the f1xat10n vector, 
pup1l diameter. 
• Three direction cosines of the fixation vector 
relative to fLxed axes. 
Digital outputs .l1so available. 
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EFF'ECTIVE AREA COVERAGE: one cubic foot l 
AMBIENT ILLUMINATION: complete darkness to moderate office 
light (pupiL diameter 3 mm or 
greater) 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 volts, 60 Hz; or 230 volts, 50 Hz. 
3.2.1 Dimensions and Weights 
UNIT SIZE (inches) WEIGHT 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 12 x 8-3/4 x 4-1/2 12 
(lb) 
OPTICAL HEAD 18-1/2 x 14-1/2 x 5-1/4 43 (approx) 
RELAY MIRROR See Note 4 
SIGNAL PROCESSOR5 AtD 10-3/4 x 19 x 24 95 
INTERFACE 
MOVING MIRROR AND LENS 8-1/2 x 9 x 3-1/4 (each) 4.5 (each) 
DRIVE AMPLIFIERS (3) 
HEAD-TRACKER6 4- t/4 x 14 x 5-3/4 
CONNECTING CABLES ANII OPERATING AND MA INTENANCE MANUAL PROVIDED. 
NOTES: 
1. The instantaneous one-cub~c -inch field of view at the 
eye automatically acquires and continuou5ly tracks the 
designated eye of the subject over one cub~c foot of 
space centered at the nominal eye position. 
2. Beyond 20-degrees horizontal, or below O-degree vert~cal, 
operat~on may be lim~ted for some subjects due to tears 
or eyelash obscuration. 
3. Over the range ±20 degrees (X) and 0-20 degrees (Y). 
Contact lenses cannot be used. Eyeglasses can be used 
under certa1n conditions. 
4. In the Automat1c (ndirect Remote Oculometer, the direction 
of the relay mirr·)r is controlled automat1cally 1n two 
d1mensions by the slgnal processor. The mov1ng (relay) 
mirror cons1sts 0: two mirrors (approx1mately 2.5 l.nches 
x 2.5 inches) eacb mounted to a 2.6-1nch x 1. 7S-l.nch x 
1.2S-1nch actuator. These two mov1ng ml.rrcr assembl1e5 
are supplied mounted to a baseplate. The mirror assembll.es 
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can be removed from the baseplate for customer installa-
tion in front of the subject. Customer installation 
allows selection of an optimum location for the optical 
head and minimum obscuration of the fixation area by 
the moving mirror assemblies. [Special moving (relay) 
mirror systems can also be supplied. For example, a 
single, two-axis mirror (transparent in the visible) for 
minimum obscuration of the fixation field). 
5. Standard 24-K l6-bit minicomputer. General-purpose soft-
ware (e.g., Fortran) available. 
6. The automatic head-tracker is a TV camera located in 
front of the subject. Positioning is not critical pro-
vided that the camera has a clear view of the subject's 
face and is at least 30 degrees, in bearing, away from 
the relay mirror. A small head marker is also supplied 
for fastest acquisition, but system will operate with no 
hend marker. Ultra-small head-t!'acker (5-7/8 inches x 
2-3/1~ inches x 4-1/2 inches) also available. 
lOS 
SECTION 4 
PARTIAL LIST OF OCULOMETER USERS 
• Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. 
o National Aeronautics and Space AdminLstration, Langley 
Research Center, Langle~ VA. 
• Rome Air Development Center, Rome, NY. 
• Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, NJ. 
• Cunningham and Walsh Inc., New York, NY. 
• Forschungs Institut Feur Antropotechnik, Meckenheim, 
W. Germany. 
• Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands. 
• Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD. 
• Systems and Research Center, Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, MN. 
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Appendix E 
GULF AND WESTERN "EYE-TRAC" LITERATURE 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
A Broad and Flexible Range of 
Eye Movement and Pupillometry 
InstrumeTitation Systems. 
Model 200 Model 106 
The Applied Science Laboratories Eye Movement Monitors serve an 
expanding need and a growing number of applications for precise instruments 
to measure eye movements and pupil diameter. Various types of devices are 
available which can serve many different requirements, depending on the 
application, the type of subject potoulation, the experimental constraints. and 
the desired outputs. These range from simple laboratory instruments to 
complete eye movement recording laboratOries and associated analysis 
support. 
The following is a summary of the various instrument classes - refer to 
the detailed description and specifications for each model. 
Photoelectric Limbus Tracking 
Eye Movement Monitors 
Instruments which detect the iris·!lCIera boundary on the eye and give a 
position indication based on its m4wement. 
Model 106 
A laboratory instrument. primarily intended for reading studies, which mea· 
sures the horizontal or vertical eye positions at both eyes. 
Model 200 
A system consisting of photoelectric sensors mounted on spectacles. The 
system provides horizontal or vertical eye position information on both eyes. 
----------------------,--------------------------------
Series 1900 
Series 1000 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII • 
APPLICATIONS 
Eye Movement Monitor Systems 
Sophisticated instruments which (,perate by viewing the eye with a television 
camera and processing the video information to obtain eye position indepen' 
dentlyof head motion. 
Model 1992 Basic model. Subject's head is steadied by chin·headrest 
assembly. 
Model 1994 Remote model allowing the camera and other apparatus to 
be removed from the subject by two or three feet. 
Model 1996 Computer based remote system allowing automatic cali· 
bration, greater head motion, increased eye motion, and 
improved tracking 01 eye position under various conditions. 
Model 1998 Adds a head tracking mirror capability to the Model 1996 
system allowing even greater freedom at head movement. 
TV Pupillometer Systems 
A reliable, simple-ta-use instrument for accurate, real·time measurement 
and display of pupil diameter. The pupil is continuously monitored, and pupil 
diameter is shown directly on a parlel meier and also provided in digital and 
analog forms. Measurement is indElpendenl of eye movement and other 
variation over a large field of view. 
The study of eyes is as old as Archimedes and oontinues to be extremely exciting, provoking much study and research. Since 
the human brain is not open to simple exploration, the eyes are useful as permanent probes providing clues to some very 
complicated psychophysiological processes. 
Eye movement and pupillometry studies have been a vital tool in various research, Clinical. and commercial applications. The 
Applied SciencEI Laboratories Eye Movement Monitors provide a convenient means for quantitative analYSis of eye movement. 
especially where this information must be directly related to the point of gaze of the subject. The output is suitable for computer 
processing eliminating the need for tedious measurement of photographs or videotape fran,e by frame. 
Research applications include studies at vision, perception, television viewing, readin\!, image scanning, Simulator training, 
problem solving, work load and stress. Children and infants may also be tested with the Eye View Monitors. Eye motion dynamics, 
pursuit, nystagmus, and saccades may be studied. 
Many diseases, such as schizophrenia, apparently affect scanning pattems, and eye movements as well as pupillometry. are 
increasingly used as tools in the study of this and various other neurological disorders. 
CommerCial applications include human factors deSign of control panels or other equipment and preparation at advertise-
ments and pres4mtation materials. Measurement of eye position and pupil diameter can indicate the amount of interest the subject 
shows in a particular picture, what he is fixating and for how long, etc. 
Changes in pupil diameter, which indicate psychological activities, may be recorded along with eye position to correlate such a 
psychological responlse with exactly what the subject is viewing. Pupil diameter appears to be a more sensitive, reliable, and 
practical measure than traditional parameters such as galvanic skin response or heart rate. 
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I I· I I ~~~~ 
ft1I simp'" non-contactlnv photoetectrlc 
optIftItion means: 
eNo film to develop 
• No eiectrodn to paste on the sublect 
GU .. on subject!! with orwlthout gl ... e8 
In a maner 01 minutes you can obtain ob· 
ie<:tive, quantified and permanent recordings of 
the key elements of binocular visual function 
and performance. Your aloe or paramedIcal 
technician can run the test lor your subsequent 
examination and dia~lnosis. 
The Eye· Tree, Model 106 is used most 
widely in reading diagnosIs and evaluation 01 
visual perceptual development 
Howwell does Johnny read? 
What reading speed - with what 
.;mprellenslon? 
At WIla! grade level- how effiCiently? 
Does he have dynamiC binocular 
coordination? 
What type of remediation IS needed? 
All thiS In a three to five minute test. And the 
permanent recordings provide oblective data 
READING PATTERNS 
An illuminated easel designed to hold 
reading cards or Similar test maleMI is sup. 
,....,.~ IOyearo~cn,'<I 
SMOOTH TRACKING 
Using the Acuity Stimulator and a suitable 
''''get one can induce and record tracKmg 
)Vements. The speud of the stimulator is 
... ariable, and it can bl! operated in either the 
.... ertical or horizontal mode, to stimulate either 
type at tracKing movements. 
"or evaluation of remedial progress. 
Additional and more sophisticated 
measurements can be made With Model 106 
Stimulator AttacHments: 
DynamiC Visual ACUity 
Coarse and Fine FUSion 
Saccadic Fixations 
Pursuit Mo .... ements 
Binocular Fixation Ability 
Tropias 
Smooth Tracking 
Near.Far Fixations 
Color Perception 
Phonas 
And the effects 01 surgery. lens prescription. 
medication, drugs. alcohol. latigue. etc .. on 
these lunctions. 
The Eye· Trac Model 106 uses a filtered. 
incandescent light source and non· contacting 
pholodiode recePlors lor traCKing eye mO .... e· 
ments. Ihe resufls 01 which are Instantaneously 
recorded on a bUllf.ln, two· channel heat 
wntlng recorder. 
External outputs are pro .... ided tor com· 
puleflzed data aCQUISition systems 
The Standard Model 106 pro .... ldes jar 
plied as part of the baSIC Eye· Trac. From a 
reading pattern recording one can determine 
reading rate. number and durallon of bOth fixa-
tions and regresSlons, and many other aspects 
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measurement of horizontal eye mo .... ement 
of both eyes. As an opllonal extra. it can be 
Supplied in a configuration permllling 
measurement at hOrizontal or .... enlcal 
movement at each eye. 
In normal operation no regular mainte.-
nance is reqUired except tor replenishment of 
recording paper. 
The Eye· Trac will resolve horizontal eye 
movements to bener than one·half ot a degree. 
Vertical movement resoMion IS in the order of 
one degree. 
of oculomotor pefformance. A set of 64 reading 
selections (grade l1hroogh college), along with 
aSSOCiative normative data. are a .... allable tor 
use With the Eye· Trac. 
Adult _ ,ap<d 'Gad'" 
OTHER MEASUREMENTS 
The Eye-Trac may also be used for many ap-. 
pJicallOns and measurements other than Ihose 
previously noted. Various kinds of neurOlogical. 
cognitive, and psychological performance may 
COLOR PERCEPTION 
By recording the eye movements of a 
patient who IS Visually tracmg the Slandard 
Ishihara serpentine pallerns, one can note 
the presence or absenee of a characteristiC 
eye movement signalure. An objective 
record of the patient's color perception is 
thus obtained. 
OPTIONS 
1. Nystagmus Drum: 
For IndUCing and recording optd<lnetlc 
nystagmus 
2. Reading AnalySIS Package: 
Oocumentallon, chalts and tables for 
tesllng and analySIS. 
3. AutomatIC Digital Fix,1tion and Regression 
Counter: 
ProVides automatiC digital presentation 
of reading speed. number 01 llxatlons 
and number 01 regressions for use In 
conjUnction With readmg analySIS. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
be evaluated through the use 01 eye movement 
recording. For example. the complexity and na· 
ture of the eye movement pattern prOduced in 
solving agraphical problem give Significant in-
sight into the logical steps involved. Similarly, 
ltIa sequence of eye movements employed in 
viewing paintings, advertisements. orX-ray 
4. Vertical eye Movement Measurement: 
Capability for vertical as well as horizontal 
eye movement recording. 
5. E!ectriCal Analog Outputs: 
For connection to external instruments or 
computer systems. 
6. Elrtemal Inputs to Stripchart Recorder: 
For recording stimuluS data along with eye 
poSition data. 
Power 105·125 VAC@60Hz. 1 amp (210·250VAC@50Hzavail) 
Weight 25 pounds 
MaXimum 
DimenSions 31"lx23"hxl1"w 
plateS bears directly on the mental processes 
of the viewing individual. Eyemovement 
measurements are, therefore, a most useful 
diagnOStic in many ateas including ophthal. 
moIogy, neurology, PSychology. optometry. 
vision researCh, human engineering, and 
reading diagnosties and ennanc::ement. 
7. Dynamic: VIsual Acuity Tester: 
OSCillating grids of varying spatial 
frequency used to induce a tracking 
response. 
S. 'lsvgenc:e Tester: 
MotOfiZed target to induce vergence 
molion. 
9, Variable AsIa Flxation StImulator: 
Panel 01 LED's which flash at a controlled 
rate to induce fixauons. 
Headrest Fully adjustable WIth both gross and fine elevation adjustments, chin cup tilt 
adjustment, and built-in lateral head supportS 
Eye illumination lA-filtered incandescent lamps 15 CPo GE 94 IF 
Photo sensors Silicon photocells 
ElectrOniCS SOlid-state, plug-in prmted Circuit boards 
Response 40Hz 
Recorder Paper speed -10mmlsec 
Medium heat-senSitive paper 2.5 inches wide, 100 foot rof! 
TYPical range z 3.0V 
Output signal Typical scale - 300 mv/degree 
Output Impedance -1000 ohms 
ResolutIOn HOrizontal v, 
Range I linear :!.:10° from 
Center I usable z20° 
Response 40 Hz/sec. or 30 ms with recorder, 1000 Hz/sec. 
(electrical output signal) 
Artifacts Blinks, head movements, ambient light variation 
Applies to untts wlIh vertical modification 
Copyrlght©1918G+WApplledScfenc8~ 
All right. reuervttel. 
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Vertical· 
1 
=.100 
:!:15° 
or 2 ms Without recorder 
Ile§earch Eye MOl/elDent Monitor 
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APPLICATIONS 
The Eye-Trac Model 200 has many uselul 
research appllcatl()ns lor example measuring 
the eye movement pattern 01 a pllOlllylng under 
IFR conchllons ,n evaluatM)f1 of an aircraft In-
strument panel deSign Other uses Include 
DESCRIPTION 
The Eye- Trac Model 200 Research Eye 
Movement MonItor rM8IUr. oocn hOriZontal 
and vertICal eye mov_ Oy emploYing a 
non-contacting p/laloeIectnc techMique The 
outputs prOduced are lmJ/taneous analOg 
VOIIl'9es (digital ophOtlal) whICh are direct 
functIOnS of the PClSIhOn and movement of 
HCheye 
The Instrument ConsiSts of a senSing 
uaembly and an associated electrOMIcs 
control package connected by an e.ght loot 
"exlllie cable 
The monitor does not require attachments 
10 the eye or skln nor does It S'9nlllcanUy Inter-
lere With the suDj8Ct'S head movements or 
VISI()n Low level InviSible modulated Infrared 
eye IIlumlnahOn and synchronous detectIOn 01 
the reflected Signal minimize boIh subj8Ct diS-
traction and amllient Iliurmnahon anllacts 
The MOdel 200 measures d"ectlOn of gaze 
hor',zont .. ty bv ubhZlng the d,ff.,."tlal refNtc:tlV 
Ity of the "'S and the sclera It measures hOtl 
zontal PClSItlon of the eyes over a range 01 
approximately %20' With a resoluhon of Ilener 
than one quarter Of a degree The resolutl()n 
can Ile ,mprOVed to a lew m,,1UIes 01 arc With a 
rigid head mounting fixture (bite IlOard or gOOd 
head and chin rest) Vertical eye movement re-
cordIMg IS accompliShed Ily monitoring either 
upper or tower eyelid movement In thiS case 
the difference In reltectIVlty between the lid and 
SClera IS employed to make the measurement 
VertICal range IS +10' (up) and -20' (down) 
With a resoluhOn Of approximately l' 
Crosstalk b_ honzontal and vertical 
Scan Patterns 
Drug ENects 
Fangue 
PSYChO!lngUIStlCS 
Human Factors Engineering 
Dominance 
AdvertiSing Consumer Reaction 
VigilanCe Testing 
Perception 
Tracking 
Others 
Anxiety 
Fixation & Gaze AVOidance 
measurements can normally be kept under 
10')(, Ily careful al'9nment and HI-UP of phOto-
sensors AddltlOll8l etectrOlllc crosstalk reduc 
tlOn IS provided for and IS ad",sta/)le by lront 
panel controls The time constant of the Instru-
ment IS approx"nately lour I'n1lIlI8Conds Front 
panel 1,lter SWitChes allOW the respanA tltT18 
to Ile Increased to 26 I'nlilisecondS In ordllt to 
mlnltlllze 60 or 120 Hz Interference 
A front panel Selector SWItCh allows the 
output Signal from .. !her chennetlo De pr. 
sented on the monitoring meter The analOg 
519nals from IlOth channels are simultaneouSly 
avajallie at rear panetlllnding posts and Iront 
panel lacks These Signals are SUitable for 
direct Intertaclng to most recorders OSCillo-
scopes magnetic tapes and other common 
recording Idlsplay deviCes The optlOtlai digital 
outpUts (both ChannelS avallallie Simultane-
ouSly) appear on a rear mounted connector 
The analog and digital sIgnals prOduced Oy Ihe 
MOdel 200 are compahble With almost aU 
recording and data acquiSitIOn systems 
An Model 200 sensor assemoues are now 
supplied In the a,p-on configuration and 
may Ile used by SUIlj8Cts With or Without correc 
ttv. spectaCles In addition three~way vernier 
adlustment Of each sensor assemllly lacll,tates 
alignment and calillration procedures 
The Model 200 reqUItes only mOdest set-up 
and calillration Preparation ConSiSts 01 placing 
the spectacle assemllly on the sulliect adlust-
Ing the POSition of the photoetectrlC sensors 
and senlng the Iront panel operating controls 
SCAN PATTERN ON X-V PLOTTER 
The MOdel 200 can Ile ubllzed to super",,-
pose a SUIlj8C\ • eye movement pattern directly 
on the v_ matena! This IS accompliShed 
Oy ptlClng a copy of the mat."alln the Iled of 
an X- Y recorder and connecnng the Model 200 
horIZontal and VertICal output Slgnats to the 
respectIVe honzontal and vettlcallnpUts 01 
the ptotter The result of thiS procedure IS 
an Immediately aVililable hard copy of the 
SUbj8Ct S scan pattern superimposed on 
the Viewed scene 
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OUTLINE TRACING 
A sublect'S eye movements may ba 
recorded as he visually traces the outline 01 
geometric ligures (after Yarbus). This record-
MINIATURE EYI, MOVEMENTS 
The Model 200 is capable of reliably 
measunng changes In hOrizontal eye position 
as small as a lew minutes of arc. Such mea· 
surements do require eHective restrain! of the 
Subject's head to prevent mOllement artifacts. 
The recording shown 01 a 1" eye movement was 
made with the sublect'S head restrained in a 
Model 115 Head Rest. This particular device 
NYSTAGMUS 
Oscillatory eye movements of both sponta-
neous and Induced types are rcadilv and 
accurately recorded With 1M Model 200 Eye 
Movement Monitor. Nystagmus recordings 
PURSUIT MOVEMENTS 
A subject's ability to track a mOiling target 
IS of SignIficant Interest to neurOlogistS. 
psychologists, ophthalmologIstS. and human 
factors engineers. The Model 200 provides for 
READING PATTI:RNS 
Eye movement patterns produced by 
reading acllllity halle long been of inlerest to 
educators and psychOlogists. SUCh patterns 
are most useful for analySIS and research on 
reading dlfficulhes, learning disabilities, domi· 
nance. comprehensiOn, perception and other 
ing was made by the MOdel 200 Eye Mova-
ment Monitor and an X· Y Plotter set-up as 
described above. 
utilized a chin cup rather than the traditional 
bite plate. The Model11S head restraint system 
is much more comfortable than a bite plale and 
yet fixes Ihe head qUite reliably. Furthermore, it 
does not reqUire the elaborate and unsanitary 
dental wax Impressions necessary WIth 
a bite plate. 
are most useful in diagnosis of neurological 
problems (tumors, lesions. etc.), vestibular 
studies, motion and POSition effects, inner 
earmaUunCliOns (Memere's$yndrome, etc.), 
and drug and fatigue studies. 
a Simple, straightforward and noise·free 
recording Of tracking performance. PursUit 
mollements, lik.e nystagmus, are most useful In 
neurological. oculometor, vestibular, drug and 
fatigue studies 
aspects of psycholinguistics. The MOdel 200 
produces feading eye movement recordings of 
truly superior Quality. The figure illustrates one 
such recording In wtlich the left eVe IS being 
monitored for lIertlCal movement and the right 
for horiZontal movemerll. 
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TYPICAL SPECIFICAnONS 
~ (From c.n..) :'R +10" (up) 
-'R(down) 
-.aIuIIOn 0.25" l' 
N:DJIKY l' 'r' 
AIIponseTttne- 4 moIIoucondl 
Wi1h Fiher 26 moIIoMCOnds 
0uIpu1 SIgnalS (Bolli CIw1nets SmubneouIIy Avu.ole) 
AnaJoc;J 300 mv ldegree 
DtoOlaJ (OptJonal) 8 btl bNry-OTl/ITL Compabble 
InItrumenI Drill 10mv/hr 
er-. ~1D1ea1Nn 10% 
AMer FIeQuIr_cs 105-125V AC 50-80 Hz 
w.gnt 81111 
eon..ons 12" WIde x 10" cMIIp x 4 5" hOOh 
Arafcls 8IInIca (rMCi!y dI8IInguIIIIecI) Squonang 
~ ... &OpCJans Oog~ 0u1pula. ()pCIcaI s.-Filters 
'orIIUII FaclOfy) Heed ReIIrMII S~ (bIte~ IIId d'In r.lS) 
and Recorang-o.p.y Syatlma 
VIDEO FIXATION POINT 
DISPLAY UNIT (Optional) 
This deVice presents the subj8Ct s eye POSI 
lion In a very convenient visual display lormat It 
provides a c"rsor In the lorm 01 crossnalls or a 
spot supertmposed over a televISIOn monitor 
Image 01 the scene being viewed by the sublect 
The mete' or the Model 200 control panellndl-
cates the OOSltlon of one eye at a time In a form 
nor dllect.> 'elated to the scene When the \/ideo 
FlXatlor Po,nt (VFP) unit IS added a dramatic 
Point 01 Gaze display IS also produced ThiS 
leature can be uSed to delerm.ne the accuracy 
01 the Mooel 200 system at various points In the 
scene ana greatly s.mplif.es eallbrallon 01 the 
dev.ee In aadltlon the VFP d.splay allows v.dea 
recorChng of eye movement data as well as the 
standard analog and d.g.tal record.ng lormats 
Also prOVided IS a hneanzlng CirCuit wl'"cn may 
be usea to make the gllns symme",cal about 
the venteal and honzontal centers Th.s IS .n 
add.tlOn to the cross-talk CorrectIOn on the front 
panel of the contrOl unit 
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Af .. ~ot.c 
PQaIbIe WIllI ngId 1I..s ___ 
BollI 0UCpu1S upcM/ecI once 
..en mtloucond-
lluIy-brI SIQNI dunng updating 
ConIraIIect by MnIOt ~ 
IIId -=orwc COIIb"aIa 
230-2!5011 AC 
5OHz~ 
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TV PupillolDeter §y§telTJ .: 
DESCRIPTION 
The TV PUPILLOMETER IS a reliable simple-to-use Instru-
ment for accurate real-time measurement and display of the 
absolute diameter of the pupil The puPil IS continuously moni-
tored and pupil diameter IS shown directly on a panel meter and 
also prOVided In dlgdal and analog forms Measurement IS Inde-
pendent of eye movement and other vanatlOns over a large field 
of View 
The TV PUPILLOMETER utilizes a closed CirCUit low light 
level silICon rnatnx tube teleVISion system to observe the eye and 
a special Pupil RecognitIOn CirCUit to automatically acquire the 
pupil from the iriS the eyelids and other nOise With minimum 
operator ad,ustment A TV mondor displays the Image of the eye 
With supenmposed Pupil Delimiters to clearly Indicate the accu-
racy of the measurement The automatIC CirCUitry will maintain 
proper measurement for a large range of sellings and 
COnditionS 
A bibliography of PUPillometry Research IS available 
from ASL 
WITHOUT NOISE WITH NOISE 
PUPIL RECOGNmON CIRCUIT ACaUIRES PUPIL IN 
PRESENCE OF ARTIFACTS AND NOISE 
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• SImplicity of ~ 
• fdapC'" for LMt ......... 
• HIgft Degrw of SuIIfect CoIIIfoIt 
• PupIl .,...... ......... 0Itw ~ 
.. to ... a.--r 
• UnIque PupII ..... 1iIIon CIrcuIlry 
APPUCAnONS 
Measurement of changas In pupel dl8l1'18ter has become an 
extremety powerful tOOl for studyong IIuman reIQ(InSe 10 vanous 
conditions and stimuli ~ has been Widely used In clinICal re-
search PSYChologICal experments drug stud .. s ophtna/rnot-
ogy phySiology. and neuro-sclences 
Pupil diameter IS an indICator of at least thAle stmu/I retinal 
IIghllntenslly. accorMlOdatlOn and psychO/oglCal state ~ has 
been used In studl8S relating to all three but II oilers a unIQue 
PSYCnologlCaI IndICator whICh IS compjetely unaffected by con-
SCIOUS or SubJ8CIlV8 consideratIOns It IS more reItab/e and prac-
llcalthan tradlllOnaltechnlques suct1 u meuurement of gal-
vanIC Skin response or heart rate Spechc app/lCatlons nave 
been WI drug tre8lment of hyperactive children meaurwment of 
druo efhca~ varIOUS aspects of """mg. determination of VI(II-
lance and work load Studies under stress and fatigue 
SYSTEM OUTPUTS 
On all models pupil diameter IS presented as a direct read-
out on the analOg panel meter With a scale of 0 to 10 mm The 
model 1071 and 1081 cnart recorder versIOnS also record pupil 
diameter on Single and dual pen stnpchart recorders The chart 
recorder models can be ad,usted by the operator to display 
either the full 0 to 10 mm range or an expanded sub-l/lIerval of the 
measurement range An extemal pupel diameter output Signal 
scaled atlV/mm diameter and a digital output SlQnal are fur-
nished on all models An optIOnal 3 character digital video diS-
play supermposed on the TV monitor IS also available 
OPERA nON 
The subj8CI places hiS head In a chin rest or In a dentist type 
headrest and has an unobstructed View of the scene being 
presented 
The operator obtains a pICture of the sUbf8Ct s eye After 
seiling the TV mondor for a clear mage the operator ad,usts the 
Wide-range DlscnmlnatOl' corltrol until a crescent appears at the 
lell edge of the pupel and Delmlters appear In the monllor on top 
of and below the pupil As long as the Delimiters are property 
positIOned In sprte of other notse and artdacts. the measurement 
IS correct Pupil diameter In millimeters IS dISPlayed on a panel 
meter and provided as analog and digital SI(Inals 
PHOTOSTIMULATOR AND CONTROLLER 
PHQTOSTIMULATOR ATTACHED 
TO TV PUPILLOMETER 
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BINOCULAR TV PUPILLOMETER 
The Binocular TV Pupillometer IS composed of two me-
chantcally electronically and oPtically Integrated pupiliometers 
whlcn are capable of functlontng together or Independently The 
Binocular System can be used to SlmuttaneouSly montlor pupil 
diameter of both eyes Binocular studies are panlcularty useful In 
delectlng drug or neurOlogICal effects that snow an Imbalance In 
pupillary response of the two eyes When the Pupillometer sys-
tem IS coupled With a Binocular Photostlmulalor thiS type of 
Imbalance may be -quantified· 
MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR 
STIMULATOR AND CONTROLLER 
The Settes 1100 PhOIostlmuiator and ContrOller IS a power-
ful laboratory and research deVice for experiments InvOlVing the 
placement of controlled and programmed pulses of stimulus 
light Into one or both eyes of a subJIICt The beems of IIgnt are 
controllable In exposure frequency pulse Width focus beam 
diameter and Intensity 
One or both eyes may be stimulated and the controls for the 
two channelS may be synchronized In any destred phase and 
temporal relationship In order to test binocular responses 
There IS an Integrated aiming capability for placement of the 
beam Into the pupil of the subl8Ct FocUSing produces a parallel 
beam or allows beam locus on some other plane In or oul 01 the 
eye ega Maxwellian view 
A general purpose fitter holder IS prOVided forthe Insenlon of 
any deSired Itlter ThiS holder may be conventently swung oul 01 
Ihe way A neutral denSity wedge may alSO be used lor continu-
ous Intensity control 
A vlnual POint source tungsten concentrated arc lamp IS 
used With appropnate optiCS to prOVide the collimated beam of 
light 
The Controller prOVides a very conventent way of program-
ming the shutter exposure times lor one or two channels The 
pulse Width and the pened may be controlled for each cnannet 
and the phase retaltonshlp between the two systems can also be 
determined ThiS prOVides vlnually any pulse profile that may be 
destred Continuous cyclIC operatIOn or single pulse actuation IS 
poSSible The two channels may be locked phase or randomly 
related 
The Photostlmulator IS SUitable for studies 01 pupil diameter 
response to light stimuli under vanous sub,ect condttlons such 
as duttng drug administration 
For pupillometry the PhOIostlmulator IS Integrated With the 
SerteS 1000 TV Puptllometer 
Consult ASL lor funher specifications 
,-
Eye MDllelDent Monitoring §y§teln 
• 1JnoDtruaIft............,. 
• Modw. 8IId Ell~ Sy8tem 
• CoInputertad PtoceaIng Mel 
Control 
SYSTEM 
CONF1GURATION 
As shown by the adlacent schematIC a teleVISIon camera 
voews one eye of the sUbf8Ct whIch IS IllumInated by a near 
Infrared InvISIble IllumInator The resultIng pIcture of the eye IS 
dIsplayed on a S" TV monItor A second camera VIewS the scene 
presented to the subtect 
The system uses a sensItIve sllocon matrox tube televISIon 
camera whICh functIOnS at very low IllumInatIon to VIew the eye 
The IllumInator does not annoy or dIstract the sublect In the 
Remote System (Models 1994 1996 and 1998) the IllumInatIon IS 
coaxIal WIth the camera and produces an Image of a backloghted 
broght rather than dark pupIl 
PRINCIPLE OF 
OPERATION 
The sUbf8CI s eye rotatIon (as opposed to translatIon result-
Ing from head motIOn) and conseQuently hIS poInt of flxatoon IS 
determIned by the measurement of the center of the pUPIl WIth 
respect to the center of the corneal reflectIon The two features of 
the eye move together WIth head motoon but move dIfferentially 
WIth eye rotat,on hence the dIfference ,n theor POSitionS IS IndIcat-
Ive of the eye s poInt of f,xat,on Eye posItIon IS therefore Inde-
pendent of head position as long as the pupil Image IS contaIned 
with,n the held of vIew of the camera ThiS allows the system to 
tolerate small head motIon talkIng, etc and to contInue the 
measurement WIthout the necessIty of recalobratlOn WIthout 
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Series 1900 
Eye VIew Monitors 
These Instruments are advanced, televIsIon based eye 
movement monrtonng devIces They constitute complete sys-
tems for unobtrusive measurement of a subf8Ct s eye posnlon 
and pupIl d,ameter whIle allOWIng free head motIOn A number of 
convenIent output formats allow easy correlatIOn of pupIl dIame-
ter WIth fIxatIon poInt 
Eye poSItIon pupIl d,ameter and vanous other status IndIca-
tors are provIded In analog, dIgItal and vIsual forms The VISUal 
output may be recorded on videotape showIng both a dIgItal 
display of pupil doameter (OptIOnal) and cross haIrs to IndICate 
fIxatIon point The analog outputs are easily recorded on stnp.. 
chan recorders x-y recorders or storage oscilloscopes DIgItal 
outputs may be handled by the Integraf computer (Model 1996) 
or by an extemal dogltjll computer dIgital tape recorders or any 
other dIgItal deVIces 
.... -
--
- --
- ----I~-
SUCh a capabIlIty an eyeball translatIon of 0 1 mm resultIng Irom 
head motIon (or eyeball motIon WIthIn the socket) would lalsely 
,ndICate eye rotatIon of abOut 1· 
The poSItIon Informatoon IS presented to the operator In the 
lorm of cross haors or a spot superomposed on a 9" teleVISIon 
monitor Image of the scene being v_ed by the subf8Ct The 
operator can control the POSItIOn of the cross haors on the 
monItor By askIng the subrect to f,xate vanous poInts the com-
puted eye POSition IS calobrated manually or automatICally and 
may then be recorded 
SPECIAL RECOGNmON 
CIRCUITRY 
Special RecognitIOn Circuitry (software) detects the pupil 
and the comeal reflectIOn from the video signal The honzontal 
scan hnes whICh Intersect tham are selected to the exclusIOn of 
.can hnes whiCh Intersect the eyelids eyelashes or other noise 
The Recognillon CirCUitry allows operallon for a broad range of 
subtecll and under vslYJl10 conditions WIIh mml1l1m OI*aIOf 
adjUSlmltnll It supenmposes O.III1'11ters and other IIIdtcIlOrl on 
the eye TV mage to clearty show the oper..,.. thai the sytIeITIlS 
functioning propeny 
ACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE 
OperMar II1dIcaIors supenmpoaed on TV m-ve of aye. a 
functIOn 01 thraIhoId HttIng II'IOwIng ..... oI __ t
MMIInment IS good when pupIIlSlIIOI*IY deIimIIec1 
OUTPUTS 
The output.s avallable.n d.g.tal analog. and v.sual forms for 
record.ng on stnpchart recorders x-y recorders storage oscil-
loscopes digital tape or directly Into a dlg.tal computer Th.s data 
can be processed at the time of the experiment or recorded for 
lter analys.s by computer Also prov.ded .s a monitor snow.ng 
Ihe scene be.ng v.ewed by the sublect w.th supenmpOsed cross 
hairs .ndlCaling the subjeCt s pOint of gaze In real time 
:--;67- -- ::~T --~?;r-~ i~r-/-r-::r-~-)~ri 
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X-Y Recording of Eye 
FixatIOn as Subtect Scans 
a Number of Ooagonal Lones 
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This IS aV8llable to th. operator both tor adJUSting and 
Calibrating the experiment and as an output SUItable for study 
or vodeolape recording .f desired A spot may also be dlsglayed 
In place of the cross hairs as the pOint of gaze IndiCator 
A scan panern may be obtained by uSIng an x-y recOtdmg 
over a pldure of the scene being v-.ct 
FIXED HEAD 
MEASUREMENT 
AdditIOnal preciSIOn and accuracy can be oacaoned by 
uSing the Series 1900 Eye V_ Monrtors In the hxed head mode 
If head motIOn freedom .s not reqUired and a SUIt.,. ntStraonong 
deVICe such as a bite plat. IS used performance omproves 
dramatICally Noose IS reduced and preciSIOn and accuracy 
.ncrease by a factor of three or four 
DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER 
INTERFACE AND CONTROLLER 
SERIES 1900 EYE VIEW MONITOR WITH 
OPTIONAL DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER AND 
CONTROLLER 
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Model 1992 Basic 
Eye VIew Monitor 
The subject steadlllS hIS head with a chin rest and V~ the 
SC_ pnlSented hIm A specaallow-Iaght-Ievel teleYtSlon cam-
era WIth SilICon matnx VIdicon, _ one eye as illS dll.l11lnated 
by an I"",Slble Infrared IIlurrnnator Spec'" CIrcuitry extracts the 
centers of the pup~ and come .. refleCllOll, then compules and 
dIsplays eye positIon 
Model 1994 
Remote Eye View Monitor System 
The subject SItS with hIS head In a headrest or chII'! rest The 
optICal system IS removed two feel or more from the subteC!'s 
head and IS out of hIS fl8ld of _ He IS pllySICaily and psychO-
logIcally unencumbered, and IS less aware of the fact that hIS eye 
motIOn IS being monllored This allows the subJect to talk, makes 
for a more natural axpenmental SltuatlOM and re8Ults an more 
useful data 
A coaxaallllumlnator IS used to obIaln a bnght, rather than a 
dark pupil ThIS allows use wllh a greater sUbf8CI poQulatlOn and 
WIll g_rally work with eyeolasses and contact lenses The 
system allOws somewhat more head moIlOII and provides 
greater tolerance of eyelIds and OIher artIfacts than the Model 
1992 
Digital Tape Recorder 
for Models 1992 and 1994 
The Tape recorder Interface and ContrOller provIdeS the 
capabIlity of calIbratIng the Eye V_ Monllor outpuls and of 
controlling and recordIng expenment data and codes on a spe-
CIal or IBM compatIble tape recorder 
The system contaIns callbrallon dISplays, start and stop 
controls an abort control a subf8Ct number thl.l11bwhee1 SWItch 
an expenment code a real-lime clock a slide protector contrOl-
ler WIth a slide number counter and a rese! SWItCh for the clock 
and slide counter 
Contact ASL for compiele specIficatIOnS 
MODEL 1996 
COMPUTER BASED 
EYE VIEW MONITOR 
The Model 1996 Computer Based Eye V_ Monitor IS an 
advanced powerful and flexible system for unobtrUSive mea-
surement of a sub,ect s eye poSItion and pupil diameter It allows 
ater subj8ct physical and psychological freedom so that 
.re IS reduced awareness of the testing situation 
The subteCt SIIS In a high back chair and has conSiderable 
Ireedom Of head mOllon hiS eye can be In a vOlume of space of 1 
cubiC ,nch (15 emJ) or more ThiS enables the deVice to handle a 
broad range of experiments 
MODEL 1998 
COMPUTER BASED SYSTEM WITH 
HEAD TRACKING MIRROR 
120 
DIStance from the Instrument to the su_tlS farge and the 
apparatus IS theretore unobtrusIVe The optICS are up to 3 feet 
(91 cm) or more away from the sub!8c1's eye and out of ilia fietd 
of _ He IS allowed 10 talk and tills makes for a more natural 
expenmental SllUalIOn, resulting 111 more Ulefui dala 
The ComlllAer Based SVI*n II a great deal more powerful 
and fleXible lnan lhe tlardware systems because of the verv high 
data handllllQ capatJdlCy ComplIcated eye geomeIMS and non-
IlnuntlllS can be proc8lMd and the element, of !tie eye can be 
PICked out from the eyelids eyetashes, I'IOIte and acher al1lfac11 
Eyelid IruncallOn of the pupil, eyeglUlH and same conIacI 
,_ can be accepled A very broad range of subteds can 
t,*-font be accommodaIed with mtnmllT! operator lI1Ierven-
1I0I'l as expenmental condlllOfll vary 
AIAOmatlC CaltbrltlOrl on tile lhe comP\Aer basad system 
allows qUICk eay, and far more precise calibratIOn of even 
difficult subJeCtS sue" as Infants, child,.", and _erch anmal. 
The subjIICIls merely reqUIred 10 fixate a number of cahbrallOn 
potnts one at a tme AI eac" fixatlOl'l the operator smp4y pusl1eS 
a button Allhe compIeIlOn of 11'111 Slep wI1IC" IakeI only sec· 
onds the complAer automatICally datermlMS lhe cailbrallOn and 
the expenmen1 can begin 
The system supplies a number of convenl8nl outpUls mclud-
'1'10 Visual analog, and digital eye QOIItIOn and PUPIl dlamater 
and vanous other status IndlCa/ors The ViSual output may be 
recorded on Videotape, ShowIng bach a digital display of PUPIl 
dlamat.r (optional), and cross hairs to IndICate fixatIOn I)0Il11 The 
analog outpull are .... y r8COIdId on lhe Slnpchal1 recorders, 
x-v recorders or storage OICIHtIlCOP8S Tha digital outlllA' may 
be handled by tile ,",egrel comQlAer or by extemal digital devices 
The user may cl100se to configure the 1996 Syslem wit" 
addillOnll Inpul/outplA and/or storage devices so I"., dIIa may 
be stored on lape or on dISC In rnl-tme, and then .... alyzed WIllI 
lhe _ proceuor aller compjatJon 01 lhe rneuu..menI The 
proceaor can alSO be uud as a gener .. purpose comlllAer 
when not operating lhe Eve V_ Monitor 
In order 10 mcre_ lhe subfIICI head mohon .. 1owed wit" the 
Model 1996 Eye Monitor Syslem a Held Tracking MIrror Syslem 
,n the x-y (lateral) plane mey be Incorporated For z axl$8mera 
to sub/eCt dlslance)tracklng see betow 
The mirror IS contrOlled by a head motIOn deteclor and 
IraClung system wIIlCh IS Integraled wit" and rec .. ves III control 
sIQnals from the Eye V_ Monitor and Processor The positIOn of 
the head IS determtned and when II dnlls trom the center 01 the 
Visual field 01 lhe caners. lhe mirror WIll reacqulle the eye In 
moSlcases 
The operator observes lhe subtecl S eye In lhe pupil monllor 
and In a wide angle VI_locatmg monllor He uses thiS second 
monllor diSplay, wIIlC" shOws a portIOn of lhe subtect s face 10 
aSSIst '" setup positioning and In reacqUisition It lhe eye be-
comes lost He accompliShes Ihls positIOning With a jO'fstlck 
AcqulSIIIOn of lhe eye IS automatIC as soon as a sullle,."t 
poI1lOn of II IS VISible 10 the Eye camera 
System Irackmg range IS dependent on expermental condl-
liOns bul up to a foOl (30 em) of heed motIOn can be accommo-
daled In lhe x-V plane 
The Head Tracking MU'ror II usefut when there IS a great 
d.al of head motIOn '" lhe x-y pI8I'Ie, bullIIIIe z axil motion for 
Instance, when the subllCt lI ... ed In alllgll back chair Shouid 
heed motion In the Z-axll be needed remote manual or aUlo-
matlC fOCUSIng capability can be mcorporated 
YanoUl Ptac:emertts and conflguratlOl'ls of the mirror/camera 
system are possible depending on the p/1yIIcai arrangement of 
the expenmentat setup 
ADVANTAGES OF COMPUTER BASED MODEL 
OVER HARDWARE SYSTEMS 
The 80phlaticMed Model 1_ offwa ... turn that lMtcelt 
superior to the henlwlire ayatems resulting In Improved 
performance. more efficient u ... higher dMII output r .... and 
lower opeqtlng coat 
, 
• 
• The Model 1996 accepts Increued head motion. ellmmatesthe 
need for a chin rest. and WIll wortl well WIth a suqect seated In a 
high back ch8Jr ThIS malceIfor mcreaaed suDtect frwdom. less 
awareness of the InSIrUment and praduceI more MIUraItest 
results less Influenced by the InSlrUment. 
• The Model 1996 allows for Incr.ud camera to auOtect distance. 
agam causmg I ... suDfed awareness 
• The computer tolerates a larger numOer 01 complications 
Par1JaiIy oDscured and truncated puptls are generally accepted 
More 11OIS8. blemish. eyelid and lash Interference IS successfully 
handled Most eyeglasses and contact lenses .. also accepted 
• The Model 1996 Incorporates automaIIC calibration In place of 
the manual calIbrallon on the hardware models ThIS r.suIts In a 
more pr8C1S8 calibration that does not tire or annoy the subject 
• The operator 01 the IftSIrUment now has more time to altend to 
the study because he Qn pay less attention to the device 
• There IS reduced error resu/bng from head motion and 
non-hneantJes In the comers 01 the scene 
• The eye movement camera may now be placed in II'IY number 
of poSSible poSlbons. one conventent poSItIon betng below the 
stimulus 
• Future updates can be added and Incorporated Into the 
system by merely r .. dlng In a program tape whene_ new 
developments are aV8Jlable This IS clearty much .... disruptive 
than hardware changes 
• The Integral 1996 computer IS a general purpose deVICe which 
can do powerful off-lIne work for analySIS oftha data or 101' other 
computing functIOns 
• The system may be expanded to Incorporate a remote head 
tracking mlnO!' for larger head motion and remote camera 
fOCUSing for extended Z·axIS (camera to subtect dtatance) 
range 
• The computer system can be Integrated WIth other outside 
deVlC8s for modifying diSplays. proVIdIng 101' lnteractlWl 
ca~bratIon. etc 
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COMPUTER SYSTEM 
DESCRIPTION FOR MODEL 1996 
The computer for the Model 1996 was chosen for Its 
"~h operating speed and powerful VO capability In order to 
.nage the very ngorous computatIOn requlI'ements It 
was also chosen for Its power and flexibility as a general 
purpose computer whICh IS surtaDIe for handling data 
generated by the Eye VIew Monitor as well as for other 
laboratory applications 
The Computer Automation, Model LSI 2/20 was 
selected It IS configured In the standard system with 8K 
of core memory (up to 32K of memory may be supported), 
a hlQh speed tape r.ader (a Teletype ASR-33 terminal IS 
opbonal), an autoload ROM, a DMA 1/0 System. and 
power-up Interrupt 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE FOR THE 
MODEL 1996 EYE V1EW MONITOR 
A. Eye ~ Ret8ted Softwa,. 
Th .... are four softw .... packag.s to be conSIdered 
1 THE meQ§ EYE POSITION 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
This IS the real-trme software that IS the standard 
package Included as part of Model 1996 It operates 
the Ey. \/lew Monitor and generates the venous 
outputs It proVIdes for aN the calibratIOn and 
computatIOn programs and contarns a "umber of 
S8MC8 and dragnostic test roW"" needed for the 
operatIOn of the Instrument 
2 THE ~ REAL-TIME EYE POSITION 
DATA RECORDING SYSTEM (Optional) 
This softw ... e package IS custom deslQned for the 
partrcular user to allow storage of eye position data 
on a mass storage deVICe. such as floppy disk or 
magnetic tape In addition to eye position data. 
vanous Identtficabon codes. expenmental vanables. 
status Indicators. etc may be entered Also 
recordaOle. are sbmulus pm-ameters. such as shde 
number or frame count The EYEDAT optIOn 
requll'8S the follwlng hardware configuratIOn In 
addItIOn to the standard system 
1) Second 8K of memory 
2) Teletermlnal. e g T.letype ASR33 
3) Floppy disk or magnetIC tape subsystem 
B. Standard Computer Automation 
Syaem Softwar. 
Softwar. packages whICh may be obtained for the 
Computer Automation LSI 2/20 computer Include 
assembler. editor. a mathematical package. and 
other standard ubhbes and dlagnosbc programs 
The standard 8K memory Will also support BASIC 
With addItIOnal mass storage deVICes. FORTRAN 
and an operating system can be supported 
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The Computer Automation LSI 2/20 can support a 
floppy disc or IBM compabble magnetic tape The real time 
eye POSItron data generated by the system can be stored 
on one of these d8Y1C8S for later off-lin. analySIS 
The LSI 2/20 can also be made to communICate with 
other laboratory computers and can handle InteractIVe 
subtect displays 
3 THE ~ OFF-LINE EYE MOVEMENT 
DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM (Optional) 
ThIS software package IS also custom deSIgned for 
the IndiVIdual user and Involves reductIOn of the data 
to .xtract Information reqUIred by the .xpenmenter 
This may conSist. for example. of d.termlnlng 
fixatIOn potI'Its. making scan pattern studl.S. 
computing duratIOn of dwell on vanous ar.as of the 
scen •• etc 
4 THE ~ TELEVISION 
STIMULUS PRESENTATION AND 
PROCESSING SYSTEM (Optional) 
This IS a Specially configured hardw ... e and software 
system for handling the presentatIOn of tel.VlSIOf'l or 
real-hfe mOVIng scenes. such as dnVlng. and allows 
automated analysIs as opposed to manual data 
reductIOn of the results Request Applied Science 
Laboratones hterature 
GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
AND CONFIGURAOON - s.rt..1800 
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USER APPUCATIONS 
Model 101 eye-trllC 
• Evaluatoo of readIng and perceptual skills 
• Determlnatoo of VISUal etflcoency 
• Study of bInocular smooth trackong and saccadIC flxatlOl'l 
• Measurement of nystagmus vslgenC8 and OCher oculomotor 
functIons 
Model 200 ey .. trIte: 
• Cognrtlve and leamlng behaVIOr studl8s 
• NeurologICal eHect of cenaln drugs on the vestibular system 
• Non-verbal communIcatIOn research 
• Fatigue and stress studies 
• Human factors engineering 
• High frequency eye POSition measurement 
S.".1900 Eye VIew IIonltora 
• VIsual search and scanmng studies 
• Detection of pursurt eye movement aberratoos caused by 
cenaln mental disorders 
• Infant development studIes 
• Research concernIng Ihe entenalnment and educatlOl'lai 
quality of chIldren s TV matenal 
• Pilot and driver SimulatIOn experiments 
• Study of learning disabilities 
• Eye poSitIOn measurements as a control or for carretatlOln 
pupIllometry 
Sertea 1000 TV Pupillometer 
• Research In pupillary response of alconot and drug users 
• Mental work load experiments 
• Study of belling and gambling strategl8s 
• SchIZophrenIa research 
• B,nocular studIes of neurological mbalance 
• PupIllary latency measurements 
G1M ..... .... &.-.Q ... ... ..,._-------
335 Bear HoI Aa.d 
W __ ~Q2154 
(8'7)~5'OO 
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Part No. 
719-1060 
719-1061 
719-1120 
719-1121 
719-1130 
719-1240 
719-1150 
719-1300 
719-0002 
719-0001 
719-0003 
719-0004 
719-0005 
BIO-METRIC EYE TRAC 
EYE JoOVEJ£NT IOfITOR 
Description 
EYE-TRAC, foODEL 106: 
StaDd&i'd MliCLt1, 120 volts, 60Hz. Measures borizonal eye 
_w.nts. ec.p1ete with iDUp-al two-cJwmel heat 
writin, recorder, re.Dvable i11umnated easel. eye 
illu.ination ~rs and Operators Mlnual 
EYE-TRAC, JoODEL 106: 
120 volts, 60Hz. Measures both horizontal and vertical 
eye .v.-nts, CoIIplete with iDtecral two-channel heat 
writiD, recorder, re.Dvable i11U111Jl&ted easel, eye 
illu.ination cH..Iers and Operators Mlnual 
HY'STAGKJS DRUM, JoODEL 112: 
V&r1&ble speed st1aUlator fOr includin, optokinet1c 
nys'tapus (OJCN). Includes three tar,ets of varyin, 
spatial frequency. 
VERTICAL HY'STAQIJS DRUM ADAPTOR: 
Bracket fOr rotatin, Nystapus Drua 900 for iDclucin, mel 
.asurin, vertical nystapus 
VISUAL ACUITY, JoODEL 113: 
Por _asure.nt of dynamc visual acuity mel evaluauon 
of tracltin, perfOmance, both mnocularly md b1Docularly. 
Includes set of 10 tar,et ,ratines ranciD, fro. 20/200 to 
20/10. 
VERGENCE STIl«JLATOR, JoI)DEL 124: 
St~ates conver,ence and diver,ence eye .ve .. nts. 
TABLE JoI)tM HEAD RESTRAINT SYSTEM, JoI)DEL 115: 
BITE-BOARD ACCESSORY: 
TEST SELECTIONS. 
Set of 64 reading select1ons, for crade levels 1 
through adult prepared by Educat101lal Develop-.nt 
Laboratorus. Printed on 3.5 x 5 inch cards. 
Co.prehens101l quest101ls on reverse S1de. 
MAlNENTANCE MANUAL, EYE-TRAe, JoI)DEL 106: 
RECORDING PAPER: 
100 ft. speC1ally printed roll 
EYE-TRAC, JoI)DEL 106 DUST COVER: 
PORTABLE TRAVEL CASE, EYE TRAC, JoI)DEL 106: 
Price 
$ 2,288.00 
$ 2,690.00 
$ 350.00 
$ 65.00 
$ 750.00 
$ 550.00 
$ 175.00 
$ 80.00 
$ 70.00 
$ 3.50 
$ 6.00 
$ 9.25 
$ 120.75 
~~ ....... LaKu __ .., .... 
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Part No. 
719-0007 
719-0009 
719-0010 
719-1050 
719-1330 
719-2001 
719-2002 
719-2000 
719-3000 
Description 
EYE )IJVNNT ANALYSIS RBmRD SHEETS (50): 
BXAMDlER'S mpy, TEST SELECl"ICIiS: 
IIANUAL, EYE JIlVEIENT ANALYSIS WI'l1I READING EYE II: 
GRAPH ANALnER: 
STRABISIU) COVER TEST DSDfSTRATOR: 
EYE-TRAC, f«)DEL 200-1: 
Research MOdel, 120 volts, 60Hz. Measures horizouatal 
aJld/or vertical eye mv~ts. 5i1ultaJteously mnitors 
both eyes. Analol OUtput, Meter Readout 
EYE-TRAC, MODEL 200-2: 
LSUi'di MOCLIi, 120 volts 60Hz. Measures horizoatal 
liI1d/or vertical eye mv~ts. 5i1ultaaeous1y mDitors 
berth eyes. ADalol ad Dilital Outputs. Meter Rudout 
EYE-TRAC, Jl)DEL 200 SPECl"A-SENSORS'l1I: 
Clip-ou sensor asse.bUes, with vemier adjusaats. 
This it_ is supplied with all EYE-TRAC. IIJDEL 200 
Eye ~t Mlmitors as studard equipMDt. 
PlXATI(JII POINT DISPLAY tlfIT, MJDEL 200-V: 
Optional video UIl1t fOr use wiih .11 fIilbEL 200 5yst ... 
to display X-hairs or spot. sbowml vertical ad 
horizontal eye POS1tion over a TV Mlmitor ~ .. of the 
scene. Syst .. includes linearization. c:antrol circuitry, 
9" TV Mlmitor aJtd cuera with standard leas. Output u.y 
be V1cleoUped. 
, • O.B., DL2'JLUf, DSS.1CJfOSJ:1:rs 
PRICBS AND SP8CI'ZCA'nOIIS ~ 1'0 C1IAlIG1l IIli'BOO'J' .urIC2 
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!!:!S!. 
• 1.15 
• 2.90 
• 11.50 
• 2.90 
* 
5%0.00 
• 2,995.00 
* 3,395.00 
* 1.100.00 
* 1,950.00 
GIYl AppDed Science Laboratories • "GI.U" __ ~1\RIIII_ all .... ,..., ~~,&4 .. - . _. 
3315 BEAR HILL "OAD 
WALTHAM. MASSACHUSeTTS 02154-
TELBII1ONE: (15171 880-5100 
PRICE LIST 
MODEL. 19TR-9 EYE VIEW MONITOR AlfD PUPILLOMETER 
SYSTEM 9-TRACK DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER INTERFACE 
AND CONTROLLER 
Options 
1. Subject NUliber Indicator: 
2. Experi_nt Code: 
3. Event or Slide Counter: 
A 3-digit thumbNheel switch 
4 lighted push-button switches 
yielding 4-bit binar,y number 
This is a counter to index the 
slide nu.ber being presented a 
subject. It contains 4 binary bits 
and this .y be integrated with a 
slide projector system. See below. 
4a. KeMedy Model 1600/360 FG 9-Track. SOO BPI. 0-500 stepsl 
second with Fast Gap Option 
NOTE: An incremental tape recorder is rate li.ited .. does 
no~ allow reading after writing or prevent errors or bad 
writing. and loses data during an inter-record gap. A buffered 
synchronous tape recorder eli.inates these problems. (Item b.) 
b. Kennedy Series 9000. 9-Track synchronous tape drive and 
buffered fo~tter system with read after write check. 
5. 1200-ft reel of 9-Track recordi ng tape 
6. Intergrated Slide Projector system with proper compatibility 
and noise free operation 
a. Single Slide Projector 
b. Double Slide Projector with Dissolve Unlt 
7. Rear Projection Screen 
ALL TERMS. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT. TO ~IGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
F .0. B.. WAL THAH. MASSACHUSETTS 02154 
EVM-9 
1/1/77 
OlIO 
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~ 
$3.400.00 
440.00 
310.00 
390.00 
5,200.00 
6,490.0U 
12.00 
650.00 
1,290.00 
195.00 
aRIES 1000 TV PUPILLOM!TER Sf STEM 
~ Description ~ 
1 JIDclel 1050S TV PupillOlleter • 10,900.00 
2 JIDclel 1000SB BiDocular TV Pupillalleter • 21.500.00 3 ... 1 I060SRP IteIDte TV Pupillo.t"er • l6,~.00 4 IIDdeI 107lSG TV Pupilla.eter with siD&1- cbmmeJ. • 12.500.00 1:hemal mtiDa chart recorder 
5 IIDdel 1081SG TV PupillOMter with cIual. chama.l • 12,900.00 themal mtin, chart nc:order 
6 Nodel lonsp TV Pupilla.ter with mil. pea $ 12,000.00 
poteatio.nic chart nc:axder 
7 JfodaJ. 1081SBP Binocular TV PupillOMter with dual • 23.500.00 pen potentiOlletric chart recorier 
8 EM1 Sinal. ClaDel Evcmt Muter • 17$.00 9 EMZ Dual. aa.mel IwDt N&zter • 225.00 
OptiGDS 
10 a.-te Meuw_t IIIUI a.d 1'Dct:i.D& CaIIsal;" P8CtCnT 
11 IPS lear Project:1OD Sc:z..a for ~t1n1 $ 225.00 
stiaul1 to subject 
-
12 ATV Auxiliuy Extemal 9" lfaaitor ~ viewiDa $ 495.00 
the subjects eye 
13 TVP-DSP Digital Output Calibrad.aa aDd $ 295.00 
PreseDtatiOD Uai t 
14 Digital Recordin, Eqai~ for ~t P-=tary 
ec.puter Proc:essiD, 
15 Mjustahle SUbject: Stool $ 195.00 
16 PhotostiJlwa;tor and Contml1er 
PSC-I Single Eye $ 4.950.00 
PSC-2 Binocular $ 7.950.00 
17 Travellina eases $ 1.3!tO.OO 
18 Video Tape Rec:order $ 1,200.00 
19- ba MouDtiDg Adaptors for ConUol Unit $ 75.00 
l"Q8 "altha., "'.Hoh_tb 
Price. lUJd Spec1~icatiozJB SUbJect: to ChangIt JI.i.thout Notice 
7/17/78 
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1 
2 
SBRIES 1900 EYE VIEW ICNITOR and TV PUPILLOMETER SYSTEM 
Description 
Model 1992-S, eo.p1ete Syste. 
Model 1994-S, Ca.p1ete ae.ote System 
loth the above aociels include: 
Silic:aa Matrix TUbe 'IV CaMra for viewing the eye 
Control &Del Co!lputation Unit with TV Monitor for eye i_ge 
'IV c-ra for viewing scene being presented 
9" Monitor shoring scene with crosshairs indicating point 
of fixation 
Adjustable Calera Base 
All Cables, Accessories and Manuals 
Outputs - Digital and Analog 
Ca) Vertical Eye Pos1tion 
(b) Horizcmtal Bye POSit1on 
Cc) Pupil DiaMter Cin ailliaeters) 
Opuons 
3 19TR-9 Digital Tape Data AcquiS1tion 
19TR-7 Recording syst .. with experiMnt desipation 
mel status words 
4 Z 18-9Oaa Pocal Length Zooa Lens for Scene Camera 
5 VI'R Video Tape Recorder 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
* 
* 
RPS 
TCEVM 
ASC 
ATV 
RM 
Rear Projection Screen for presenting scene for 
other stiauli to subJects 
Travelling eases 
Adjustable Subject Stool 
Extemal 9" Monitor for V1evin, eye 
Rack Mount1ng 
Descr1ption 
Model 1996-5, Processor Based Eye Vi_ Monitor 
Model 1998-5, Processor Based Eye View Monitor with 
Head Track1ng Mirror 
*For addit10nal literature and 1Dfonaation, write or call: 
George S. Leonard, Products Manager 
G+W Applied SC1ence Laborator1es 
33S Bear Hill Road 
Waltham. Massachusetts 
(617) 890-S100 
02154 
F.O.B. fialtlzam, lfasslichusetts 
!!!E!. 
$ 18,900.00 
$ 23,750.00 
See Separate 
List 
$ 395.00 
$ 1,200.00 
$ 215.00 
$ 1,490.00 
$ 175.00 
$ 495.00 
$ 75.00 
$ 39,990.00 
Consult Factory 
T.l"III8~ prieBe and speai.fictrt:i.ons .w,ject to chang. 7I1ithout no~ WN/-""---~~-... 
6/1/78 
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nac 
Eye Movement Recorder 
Model 4 
The Eye-Mark Recorder simultaneously and 
continuously records the subject's discreet 
visual point of interest within his field of 
view. This is achieved by reflecting an 
illuminated spot off the eyeball cornea which 
is superimposed into the field of view. Both 
field of view and the superimposed 
illuminated spot are then recorded on 
16mm motion picture film, closed circuit TV 
or can be visually observed. 
Applications 
• Simulators 
• Human factors 
• Behavioral studies 
--
• Pattern recognition 
• Market research 
• Medical research 
• Reading therapy 
• Highway engineering 
• Targefacquisition 
133 
General Description 
The Eye·Mark is extremely versatile with numerous applications, 
some of which are covered in this brochure. It is light weight, easy to 
set up - which usually takes about 15 minutes, accurate and moderately 
priced for such a fine instrument. 
Two basic models are available, one 30· and one 60· which are 
the primary field angles or total viewing area of the camera lens. The spot 
travel or eye point of viewing track is approximately 20· around the 
optical center line of the camera lens in the 30· type and 40· in the 60· 
type. It is approximate because in some cases, depending on an 
individual's eyeball, reticle travel may be full field. 
Everything is included, ready to use, with the exception of the 
recording equipment, i.e., 16m01 motion picture camera or TV camera. 
Through the use of fibre optics the recording camera is remote 
which allows freedom of head movement and greatly reduces the amount 
of weight on the subject's head. During set up, provisior. is made 
for monitoring through the optical system. 
The system is manufactured by NAC, Inc. in Japan, a leading 
manufacturer of special electro'optical instruments, who originally built 
the recorder to monitor eye point of interest in railroad simulators. 
Features 
• Lightweight 
• Freedom of head movement 
• Fast set·up 
• Easy calibration 
• Spot accuracy±2° 
• Parallex correction 
• Remote recorder capability 
• Interchangeable nose pieces 
• Can be used without eye·spot 
and mirror 
• Depth of field, 10" to infinity 
• Completely self·contained 
Vertical Adjustment 
Fibre Optics Connector 
Reticle Focus 
Reticle Lamp 
Positioning Adjustment 
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Reticle Lamp 
f.stOPlAdiustment 
"' 
Lateral 
Adjustment 
Main Objective Lens 
Dichroic Mirror 
• Reading evaluation 
• Comprehension 
• Visual perception 
• Eye track 
• Reading speed 
Eye·Mark 
I. 
. \" 
,.ii~.(i';;~{?r:iJ~;~ 
/ ..... ; .. - '" 
• Aircraft simulators 
• Pilot evaluation 
• Human factor studies 
• Instrument panel design 
• Ratio of outside vs. 
instrument panel time 
• Target acquisition 
• Highway engineering studies 
• Automobile simulator 
• Driver education 
• Highway safety 
• Evaluation of distractions 
Fiber Optics 16mm Camera Film Reader 
~1I11/A. 
.:;:;; .~ I ~'IIIII"I/Ill 
CCTV 
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Projector 
VTR 
Specifications 
Field of view: 
30· type: vertical 22.7·, horizontal 31.4· 
60· type: vertical 43.5·, horizontal 60· 
Specify when ordering. 
Eye mark size: 0.5mm (.1l2 in.) mark on 16mm film 
Aperture: T 8 adjustable with click stops at 
11, 16, 22, 32, 45. 
Distance between subject and object: 25cm 
(9.84")·infinity. (Close·up attachment is supplied with 
30· type.) 
Eye mark correction range: Full frame of 16mm film. 
Weight: Body, 380g (13.4 oz.) 
Optical fiber, 150g (5.3 oz.) 
Camera adapter, 280g (9.9 oz.) 
Spot lamp (eye lamp): Special tungsten lamp. Life 
100 hours (at maximum voltage). 
Mounting adjustment: The device can be adjusted to 
fit any head size. 
Schematic Diagrclm 
Distance between eyeball and optical system: 35mm to 
45mm (1.38" to 1.78"). (Distance to mirror.) 
Adjustments: X· Y, Parallex and spot focus. 
Parall •• adjustment range: 15· downward. 
Optical fiber: Single strand diameter 20 microm. 
Effective picture 4 x 5mm. 
Total length 1000mm (39.37") 
Power supply: 4 "C" size batteries in series for reticle 
illumination and alignment function. 
Finder and adjustment optics are supplied. 
Tracking field: 
±10· around optical C/l in 30· type. 
±20· around optical C/l in 60· type. 
Note: In some cases, tracking ability may be full field. 
Accuracy: Accuracy is a function of off axis angle 
plus the individual's eye, but is approximately 2· within 
the above given fields. 
Specitrcations subject to change without notice. 
FIBRE OPTICS 
4fJ.-------- I 
I 
I 
LENS FOCUS I sPOTLAMP m 
: EVE 
---c:0'----:--~ <@) 
SPOT LAMP I ; 
~:tI';1f.J' VIEW PHOTO LENS 
~;w _____ :;;;SE£.THRU MIRROR 
Eye·Mark Recorder, Fibre Optics. Finder and 
Adjustment OptiCS; and Battery Pack. 
Manufactured by NAC INCORPORATED, Tokyo, Japan 
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RELAY 
OPTICS 
RECORDER 
o FINDER 
Complete system fits 
into a compact. 
shock·proof 
carrying case. 
Printed in U.S.A. 
-or NAC l 'j, INSTRUMENTATION 
*' ~ MARKETING CORP. EYE MOVEMENT RECORDER 
~ 
IV 
December 1, 1978 
FOB Burbank. CA 
DESCRIPTION PRICE 
Eye-mark recorder, 600 F1e1d of View includlng all 1tems and 
carrY1ng case.---------------------------------------------- $8.480.00 
The above 1tem lncludes all of the follow1ng components plus 
carrY1ng case. 
Maln optlcal body.------------------------------------------ 4,490.00 
*Face mask.-------------------------------------------------- 140.00 
*Face pad, (3 d1fferent thicknesses).----------------------EA 40.00 
Ret1cle lamp holder.---------------------------------------- 75.00 
Optfcal fiber.--------------------------------------------- 4.420.00 
Camera adapter.-------------------------------------------- 1,355.00 
Power supply.---------------------------------------------- 140.00 
Al1gnment light source.------------------------------------ 35.00 
Ret1cle lamp.---------------------------------------------- 4.00 
Fllter.---------------------------------------------------- 5.00 
Reflect1ng mlrror.----------------------------------------- 29.00 
*Strap.----------------------------------------------------- 45.00 
*Model 3 Eye mark recroders can be converted to model 4 by 
order1ng these items plus request1ng bracket and screws. 
300 Fleld of Vlewer Eyemark Recorder lS a "Spec1al Production" 
ltem. Please lnqu1re for de11very 1nformat10n. 
(Pr1ces are subJect to change w1thout not1ce,) (Please confirm before plac1ng orders.) 
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